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After his fight and fears,
After his weary cross,

:

Oh! then—a deeper love
For the pure home above.

And when the work is done,

When the last soul is won,
‘When Jesus’ love and power
Have cheered the dying hour—
What then?
is given!
heaven!
day,
away.

bog.

‘Then

there

are rapids, or a series of rapids, for some
seven miles, around which the boats are

OTHER

INSECTS.

on the

south side. As many as three thousand
are said to have been there at a time. The
have

been left

without gny visible means of sustenance!
Pitiable indeed, we are told, has been the
sightof emaciated and haggard invalids,
who, in that quarter, have been borne in
on litters, and then borne out still more

emaciated and haggard! Two are reported
to have died in the woods.
All this is
quite credible. On the side chosen for our
been no

man

extraor-

being carried
died.

We

Saw a young man, also a student, far gone
in consumption, whose tent was in sight of
At first, we said, ‘‘ that young

great

exceedingly.

A

The papers report a great rush of health

especially

in

These

numbers, being

in shape

somewhat long and slender, and in size
perhapsa fourth or a fifth as large as the
common house-fly. Many complain of these

Wilderness for Invalids.

out unbenefited, who has since

come out alive !

The black fly is'another nuisance.
abound
E. J.

ours.

the lower

are rapids of an elevation perhaps of some
fifteen or twenty feet.
Above them there
is another level of some five miles, called
the upper bog. Atthe head of this there

any considerable time, and

Death's darkest hour to cheer.

dinary rush, we met a

miles, called

We ourselves were not much annoyed by
them. Itis true, they abound in inconceivable numbers.
They
are of large
size, and have a healthy and robust appearance. They certainly have the cbolest
heads and the steadiest nerve of any mosquitoes that we ever met. They are not
musical, but go in straight for business.
They light at once, and commence operation, and will not relinquish it till they
have got their fill or you have smitten them
dead on the spot.

Perishing souls to win,
Then Jesus’ presence near

entrance, where there has

there seems to be a dead level of some two

mensions and savage encounters ; declaring
that no human being could sojourn there

Oh! then—true work for Him,

hotels being overrun, many

where those who go in first take to boats,

quent as he portrayed their formidable di-

After this holy calm,
This rest on Jesus’ arm,
After this deepened love
For the pure home above—
What then?

and pleasure seekers,

rapids extending we do not know how far.
We fished along the stream more than a
mile, and the waters all the -way for that
distance go tumbling and foaming over
a rocky bed.
Above these and the falls

Pitiable are the stories that visitors tell of
theravages of these enemies of the human
race. A New York youngster, who came
out just before we went in, waxed elo-

Oh! then—a holy calm,
Resting on Jesus’ arm;

The

siderably within the outskirts of the woods,
are falls of some fifteen or twenty feet, and

MOSQUITOES AND

All things below but loss—
What then?

crown
rest in
endless
passed

Around Potsdam the country

israther low and level.
Between this village and the wilderness there are several
considerable rapids. Near the hgtel, con-

it only in the estimate he makes of the falls
and rapids which he passes, and in the purity and deliciousness of the air he breathes.

en

After the Christian’s tears,

Oh! then—the
Oh! then-—the
Endless life in
Sin and sorrow

fifty miles.

be forty or

It is'true, the forest on all sides is so deep
and so dense, wholly shutting
out the
prospect, that one does not seem to have attained such an elevation; and can realize

What Then?
Y

dam tothe farthest point we reached, the
distance, as the river runs, may

conveyed in wagons. And thus on and up
tillyou reach the region of lakes which
wash the feet of the famed Adirondacks.
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tainous regions of the wilderness, and
empty into the St. Lawrence. From Pots-

man

should be carried at once to his mother.”
He was so carried a few days afterwards,
but in all probability to die. We could not
advise persons to go in, who are so reduced as not to be able mainly to manage for
themselves, except in special cases, and on
the strength of reliable medical advice.

They troubled us not at all.

| Gnats, or midgets,
the people

a3 they are called by

thereabouts,

come~Jasf, but not

least, except in size. They are reduced to
almost microscopic dimensions; so small
and airy are they that you can scarcely
see. theny. though swarming around your
head. The first you know,you feel a quick,
sharp, maddening bite or sting on your
neck, behind your ears, around your eyes, or
on your wristg,or any place where the skin is

thin and tender.

It is a bite which you

easily = distinguish from that of any
insect.
Various expedients are resorted

other
to, to

protect one from these annoyances.
Tar,
mixed with some kind of oil, is often rubbed

upon exposed

parts,

and while fresh, is

said to be an efficient preventive. We did
not try it.
After smoking out the tent
or camp by night, Murray recommends
buck-skin gloves for the hands, and a sack
made of muslin for the head, gathered and
fastened closely around the neck. A good

expedient we think, but did not try it.

We

did try, however,
the hood
and cape.
This article, made of print, or some cheap

The above presents one side.
Now for
the other.
The man who camped
next

cloth—a yard and a half or two yards are

below us was so far afflicted with

cord run into the front part,

as to be deprived

disease

stove, &oc. He wasable to row
fish, and prepare his own fuel.
six weeks.

Ile

his boat,
He had

informed

that his general health. was

us

improving,

and said he should stay five or six weeks
longer. A lady, aflicted with dyspepsia,
and in a very feeble state,went in a few days
before we did, We heard afterwards that
she had become vomparatively hearty, and
was

ableto

for one—should

have

tape

or a

so as to draw

entirely’ of the use of it together for night use, leaving an open-

. one lung. His wife was with him, and his
camp was furnished with an ordinary bed,

been there

sufficient

be about,

much

ing only for breathing.
This served our
purpose admirably.
And itisa fine thing
to wear by

day

under

one’s cap

when fishing or chopping

wood,

or

hat

&c., as it

protects the neck, ears and sides of the face.
But the best expedient, after all, is the se-

lection of a suitable place for camping.
An island, or a high point, such as the one
we tented on, has a sure

protection

breezes which sweep across them
night,

improved,
THE

in the

day and

Love

——

It is a source of constant enjoyment to
have an eye to see the beauty that appears
-every-where in nature, art and

ever

serves

esthetical

to develop

faculty

life.

in

the
aid-

where

the

influence of this love of the beautiful is
pleasantly illustrated. She says:
To-day,my nearest, most eloquent apostle of beauty is. a poor shoemaker, who
lives in the house where I lodge. How
poor he must be I dare not even try. to

derstand,

He has six children:

not move than

thirteen,

the

un-

the oldest

third

a deaf-

mute, the baby puny and ill—sure, I think
(and hope), to die soon.
They live in two rooms on the ground

floor.

His shop is the right-hand corner

of the front room. The rest of the room is
bedroom and sitting-room; the room behind is bedroom and kitchen. I have never seen gp much as I might of their way of
living ; for I stand before his window with
more reverent fear of intruding by a look
than I should have at the door of a king’s
chamber.

A

narrow,

rough

ledge

to the window-sill is his bench.

added

Behind

this he sits from six in the morning till seven at night, bent over, sewing slowly and
painfully on the coarsest shoes. His face

looks eld enough for sixty years; but he
cannot be soold. Yet he wears glasses and
walks feebly ; he has probably never had
in any one day of his life enough to eat.
But I donot know any man, and I know
only one woman, who has such a look of
radiant good cheer and content as has this
poor shoemaker, Axton Grasl.
In his window are coarse wooden

boxes,

in which are growing the common mallows. They are just now in full bloom—
row upon row.of gay-striped purple and
white bells. The
window looks to the

good

holding the

the Holy Land be re-established.

Whken

I go

out

my

lady,”

sometimes

mallow-stalks back with one hand, to see
In God's own time this will come to pass.
me more plainly.
I feel as if the day and I We who write and ye who read this may
had had a benediction.
It is always a bet- not enjoy the happiness of witnessing ° this
ter day because Anton has saidit is good; eonsummation; but "that the prayer for
and I ama better woman for sight of -his
Jerusalem restored is no mechanical, no
godly contentment. Almost every day he
insincere aspiration, none ought to doubt
has beside the mallows in the boxes a white
who know the fealty of Israel.
mug with afew flowers in it—nasturtions,
“The highway through the wilderness”
perhaps, or a few pinks. This he sets
carefully in the shade of the thickest mal- is progressing more steadily and surely
lows; and this I have often seen him hold than we may recognize, such is our limitdown tenderly, for the little ones

tween eight

and

nine

o’clock,

Anton

air and rest.

is

He stands with his cap in his

hand while I pass, and his face shines as if
all the concentrated enjoyment
of my
walk in the woods had descended upon him
in my first look. If I givehim a bunch of
ferns to.add to his

nasturtions

and

quickly for fear I shall

when

in every

respondent

sees other people taking.

bunch of grapes to the poor little mute,

The water generally is exceedingly pure
and luscious.
With tin cup in hand, we

otherwise,

situated as it

have gone to the spring, that gushes from

ig, if suitable for agricultural
would have been settled long

purposes, it
ago. High-

the foot

ly elevated,

of the

blu!

on

which

stood

our

tent, from five to teh times a day, not because we wale thirsty, 80 much ds because

we had a sort of appetite for the water.
The

air is as pure and

delicious as the

water.
We went out morning after morning bare-headed and coatless, when
the

breeze

was

sweeping

bluff, and, ‘seated ona

briskly
stump

‘across

the

or log, drank

in the soft and luscious breath of the forest
with inexpressibly exhilarating effect.

“The lay of the land” is very different from
what we had expected. We supposed it to
be level, low and marshy. Far from it.
As you advance inward, you are attaining a
higher and higher elevation, and the surface

becomes

more. and

more

uneven.

Take the Raquette river as_an illustrdtion.
This is one of the largest of the many
streams that take their rise in

the

moun-

ise in this regard;

and what

and

abounding

in

lakes

and

streams, it would be a splendid ‘country to
live in, were

its soll Buitable for tillage.

The usual growth indicates quite the opposite. We passed a few swells of land

The wife is only a com-

as he is the children.

She is very thin and

worn, and hungry-looking, but always
smiles. Being Anton's wife, she could not
do otherwise.
j

Sometities I

see

people

hotise, who give a careless

passing
glance

the

of con-’

temptuous pity at Anton's winduw of mallows and nasturtions. Then I remember
that one of the twelve wrote:

The

A

thirty-mjinute sermon

of the church now isand hag long

now

is

sentiment

been

for

td

hence our young men are merely ¢* readers,”
and not preachers. Has not this long rit-

ual had
more to do with our present
troubles than anything else? Why? We
have a class of clergy who can ¢‘ read,” and

outhanging

sprinkling,

of the

clothes;

and folding, and to-

morrow the ironing the same; the sorting
and mending
of them and provision of
new ere the old give out; the making of
bread three times

a week,

with

cake

and

pies intercalated judiciously; pickles, preserves,

and cellar stores to be laid

in, and

about his work,” because

in the money;

his

yes, man’s

work

work

brings

brings

in

the money, but man’s work does not so tax
the head and heart as woman's work does.
Besides all this, manis helped by many
strong relishes and incentives in his labor.
He is out in the world among folks. He
comes and goes, and is refreshed in spirit.
But woman

works

alone,

and

almost

known. To please her husband and
God is possibly her only motive; and
how many wives there be who sob in
cret before their God,because they fail to
one

smile

husbands.

or

word

of praise

from

Itis stupid and brutal

un-

her
alas
sewin
their

for any

ordinary man to be finding fault with wom-

en.

Preaching

to Children.

Dr. Horace Bushnell, ina recent sermon,
entitled, ‘‘ God’s Thoughts fit Bread for
Children,” thus refers to the duty of the

clergy to preach to the young:
Isit not our privilege and duty, as preach-

ofthe

subterranean

hells,

darknesses,

in-

will

fitly, so as not to thrustin Jesus on them as
by force,but have him win hisown dear way,
by his childhood, waiting for his cross,tend-

and

not preach.

A

liturgical

them but

the

‘‘baptismal

record,”

must

neccessarily be a formal and worldly
church; it is fast becoming ih this land,
and in England, the church of the fashionable, the rich, and the aristocratic.
You
recollect Mr, Batnes said, in his , ¢¢ Position

“There are, it may be, so many kinds of of the Iivangelical Party in the Episcopal
where the growth was mafleup somewhat
of maple, birch, cherty, &e.; but general- voices in the world, and none of them is Church,” that it is impossible to permanently connect evangelical religion with a
ly, fir, spruce, hemlock, and hackmatack] without signification.
Therefore, if I know not the meaning of liturgy. If he meant that it is impossible to
abound.
As far as we. examined the soil,
| it was thin, made up mostly of vegetable the voice, I shall be unto him that speak connect evangelical religion with a church
eth a barbarian, and he that speaketh shall that does not provide for and require extemmitter, underlying which is a sort of white
be a barbarian unto me.”
sand.
pore prayer, and will not allow it, he js
And I long to call after them, as they go undoubtedly right, Most of the men who
What it will become as a hunting and
down the beautiful have done us the most harm, and are now
sporting ground in the future, it were dif- groping their way
the Highest Churchmen, are just those who
ficult to say. We hope the state will pur- street :
chase it, and set it apart as a natural park
“Oh, ye barbarians, blind and deaf! could not get along in an extempore church,
for all time to come, to be undisturbed by How dare you think you can pity Anton? and took refuge in ours from the annoyanpermanent habitation of man and unmarred His soul would melt in compassion for you, ‘ces gud excitements of extempore serviby any so-called human improvements.— if he were able to comprehend that lives ‘ces; and now they ‘‘read” to their hearts’
JF,
rn
:
could be so poor as yours. He is the rich content.

wind and took him to his’glory; yet more
glorious
was the scene, when, surrounded

by His disciples, the risen! Saviour slowly
and majestically ascended, by His own power and glory, before
them, and a cloud
their sight. How

them, while blessing
received;Him out of
unspeakably*glorious

then, will be that full result of His resurrection and as cension, when, crowding from

every country, in glorious resurrection
bodies shining as the sun, at one and the
same

moment,

the

myriads

and myriads

of His saints, of every age, are all gathered into His presence,"where is fullness of
joy, and are ever with the {Lord.—
ersteth.

Events
:

of the

Week.

THE GALE

which visited Boston, Providence,

and oth-

er places along the coast of N. E. on the 8th
inst., was the severest knownin this vicinity
gince 1815. In Boston the gale was at its
hight at about 6, P. M. The rain fellin
torrents, with some hail. Chimneys were
toppled over with perfect ease and thrown to
the groundin flying fragments. Awnings
in front of stores were stripped into shreds.

Signs were torn from their fastenings and
thrown down, windows smashed, and several buildings totally demolished. The
Coliseum was made a shapeless mass of
lumber. The steeple of the Hanover St. Méthodist church was blown over, smashing through one house from roof to base-

ment. The Central church, on Berkley St.,
experienced very damaging effects from the
gale. In the harbor the gale was the most
terrific that has occurmed for thirty years.
Many houses and other buildings were seriously damaged or totally wrecked. A

large number of trees were destroyed

in

various parts of the city. In Portland, the
spire of the new Catholic, cathedral was
thrown to the ground, injuring-oné house
very severely. At the grounds ofthe N. E.
Fair considerable damage was done. ‘The
greater part of the park fence was blown:
down. The tents were torn into shreds. Sev-

4

es, which state that- 108 men have been tak-

en out and the mine explored in every part,

and the searching party are satisfied that no
more are in the mine.

The figures 202,sent;48 the number in the
mine, was oii the authority of Mr. Lee, outside foreman at Avondale, who should have

been the best authority.
to account for the
tween the estimates
REPUBLICAN STATE
:

Nobody attempts.

great discrepancy beand the real result.
CONVENTION IN MISSISSIPPI.

The National"Union Republican Conven.
tion assembled in Jackson, Miss.,on the 8th.

It was thelargest meeting of the kind ever
held in the state. Nearly all the counties
were represented. One-fourth of the delegates were colored. Judge Speed, of Vicksburg, was chosen President. Resolutions
were passed announcing themselves in favor of a

liberal

system

of

free

echools,

cordially inviting the immigration of capitalists and manufacturers into the state,and

pledging themselves to such legislation as
shall most effectually aid all industrial purdren? I think of nothingin my own ministry, suits of the state and thoroughly develop its
with so much regretand so little respect as I resources.
do of my omissions here.
We get occupied
Judge Dent was unanimously nominated
with great and high subjects, that require for Governor, Judge Jetferds for Lieut.a handling too heavy and deep for children,
Governor, J. L. Mofferd for Congress: in
and become so fooled in our estimate of
the 1st District, Judge William Kellogg in
what we do that we call it coming down
the 3d, and Judge Joseph W. Field in the
when we undertake the preaching to chil4th,
.
:
:
dren ; whereas it is coming up, rather, out
THE CUBAN REVOLUTION,
tricacies, dungeon-life
grown-up
sin, t6 speak
light snebiges of trust
and easy. conviction,

read,

was

ers of Christ, to do more preaching to chil-

nothing else. We have many who have
never made an extempore prayer in their
lives; and as long as the church provides
them with so much reading, so long they
church, like ours, with a clergy who can
give no other reason for the hope that is in

Glorious was the scene when Enoch

translated ; or when Elijah’s chariot of fire
and horses of fire appeared in the whirl-

not forgotter in their season; children’s eral cattle-pens were overturned, and their
manners to be attended to; company to be inmates in wild fright ran hither and thither
entertained ; her own person to be tidied until secured. Steamers did not venture
up to please his eye; the tired Aim to be outside the harbor. All the telegraph lines
welcomed and waited on by the no less communicating with the city were broken.
tired her, and the home made cheerful; In Providence, church steeples were blown
his trousers to be patched after he goes to off, houses thrown down and chimneys sent
bed, ¢“ 50 he can put them on in- the morn- flying through the air, and the water of - the
ing ;” the children to be helped about their bay went sweeping through the streets.
studies, and reminded not to forget their Several lives were lost. The destruction of
Sunday-school lesson; the shopping and
property in Providence is estimated at two
marketing to be” done for the household; million dollars.
i
repajrs attended to, and matters in general
' THE AVONDALE DISASTER.
kept straight around home. Meanwhile,
The statement that 202 men perished in
‘¢ Papa must not be: troubled or hindered
the mineis contradicted by later despatch-

the Protestant ,Churchman

the‘‘whole” service and a very brief sermon ;

and

all smiled and beamed up at me like suns,
It is Anton who creates and sustains this

of

unfashionable, and the prevalent

I seen them dispute or struggle in the division. Once I purposely threw a large

mon and stupid woman ; he is educating her,

Whatof the soil of this region?

asked,

sermons.

never have

only a few plums to the others,
Iam’sorry
to say that voiceless Carlate all his grapes

ritual.

has both point and truth init:
* What we need to make the church go in
the country, is a short, simple service; a
service adapted to the common mind, one
that will not take the life out of the preacher before he gets into the pulpit. . No wonder our congregations won't tolerate long

Never have
I heard one angry or hasty
word, one petulant or weary cry from these
rooms in which this father and mother and
six children are struggling to live. All
day long the barefooted and ragged little
ones pity under my south windows, and do
not quarrel. I amuse myself by dropping
grapes or plums on their heads, and then

‘Watching them at their feast;

’

washing and

drying,

following from an article written by a cor-

pleasure that he

duced to cultivation? Of course it cannot
reasonably be supposed to give much prom-

good spirits, than this sanic
And there is reason for this.

been

excd®ssive devotion to a prolix

of his good heart, that he” has distinct and

and induce
wilderness,

have

—§

he sees the carriage stop. I am as sure
as if I had omniscient sight into the depths
joy

concentration

The struggle between-the High and Low
Church parties inthe Episcopal body still
goes on. The result is that one party is
going steadily over toward Rome, and the
other is constantly approaching the true
Protestant standard.
Some very
plain
things are said by the Low Church writers,
wo
the tendencies and effects of the

cry. Whenever I am coming back from a
drive I begin to think, long before I reach

unenvious

the

The Liturgy and Religion.

pinks,

the house, how glad Anton will look

but does not

0)

he is so grateful and delighted that <I have
to go into the house

vision;

of the world's’ thoughts on the land of
Egypt, from which the children of Israel
were saved from bondage to pass over the
Red Sea to liberty, justify the enthusiasm
some Hebrews will at least-manifest for
the Holy Land—the spot consecrated by
their ancient glory and suffering ?

always sitting in front of the house, resting
his head against the wall. This is his recreation, his one blessed hour of out-door

rare atmosphere.

we

ed

tosee and

to smell.
When I come home in the evenings, be-

is the’ prospect of its being cleared and re-

returning,

Hun-

Helooks up,
‘‘ Good-day,

shut.

On the whole, our entire experience and
observation go to convince us that no place
we have ever visited is better calculated to
create appetite, promote physical vigor,

. Since

of Poland,

the flowers and Anton's face.,
smiles, bows low, and says,

never

symp a-

—

portion of these—natives

to my breakfast, the sun is streaming in on

could I see on the fuceg of the others—they

FUTURE OF THE WILDERNESS,

That he’ is both appreciative and

Scenes:
>

.

We do not know whether Thomas K.
Beecher is counted among the supporters
of the Women’s Rights movement or not.

gary, Russia, the Danubian Principalities,
North Africa—would be willing to emigrate, when Syria shall once more flourish
and the resources of the earth be developed.
And it is a firm article of faith with most
Israelites that the Messiah will appear, and

east, and is

Be

theticjover the hard work and taxed capacIt is now and then alleged that the Jews
have generally ceased to look confidently ity of women who are truly successful as
for the possession of the Holy Land. That housekeepers,is clearly shown by the vivdistrust is more or less creeping in among id picture and the strong words copied gb ethose who live in the midst of the stir of low. We can assure him that he willjZbe
the leading gentile nations, is doubtless promptly voted a very sensible and detrue; but the following extract from the serying man by more than half the doJewish Messenger indicates that the old mestic women of the; country; and theyfaith is still kept in some quarters in spite who do no$ care for the [ballot will say
“Ave,” and clap their hands and wave their
of the logic of events:
Itis becoming fashionable to deride asc handkerchiefs: as enthusiastically as their
childish and insincere the hopes and prayers stronger-minded sisters. Thus does he exfor the rebuildingof Jerusalem and the press his convictions in the true Beecher
_stlye:
;
rehabitation of Palestine. We are amon
I
declare
that
the
woman
who is able to
those who cherish an abiding faith in the
realization of the prophetic word that ‘the systematize and carry on smoothly the work
Lord will return unto Zion,” and dare to of an ordinary family, illustrates higher saavow our belief that this very opening of gacity than is called for by seven-eighths of
Men take one trade
the Suez Canal isanother step toward the the tasks done by man.
and work at it ; a mother’s and housekeeper’s
fulfillment of the inspired promise.
It is unforfunate that Jewish opinion is work requires a touch from all trades. A
man has his work-hours, and his definite
too oftén misconceived on thisipoint.
tasks; a woman has work at all hours, and
If a few demand the abolition of prayers,
incessant confusion of tasks.
reciting the Almighty’s promise to reLet any man do a woman's work for a
establish the Jewish people in their own
single day—wash and dress the children,
land, and charge that those whe still behaving provided their clothesthe night believe in such restoration cannot be faithful
citizens or subjects ofthe country of their fore; see that breakfast is under way to
suit a fault-finding hughand; the washbirth or adoption, we fail to discern the inboiler on with water for the wash, and the
consistency of praying that the “Temple
may be rebuilt, and yet maintaining un- clothes assorted ready for washing; the
questioned allegiance to America,
our dish-water heating, and a luncheon thought
out for the school-goers; a nice dinner +n
¢ fatherland.”
the good man’s dinner-pail; the beds made,
The fact that Israelites are becoming inafter proper airing; the father’s convenfluential in commerce and politics must not
ience exactly kit for family prayers; the
mislead. IfeveryJew in America resolves
systematic sweeping of the house at least
not to return to Palestine, there are six or
once a week, and of living-rooms once to
seven millions of our co-religionists left to three times a day, according to the number
colonize the Holy Land, and a goodly pro- of men to bring fn the mud; the actual

ing heavily-pressed souls to bear more
cheerfully the burdens of life.. A writer
in the Independent, who dates her letter in
Bavaria, thus describes a home

—

“Glorious

in Housekeeping.
—

Jewish Restoration.
i

a. healthy way, is

opening new sources of pleasure, ‘and

himself ; but not a selfish or discontented look

.

’

What-

and exercise

Genius

man, and you are poor. Eating only, the
husks on which you feed, he would starve
to death.”
:
i

of the Beautiful.

Number 37

profundities of old,
to the bright dayund sweet affinities
And to speak to these

Cespedes

and Quesada, with

6,000

men

attacked Las Tunas, which was garrisoned
by 400 sick and invalid soldiers, considering

that they were sure of

victory.

But they

erly, purely,and without art—oh ! how fine,
how very precious the soul equipmentit will
require of us!
I think I see it now clearly:

were completely routed, with a loss of 500
men and many arms, and they dared not oppose in the least the column of Renegasi,
only 500 strong, . which arrived the next
day, witha large convoy, at Las Tunas.
The Cubans now occupy the entire Cinco
Villas District, and the territory of the

we do not preach

Eastern Department.

well

to

adults,

because

The Spanish troops

we do not preach, or learn how to preach, occupy the sea-coast towns and eosst. forts
to children. Jesus did not forget to be”a| fications. A fight is reported near Puerto
child; but, if he had been a child with us,
Le Grande, in which the Spanish forces
we should probably have missed the sight were defeated. - Puerto Principe presents a
of hi.
God's world contains grown-up very gloomy picture, mogt of the inhabipeople and children together; our world tents having left. The conduct of the yolunThey enter the houses coutd'ns grown-np
people only.
And teers is outrageous.
preaching only to these, who are scarcely and carry away everything they. can find,
more than half the total number, it is much and destroy what they have no use for.
asifwe were to set our ministry to preach- The city authorities, instead of trying to
ing only to bachelors. We dry up in this prevent this, encourage it, and the police
to get
manner, and our thought wisens in a certain force is foremost in the anxiety
in the
ns
Provisio
not
spoils.
the
and
of
share
hollow
is
their
that
pretense
pomp of
fabud
our
that,
comman
is
and
fact
city are very scarce,
gospel. The very certain

schools of theology will never make quali-

fied preachers till they discover the exist
ence of children

lous

prices.

Gens.

Quesada and Jordan

assert their confidence in their ability to secure Cuban ihdependence.
l

E.

er

TT

TTI TTAL

-
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land, and holdiag up Christ as the only
Saviourof lost- men. D. JaCKksoN—
—West Bethany,
Gen. Co.,
N.Y.

Past and Present.

Mission,

Qur

Close Communion.

We live in an eventful age.
It seems
that the years of. preceding centurivs have
only been preparatory to the wonderful de-

——

was refused. No F. W. B. deacon ever
told such a minister that he could not be re-

x

two

«“Cosmos” recently sent to the Star

on the anecdote I wrote of the Rev.

queries

:
Rowland Hill.
Query 1. “Did An Old Man produce
velopments of our own times. Intellectual: this incident as an argument in favor of
demonstrations,
physical improvements, open communion?”
and the different forms of mor:l enterprise
Certairly not.
[ am a plain. man,
a
When

" illustra‘e this idea.

the present
fathers

age

of the

te admire

are

the ministers of

contrasted with

denomination, we

the

see much

and appreciate in both classes,

however dif’ rent the character of the work
of ech.
When Randall, the sail-maker,
surveyed the churches of New England, he

“aw them oppressed under the burdens of
heavy taxation; he heard the sighs of the
poor widow, ‘as the only cow or the last
pig was being driven away by the church
collector, to : ugment the salary of an aristocratic minister. He also saw the New
England pulpit chained and fettered with
the iron dogmas tnd soul-freezing fatal-

ism of hyper-Calvinism.
The spirit of true religion, brought to
our shores by the humble puritans, had
long since departed, giving place to a rigid
monopoly,

and

the

long,

tedious sermon-

reading of a cold, Christless gospel. Randall's soul was stirred within him. His
heart was full of fire.
The spirit of
Whitefield and the Holy Ghost rested upon
him. He cried aloud and spared not. The

cry was heard.
shock,

New

and reform

England

was

felt the

inaugurated.

A

great work was going on, while thousands
rallied to the stan 'ard-bearer of the new
doctrine. Randall’s mantle fell upon successors worthy of the honor. Among them
we have the names of the Buzzells, Tingley,
Place, Lamb, Colby, White, Brown, and a

host of others who
Zion. When these
called

to their

filled a large place in
holy reformers were

rewards, they left an army

of younger recruits to take their places and
carry on the war. The work of the first

farmer,and not a clergyman, and therefore generally leave theological subjects to
be discussed by more able men, and when
I write, write on some subject that requires

land,

some fifty

years ago;

‘expressly say-

munion—as

much

as to say

I was

willing

to leave the discussion to other men.
Dut
I endorse the sentiment of Mr. Hill, that
“if you

set the

Lord's

table, you have

no

rightto refuse any of the Lord’s children,”
for the following reasons:
1. When
Jesus instituted the supper,
“he took bread and blessed, and brake it.”
“And he took the cup, and gave thanks,
and gave it unto them, saying, Drink ye

all of it,” not excluding any. Matt. 25:
27.
2. When
Jesus instituted the supper
Satan had previously entered into'Judas.
Mark 14: 10; Luke 22: 3. Yet Judas was
there and

21.

:

3. Paul,
says, ‘But
so let him
that cup.”

Luke 22:

the great apostle to the Gentiles,
let a man examine himself, and
eat of that bread, and drink of
1 Cor. 11: 28.

4. There is no intimation

anywhere in

the New Testament, of any one’s examining

foundation of church” permanency and a
pure evangelism.
What is the mission of the present age?
The work

iour, Jesus

was to combat

of the

error, and lay the

ministry

now, as then, is

arduous and full of anxieties, though in some
respects dissimilar. In addition to what
formerly constitnted the burden and labor
of the fathers, there is now thrown upon
the hands of the ministry. the in erests of
all our benevolent in-titutions.
Ministers now found

colleges, build

academies,

plant seminaries of learning, and have to
be responsible to a great extent for their
monied interests and necessary patronage.
. But why all this additional wear and tear

of brain and nerve?

The answer is found

in the fact that these institutions must live
and succeed, or the interests of the denomination will wane and decline.
This

is -a day

of progress,

and

if our

children cannot be educated in institutions
of our own, they will bein others.

Ministers

of the present age, have to be the bone
and muscle of all our Home and Foreign
Missionary operations. The great temperance movement is now being managed
to a great extent by other hands, so that
its success is not so much dependent upon
ministerial effort as formerly. All reform,
however, is directly or indirectly the offspring of the church, and receives its light
from Christianity. I am aware that God's
ministers are undervalued and underrated
by some soulless philosophers and brainless theorists; but where would the world
be in forty years from to-day, if the light

of the ministry was blown out?

Annihilate

the pulpit, padlock the mouths of God's
ambassadors, throw to the four winds all
the

Christian

churches

of the land,

burn

“down all the institutions of learning, destroy the Bible, and what would be the
moral condition of the world in forty
years? If such a question should be referred to he skeptics of our common country, I am aware what would be their

answer.

In spite of their incredulity, their

answer would have to be in favor of Christianity and learning. American slavery,
during its existence, was a growing and
threatening evil in our country. “It did not
seem to be the mission of the fathers to
grapple with this enemy; that deadly conflict seemed to be reserved for their successors. The ministers of the present generation raised their warning voice and
showed the people their sins. The heart

of the nation was touched, the people saw
and

felt

the

enormity of the

crushing sin,

sent up their prayers to heaven, and God
sent down deliverance.
The mission of the present age is not
fully accomplished. Another terrible con" flict awaits us; another battle is to be
fought! The man of sin, who was bruised
in the old world, is rising up in his gigantic strength in this country, and boasts of
. the time coming, when

he

will

sway

his

scepter over all the land. Will the ministers of the present age be silent and hide
away from the fierce battle? Will they
succumb

to the insolent

demands

of, as-

sumption and religious intolerance? Will
they have ‘their conscience ground out of
them through fear that they: will be
charged with opposition to a secular pow-

one

of

our. churches,

proved in any other way, I always think of

My former

afraid

when

a sermon
heard a Universalist preacher,
more than forty years ago, preach, from
John 8: 16.
“For God se loved the world’

&e.

He closed

his sovmon with the fol-

lowing logical illustration: ¢God is love,
and he so loved the world that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever believ-

save

all in the fature

a boy,

but

warld.”

I thought

then,

I was then

and

now,

that the syllogism. would

quite

as

logical had

“Cosmos”

the

logic, and

not

for

the

sake

he so

loves or not. I neversaw the broken body
and efficacious blood clearer in my life,
through the emblems of the bread and
wine,

than

convert,

at

I was

one

time,

present

when

when the

a

young

supper

was partaken of, and the invitation given
to the members of all evangelical churches ;

but\I bad not joined any church, and there
was
no invitation to me. I have never
since Sisives so great a blessing in partaking

as I

I was not
a church.

3hould have received then,

invited because

but

I had not joined

and

borne

upon

its

swift

tide,

will

always with us.

it is liable to result

in want and wretchedness.
in

All are in du-

health, to make

ble preparation for sickness and

suita-

old age.

None have any right in this particular to
presume upon

the kindnessof friends or

books affirm, and that if they would call at

He

appear,

The gifts He gave thee
Thou scarce canst give
Then hope no more the
But wrap thy future in

coming on, in came my

the right to ‘discuss and urge those senti-

td oblivion the dark migts of pagan super- ments, we should refuse’ him, not from
stition, unchaining the minds of millions of logic, but from an express command of ished, when, by a little computation, he
idol worshipers, and scattering the sun- God, written by Paul. ‘Hi that is weak came to the conclusion that Hindustan
light of the gospel over the benighted in the faith receive ye, but not to doubtful could not be more than half an anna in
disputations.”

Rom.

14: 1.

But the question comes, did not ¢‘Cosmos”

the rupee, or one thirty-second part of the
whole world" “Well,” he said, “what we

to save what you

hooks, more fish bite than they know how
to land;

so

itis

in

making

money.

Men

often make more money than they know
how to keep. - But these men know both
how to get: money, and how tokeep what
they get, and how to administer it wisely.
And to just stund at the head of Wall Street
1 and look down upon them, you would say
that they were about. the same men; that
they were about of the same age—fortyfive; and that one was about as good as

Like Peter, sinking in the sea,
Jesus, my Lord, I cry to thee!
Stretch out thy mighty arm to save,
And snatch me from the whelming wave;
Though weaker than the bruised reed,
Thy grace is equal to my need!

If he reads the Bible,

-As the experienced navigator with
the experienced Christian quietly and confidently passes over the sea of life; while

those who walk not in the light of God are
like a ship’s crew on a dangerous sea, without chart or compass or knowledge of
dangerous rocks or shoalsupon which they
must surely perish.
and

uncertainty

of

of the

wisest worldling extreme folly.
Life is too short for worldly hopes,
too responsible for worldly pleasures, too
swift in its flight for stupidity’s slumbers.
When a chureh makes a difference
between men on account

of worldly riches,

God will not be greatly troubled with diffi-

they asked

where that road led to, and

about a half mile distant.”
ed,

They then ask-

What town are we in?”

and were an-

swered, ““ In no town.” Astonished, they
then asked, ¢ Where are we then?” and

were dnswered, * No where,” After some
explanation they retraced their steps to
“somewhere.” By leaving the path of rectitude, many young men have found themselves at last to be ** no-where? and nobody.

-

And so he

as he re-

has grown sostrong, that he sees gold everywhere. He sees gold and silver in the
heavens—gold by day and silver by night.

chart and compass safely sails over the
seas, defying the dangers of the deep, so

the calculations

it.

ty-five years of age, the passio

Chips.

brevity

double

twenty-four, that I might work longer?”
He has not time enoughkto make pl the

And from its hopeless thraldom bought
With toil and blood, a countless cost,
Thou wilt not suffer to be lost!

render

does

turns from his bysiness.
With him it is
money, money, mney! And if he has any
other chance thouXhts, they are such as
God did not make
the days thirty-six hgurs long, instead of

The soul, which, ruined; thou hast sought,

The

he

business, and thinks of it at night

Not what I am, but what thou art,
With hope inspires my fainting heart;

human life

got this; and now it shall be

if I do not double it before the
round ;" and he doubles it.. And
has ten thousand dollars, he says,
than six months I will double

goes on, his supreme purpose being to accumulate money. It is money that occupies his thoughts continually. He thinks
about it in the morning as he goes to his

culties.
——Two gentlemen, mistaking their
world, and asked for the name of my zeal- way, were riding along a by-road on an
ous opponent, calling him Jaggarnath’s unincorporated section of land known as
Ukil, advocate. Yesterday P.M. justas a the Gore, when, meeting one of the natives
was

Itis harder

get, you know, than it is to get it. .As,
frequently, when men fish
with several

that;” and

have not grown,
Him back His own;
crown to wear,
despair.”

my house, I would point out to them, on a
map, the position of their country in the

heavy shower

They both know how to administer what

they make.

my fault
year rolls
when he
“In less

shouting hallelujahs over the conversion
the worth: of close communion.
I saw, or it fails to meet the highest ends of life here,
thought I saw, such a oneness in the Chris- and is hindered from -making the nee dful’ of the rich, and making but little account
of the conversion of the.poor,—when the
tian graces, that Christians ought to be one’ preparation for the life to come.
He who man with gold adornings and heavy purse
in feeling and effort, that I interrupted him is wholly engrossed in the things of time
is recéived with flattering honors as he enwith the inquiry,
.
and sense, can give no proper attention to ters the church, while the poor man in
“Why don’t you commune with al! Chris- those of eternity. No one can really. have
shabby raiment is treated with indifference
tians ?”
;
two objects of pursuit which are directly and neglect,if not contempt,—such
a church
‘‘Because they don’t baptize by immer- antagonistic to each other.
is a wanton harlot rather than the spouse
sion.”
‘
And, in a word, it is wrong, because it of
Christ.
When the church, to sustain her“Why don’t youccommune with those perverts the proper use of the bounties beself, draws her support from the world,
who db so Baptize ?”
stowed by an all-wise and benevolent Cre- the flesh and the devil, and to gain such
‘Because we are right and they are ator. These bounties were bestowed for
assistance will succumb to worldly control,
wrong.”
use and not for abuse, and he only meets employing or turning adrift God's ministers
I questioned him further, but this was the approbation of the Giver who uses
as carnal worldlings may
dictate, the prothe strongest argument I got; and while it- them for the purpose for which they were
fessed bride of the Lamb has become a
contained four times as much bigotry as ar- designed.
prostitute to the devil.
:
gument, I have never heard any stronger ar. In view of these considerations, it is no
The
more
backslidden
a
church
gument, or one with less bigotry, in favor
wonder that the Word of God is severe in
‘becomes,
the
more
necessary
does
money
of close communion, to this day.
its denunciation of extravagance. Cannot
Query 2. ‘If so, then query second : will | something be done to arrest its course and become to its existence, until her spiritual
not the same logic apply, and with equal prevent the ruin which it is working? If glories are lost and she is ruled by mammon.
force, in favor of what may be called open 80, what?
:
B.
church membership P”
a
Poverty and true happiness are
sometimes intimate friends.
:
A Straw.
Certainly not; for, while the New Testament clearly points out that each believer
There are those who are much
Day before yesterday, as I went into the troubled. with difficulties in the Bible.
should examine himself, and not another,
village of Raibania to preach, I found a They can neither comprehend nor get over
for the communion, it as clearly shows
that the church itself is to judge who shall company of people assembled around the these ; but supposing a friend should write
be received into that body, and who shall Rath, or car, of Jaggarnath, which was be- them
a letter containing valuable informabe rejected therefrom. The little church ing put inorder for the annual jattra, to tion, if in this there chanced to be a few
of which I have been a member for the come off on the 11th inst. Of course Jaggar- words illegible, would. they look first to
last thirty-six years, has twice, within that nath was the theme of discourse, and, quite these, and spend hour after hour in trying
time, received members who formerly be- unusual, an, earnest advocate appeared for toread these, while they remained ignorant
longed to the Methodists, and who were by his godship. ‘Te world worshiped him. of the general contents of the whole? Would
a train of circumstances thrown among us People came a journey of eight and ten they not rather first seek the leading ideas
without the means of worshiping God with years to see Jaggarnath, and of course he of the writer, and by the meaning of that
the people of their choice; and as well as must be their god.” I replied that they which was plainly written, easily interpret
they loved Methodism, they loved Christ must be greatly mistaken, that Hindustan the obscure? So those who read the Scripbetter. They lived and died with us, and was not the center of the universe, as their tures with a desire to know the mind of
went home at last, shouting praises to God

in the following impressive manner:
Here are two men in New York doing
They are alike. * They 4 stand
business.
alike. They are both said to be *“ A-No. 1.”
They are both spoken of as thrifty men.
Both of them are making money. They
are making it by enterprises large and successful.
Both of them are sagacious.

says, *‘ I have

Thy Lord’s approving words to hear;

to the ‘‘regions be-

but if, on the other hand, he came claiming

a

’Tis not for thee, when

The “ waste places” in

word of life carried

hidden life

thinks of money all day, and he dreams of
it'all night.
He thinks and dreams, not
-| about anything that he is going to do with
the money, but about the money itself.
When he has made bis five thousand dollars, he feels that this is only yedst; and he

2

A spirit whispers, ¢ Why again
Resolve, thou wilt but strive in vain— -Too blind to walk the narrow way,
Thy sinful feet forever stray:
Too weak to stem the rushing tide,
Thy bark must with the current glide.

our own land ought to be.buiit up, and the
yond.”
It is wrong, because

Right

a

H. W. Beecher illustrates the

man came down to New York and said: * I
have one sovereign purpose.
By the'help
of the Lord, or by the help of—any other

Though: broken, soiled and incomplete,
The pearls I lay before thy feet,
Yet, washed with tears, perhaps thy grace
Will give them with thy gems a place.

vance of the march of science; and gaining

UR

free,

It is wrong, because much that is squandered in this way is withheld from the proper objects of benevolence. The demands of
charity are numerous. The poor we have

to have a look at my map. The large
Bengali map of the world was brought out
and suspended to the wall on the! veranda,
and Hindustan and its surroundings pointed
out. The poor fellow was greatly aston-

k

every stain and shadow

Life.

the other.
:
© But are they the same? Let us look and
see what they are made up of. The first

So will I strive with faith and prayer,
Nor in my weakness e’er despair,

friend, with quite a party of his neighbors,

0

in Christ.

I come my failure to deplore!

rupt taste than for convenience, and ofin-

the church, would be willing to lay aside
those sentiments, we should receive him ;

+

J.P.

dulging excessively in pleasures.

for ‘the sake of enjoying the privileges of

oppressed of every

now

+ J. Havoew,

he

and poor.

sometimes bitterly
yet she is true.

But now, alas, at eventide
power, I am determined that I will have
I see my chaplet scattered wide,
money. -Iam going to have money at all
The hours I should have kept so fair
hazards. It is pot best for me to say it
{| out, for that would not be respectable; but
Are stained with sin, and marred by care,
I love money, I am going to have it.” He
But empty-handed as before, .
=." | °°

made more to suita cor-

The church, led on by her ministering
hosts,is now performing a mission far in ad-

world. She is proclaiming liberty and

He

A chaplet for the Master meet,
And I will lay it at his feet.

This gift of the Creator

upon his sacred altar?

‘emancipation to the

From

ulti-

and a young convert. He heard I had in- “on God’s special provision.
:
dulged a hope inthe pardoning mercy of
It is wrong, because it engages the atGod, and came from another town to give tention upon those things which are debasme some advice. He was an old disciffle, ing in their nature. Man rises higher or
having been a member of a Close Com- sinks lower as a moral being .in propormunion Baptist church for nearly fifty tion as his attention is engaged by those
years. He commenced talking on experi- things which are elevating or those which
ence, and I was delighted with that part of are debasing; and certainly the course of
his conversation. He then turned to the those who are slaves to appetite and to
merits of the Calvinist Baptist church, fashion, and devotees of pleasure, must be
speaking of the value of baptism by im- downward.
mersion, then of Calvinism, and finally of
.It is wrong, because he who indulges in

er? Will they yield the dearest rights of: for dying grace, and not praises to Meth~ conscience, leave their flocks tothe ruthless odism.
hand of violence, bow down to religious
If a Calvinist or Close Communionist
despotism, and offer sacrifice to an Amer- should be thrown among us by similar cir‘ican pope? Will they not rather cling to cumstances, and for his 1.ve of Christ
the cross of Christ, and consecrate their all should ask for church membership, if he,

the most renowned victories. SHe is driving

it meant.”

I said at morn, my feet to-day
Shall walk in wisdom’s pleasant way,
. Its hours, like threaded pearls, shall be

mately end their career in ruin.
The
wrong of extravagance becomes manifest in
a garfety of ways. It is wrong, because
much precious time is consumed in meet-

ing its demands.

and hence

————
BY V. G. RAMSEY,

=

of mere

Extravagance, or unnecessary expenditure in food, clothing and pleasures, may
justly be regarded as one of the most prevalent and alarming evils of the times.
Those who are caught up by its influence

ty bound, while

As strong an drgument as I ever heard
for close communion, was from an old
uncle of mine, when I was a young man

Hope

* AN OLp MAN.

The Wrong of Extravagance.

what

name,

[Santipore, July 8, 1869.

why I endorse the sentiment

argument.

I took his

Hinduigm !

of Mr. Hill, to tell a little of my experience, and to show why I did not endorse
his

pilgrimages of no

True witness this, and one of their own!
the darkness and the wretchedness of

anecdote;
my object

wearing clothing

his own judge whether

O

writing this article is to correct his mis-

take, to show

and

opponent said, ‘‘he was

yielded nearly every point, ‘thought our
religion very good, far superior to theirs;
the only diffisulty bein
‘bat the hearts of
the people were very bad, and. they had no
way.of making them better.”
:

is

municant

the emblems of his death and sufferings,”

came to see

entirely mistook my ob-

ject’ in producing

in

readily conceded that

is false,

have been

love, and he so loved, &c.; but as he does
not save all in this world, and as he is
the same in all worlds, there is no evidence that he will save all in the future

world.

Hinduism

Hidden

my visitors sat

listened attentively to

the word of life, and

1 think

it run thus: God

and

frivolous, and thin,

guru, holy teach-

As the rain poured down,

avail.

saying nothing about belonging to ‘‘our
church” or any other, leaving the com-

and partake of

told you by your
;

on the veranda

was bestowed for a far higher and nobler
purpose than to be thus squandered.
It is wrong, because it tends to destroy
health and detract from bodily comforts.
Sickness and suffering are the inevitable results of partaking of food which is too abundant in quantity or too rich in quality, of

Christ, to come

though
er.”..

and un-

received those tokens of remem-

brance from Christ's own hand.

another as to hig fitness for coming to the
Lord’s table, but all the requirements are
for self-examination.
I admire the. invitation to the Lord’s supper as given out by some of our brethren, for ‘all who love our Lord and Sav-

- ministers

ceived into

“|mother.
Inher children

‘two eyes, you are not to believe even

til this is’done, he has not proved it by
logic.
;
When
hear a person undertaking to
prove anything by logic that cannot be

neither argument nor logic. But I ‘‘produced” the anecdote because it was ‘‘too
eth should not perish; and as he does not
good to be lost,” as the opinion of a good
save all in this world, but as he is still
and learned man, an able and popular
| love, and the same in all worlds, he must
preacher of another denomination, in Eng:
ing that I had no fear in the discussion on the
subject of church’ membership and com-

| noble woman, a true wife, and a faith fl
s doubtless ~~
found a natural outlet for her affection ; but
sometimes the childrén themselves are

prove it by logic? Certainly not. Neither have knewn and believed was only hearsay,
the Rev. Rowland Hill; nor any other
Con= | yours is seeing,"—repeating
a proverb to
this effect, “What you do not see with your

oo}

i

: Communic ation.

likes

to

read

of

Even

disappoint

they

her..

And
Ty

over against her is another like

her; but fortune has favored her—God, who

is fortune ; and to her was given one that not
only was her equal, but rose above her.
She grew in him as a sweet and fragrant
flower grows in the'side of a great hill, that
is its shelter and nourishment.

And all her

life was a beauteous life. It ran like a rill
down the hillside, and sang all the time.
It was like flowers that know no summer
and no winter.
i
Looked at outwardly, these two women’s

lives seem alike.
People seeing them in
the realm of duty in the household, would
‘say that they were alike. But when you
£o to the bottom, are they alike? Is it not
true that there is a hidden life? Is it not
true thatit is the supremest affection, the
enthusiasm of

the

what the life is?

heart,

that

determines

I hold, then, that the difference between
a true Christian and other men is not an
outward one, so that you can distinguish

him from them, as you would

distinguish a

black swan from a white one, but that itisa
difference which God sees at the bottom of

the soul—the secret and hidden life.
is the

difference

between

ordinary

tians and the best specimens

Such

Chris-

of the world.

“1 Don’t Mean Him.”
nt

ee

The following anecdote of Rev. James
Axley, familiarly known as * Old Jimmy,”
a renowned and redoubtable preacher of
East Tennessee, was related by Hugh L.
White,
for many years a distinguished
Judge in that State, and afterwards a conspicuous member of the Federal Senate :—
It was noised through the town of Jonesborough that Mr. Axley would hold forth
onthe morning of the ensuing Sabbath.
The famous divine was a
great favorite,—
with none more than with Judge White.
At the appointed hour, the judge, in company with a large congregation, was in
attendance at the house of prayer. All
was hushéd in expectation. Mr. Axley
entered and

with

him

a

clerical

brother,

who was ¢ put up” to preach. The congregation was composed of a border
population; they were disappointed; this was
not-the man they had come to hear; consequently there was a good deal of misbebavior.
The discourse was ended, and Mr.
Axley rose. It is a custom in the new
country when two or more preachers are
present, for each of them to have something to say. The people think thatit is a
great waste of lime to come a long distance,

and be put off with a short service,
gone into church at eight o'clock
morning,

and

have not

come

I have
in the

out

again

until five o'clock in the afternoon. Short
administrations are the growth of thicker

that city that is paved with gold. All his settlements.
Mr. Axley stood silently surveying the
ideas run on gold.
He is a supreme miuntil every eye was riveted.
ser. He knows all of that side of morality congregation,
:
which will enable him to get gold and keep ' He then began:—
*
It
may
be
a
very
painful
duty, but it is
it. And that is the whole of what he does
a very solemn one, for a minister of the
know.
:
gospel to reprove vice, misconduct and sin,
The otter man, who outwardly seems whenever and wherever he sees it. But
just like him, is a man that was himself
especially is this his duty on Sunday and at
poor. And, loving a most worthy mate, church.
That is a duty I am now about to
and marrying early, out of
poverty; and
attend
to.
i
being
blessed, as love should always be
“And
now,” continued the reverend
blessed, with affluence—at least of children speaker,
inting with his long finger in the:
—the family is large; and he says, “I can direction indicated,
‘* that man sitting out
not, now that I see what happiness may be yonder, behind the door,
got up and
given through the outward power of wealth, went out while the brotherwho
was preaching,
be content without it.” This woman shall stayed out as long
as he wanted to, got
not be a drudge, if it isin my power Lo prevent it.
And the children—I will not his boots full of mud, came back and
bring them up as it they were moles under stamped the mud off at the door, making all
the turf. They shall have whatever intel- the noise he could, on purpose to disturb
the attention of the congregation, and then
ligence, refinement, and moral excellence
can give them.”
And, going to his store took his seat; that man thinks I mean him.
No wonder he does. It doesn't look as if
in the morning, after kissing his wife, and
kissing his children, every one, though he had been raised in the white settlements,
they-have some of them now come to be does it, to behave that way at meeting?
bearded, he thinks, “It is not I. There Now, my friend, I'd advise you to learn
are ten mouths as well as my own.” And better manners before you come to church
I don't mean him.”
every time he puts out his hand and gets a next time.—But
*“ And now,” again pointing at his mark,
dollar, that
dollar strikes the nerve that
* that little girl sitting there, about ha
runs back tothe mother of his children, and
way of the house,—I should judge her to be
to each one of h#s children.
Aud there is
not a bargain that brings in an unexpected about sixteen years. old,—that's her with
the artificial flowers on the outside of her
thousand
dollars, that he does not say,
bonnet and the inside of her bonnet; she
“Good for them!” And all the while,night
has a breast-pin on, too, (they were very
and day, he is thinking of’ dreaming
of severe upon all superfluities of dress),—she
them.
And when there comes one of those
that was giggling and chattering all the
sudden tornadoes—for you know that, in
time the brother was preaching, so that
the natural climate, tornadoes sweep over even the old sisters in the neighborhood
the equator; and in commerce the equator couldn't hear what he was saying, though
runs right through New York City, and they tried to. She thinks Imean ker. I'm
through the: Gold-room—(I stood there on sorry from the bottom of my heart for any
the
equator,
yesterday!)—when
there
parents who have raised a girl to her time
comes one of those sudden tornadoes, and of day and haven’ttaught
her how to bethe clouds are black, and the winds roar, have when She Shes 0 church. Little
and the ships and houses are ‘being upset
irl, you have
sztace
our parents, as
‘as in a moment, and all the man’s posses4 yourself.
Behave nl next time,
sions are, as it were, at the mercy ofthe nk
you P—But I don’t mean her.”
raging elements, what are his thoughts, as won't
Directing his finger to another aim, he
he goes back home with a heavy heart? said:
¢ That man sitting there, that looks
* Why,” he says, ‘if I were a young man, as bright and pert. as if he never was asleep
and alone, I would not turn my hand over in his Jife, and never expected to be,. but
to save Soyihing:
I do not care for my- that just as-soon as the brother took his
self.
But, oh! I cannot bear to see mv
text, laid his head down on the back of the
wife and children reduced to want.” And seat in front of him, went sound asleep,
he goes to his room, and says, ‘‘ Great
slept the whole time and snored ; that man
God! great God! help me! And what are thinks I mean him. My friend, don’t you
the anguish and agony of his prayer, but know the church ain't the place to sleep?
the love which he bears to those that are If you needed rest, why didn’t you stay at
more to him than life, or anything else ?
‘home, take off your clothes, and go to bed?
»*
»*
*
*
*
That's the place to sleep, not at church The
In this great whirligig of a world, there next time you have a chance to hear a
is nothing stranger
than the mating and sermon, I advise you to keep awake.—But
mismating of men and women.
There is no 1 don’t mean him.”
question that is more insoluble, and more
Thus did he proceed,
pointing out every
often asked, than this, ¢ What on earth ever man, woman, and child who had in the
tempted that woman to marry that man?” slightest deviated from a befitting line of
You cannot answer it, I cannot, and she can- conduct ; characterizing the misdemeanor,
not. There is but one other question like apd reading sharp lessons of rebuke.
it and that is, ‘* What on earth tempted that
Judge White ,was all thig time “sitting at
man to marry such a woman?” He can- the end of the front
just under the

not tell, and she cannot tell, and nobody

can.

So itis, and so it will be, all the time,

here,

and

there,

and

everywhere.

And

while there are some who, disappointed, rebound and break away into immoralities,or
into an indifference which isan immorality
in the realm of love, there are others, of a
greater soul, who give their whole life to
fidelities in their relation, They know that
they do notlove. They know that there is
that in them which is capable of development, but which they have never known.
There are prophecies in themselves, which
they dg not want to awaken, of what their
soul is ‘capable of.” If they read a book
where the heroism of love is described,
they shut

the

book,

and

tears

flow

from

their eyes, and they say, ‘Oh!
what
might have been.”
But that is not safe,
and they banish it, and go on in the usual
way. Karly and late they are faithful.
Look at this wife and mother. See how
she watches over others’ interests, . There
ig no duty neglected or left unperformed.
The household is well ordered, Thechildren are well reared. Apparently, life passes in that family about as well “as in any
other. But if you look into that woman's
heart, you shall see that shevhas laid up
the best part of her love. Her love hud

no ‘chance to manifest itselfon earth.

yet, she has done her duty,
anesstnbet

And

She has been a
v

°

speaker, enjoying the old gentleman’s disquisition to the last degree; twisting his

neck around to note if the audience relished
the *‘ down comings”as much as he did;
rubbing his hands, smiling, chuckling inwardly. Between his teeth and cheek was
a monstrous

better he was

quid

of tobacco,

which,

the

pleased, the more he chewed ;

the nore he chewed, the more he spat, and,

behold, the floor bore witnessto the resnits,
At length, the old
gentleman, straightenin
himself up to his full hight, continued,wi
great gravity :—
‘“ And now, Ireckon, you want to know
whom I do mean. I mean that dirty,nasty,
filthy tobacco chewer, sitting on the end of
that front seat"—his finger, meanw! ile,
pointing,
true as the needle to the po e—
‘‘see what he has been about!
Look at
those puddles on the floor; a frog wouldn't
get into them. Think of the tails of the
sisters’, dresses being dragged through that

muck I” The crest-fallen judge averred that
he

never

chewed

any

more

church.— Rev. W. H. Milburn.

tobacco

in

A great many professed Christians would
rather have a bow from some bie man,
than to have a ‘* God bless you,” from &
poor saint.
,
:
1

’

¢
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ber, & sat in
“A Useful Woman. : = —f-o'elock—bat

m

oo

own

till about

5

Mr.
—d breathe
like |
A touching incident has been related to person in agony, I sprang unto ye chamber-entry, wre
I met im & took hold of im
us, which we are sure will be the prompter
of serious thoughts in the minds of all who for his support. Mr. W—d sd to me, ‘Iam
dyi,’ or words to yt purpose, never spoke
shall hear of it.
In a distant ¢ity there
dwells a lady of refinement and culture, another wd. His servt seem’d like a man
bereaved of his senses, and said many
who is celebrated for her musical accomlishments.
She is’ owned to be peerless yngs yt co'd notbe for his honor to menn musical circles, and the first performer tion. I sent immediately “for a physician
in private or public. But her talents are “about 100 rods fro my door, & in the meanconse rated

to

Christ, and she is a devoted

laborer in the saving of souls, By the
rovidence of God she was led to connect
erself with a mission enterprise in the
city, and when she went to offer her services she asked for the care of the worst class
in the school.
The Superintendent was
struck by the novel request; and knew not
whether to attribute it to pride and selfconfidence, or to a gracious and praiseworthy courdge.
He pointed her to .a
class of fourteen boys who were standing,

lounging,

of the

talking,

room,

and larking in a corner

and

told her

went

over

that there was

material for the fire and hammer of God's
word. Nothing daunted, she accepted the
charge,

and

to see what could

be done.
The superintendent introduced
her, and left at once for other duties.
Lads,” she said, ‘‘do you think that T am

alady?”
A glance assured them of that,
and assent was
given. ‘Then I should

like to see you take off your hats.”

were
lady,

Hats

removed.
“Then, boys, ifI am a
I would prefer not to have tobacco

used where I am.” Instantly every quid
was removed, and either pocketed, thrown
away, or hurled into the face of some distant mate,

It was well known that all'of them were
profane, and she spent the rest: of the
morning in dissuading them. .from, that
odious vice. One lad said to her, ‘If you
only lived where we do, you would swear
too; we hear swearing all the time, and are
used to it.” At the end of the séssion she

romised them a book if they would abstain
rom swearing during the ‘week, and tell
her so next Sunday.
Next Lord's day they
were all in their places, and.every one
ackiowledged that he had been
guilly of
swearing, though all had tried to give it up
or avoid it. For some weeks this trial was
carried on,

and some

success attended the

effort. One said he had let an oath slip out
twice... All along instructions had been

iven, and this gifted woman had visited
the poor lads at their homes.
She had
ined influence over them, and her class

was orderly. Upon one Sunday morning,
as she was going to her seat at the organ
to lead the worship of God, one of the class
accosted her,

and

said, ‘he

had not sworn

during the whole week, and had said his
prayers every day.” There was a fullness
and richness in the voice that day when she
began,

“We

praise

thee,

O

;” there

was a mellowness and softness in the notes
of the instrument, and ‘the stop that
prays” was touched. She longed for the:
. return of the next Sunday, that the progress of the good work might be witnessed.
. But on opening the paper one morning of
that week, she saw the sad tale, that the
poor boy had been caught in the machinery
of a mill where he was at work, and killed!
What was done in that
rsoul?
Who

shall tell or conjecture?
ing

of the

wind

Was it the breath-

which

bloweth where

it

listeth, and which wafted the perfame from
aflower ofthe Lord's planting? Was that"
soul imbued with the new principle of
grace?

Why

not

was the case?

believe

Such

and

hope

such

things are endugh to

encourage effort, and to cause thankfulness

for the efficacy of Almighty grace. But
the
day alone can clearly declare the
result in such cases. It may be that the
black and heavy fly-wheel was the chariot
| of Immanuel, which in an instant broke off
the hard shell of carnal nature, broke open
the prison of corruption, and let the new
man, created by the Holy Spirit, free.
These things are enough to make the
laborer for Christ serious and earnest! for
day by day the last opportunity may
be afforded to us to say, ‘Behold the Lamb of
God I"— Episcopalian.

Parsons

and

Whitefield.

——

—

The following letter was written by Rev.

Parsons of Newburyportto

Rev. Dr. Gillies

Mr.

of

Glasgow. It will be remembered that the remains

of Parsons and Whitefield

are deposited under-

neath the Old South, Newburyport, where
are frequently viewed by the curious.

they

“ REVD. AND DR. SIR,—
Yors of June ye 11th came to hand abt
a month past; but asI knew of no opportunity I waited till now.
T co'd give a long acco’t of Mr. Whitefield's tours thro’ N. Engd for 30 years past,
as I kept a Journal of all the Opportunites
I had with him.
But as yt will be needless
accordi to yor Letter, I shal confine my’s to
his last visit, his dea’ and funeral, as I kno’

ye public ve bn imposed upon in yes yngs.
Mr. Whitefield’s last
someting

J°

beginni

visit
of

to
Augt,

N. E.

was

1770;

he

came fro’ Newport to B—n [Boston] and
preachd sevrl times.
Yn he set out Eastwd
and came to N—porl,

wre he preachd once,

and hd determined to proceed to Portsmouth
22 miles Eastwd of us. But by ye solicitan
of rome independent

Ministers, I persuad-

ed im to alter his course. Yrfo he returned 8miles back & preach'd sevrl times at
Rowley.

Then

he was to 've returned with

meto N, port; but

bei taken very

steard his course for

B—n,

relaxan
After
& went
of us,

from
a few
as far
Upon

in hopes

ill he
of a

busin.
days he returned
to ye Eastwd
as O. York, 30 miles Eastwd
his return from York I met

im at Portsmonth,

wre I found imas well as

time I with my childn afforded im all ye
help in our power.
Ye Dr. came, but, aftr
abt 40 minutes of extream agony, he rallied

& died in his chair abt 6 o'clock, Sepr 30th,
on Sab. morni, to ye gre’t grief & surprise
of multitudes. *
Early ye next morni, Octr ve first, James
Clarkson, Esq, and ye Rev. Dr. Haven, of
Portsmouth, ye Capital of N. Hampshire,
waited upon me in a genteel manner, with a

lus, ithas been a monitor, it has been a of its glory, and it shall coverthe sands-of

guide; it—has been a comforter: —in—one
word, it has becn a Missionary to millions
of souls. —
And what was itthat gave this book its
missionary power? It was not genius, it
was not poetie ability, it wa8 not literary
art. There was nothing of that kind fin it.
It was simply the spirit of the work—nothing else. A very plain, simple book—nobody knows ‘who wrote it—but here it was,
breathing the very concentrated spirit of
medieval Christianity, As Milman said of
it, it embodied in one volume all that was
best in the mystics and in all the piety of
all preceding writings. What a missionary power is that! Name to me any indivi
dual who has done the work in the world
which that work has dene.—Dr. Hedge.

reigns and Christ still prospers.
Another consideration may

help us—

namely, that after all, it is not

our

came to my house, & in a manner yt appeared vretty soveign, yy made a sort of

moving

his

books from

Take

the
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was

his study below

said,

GOLD LOAN

BOSTON,

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

work,

for his study up stairs, and bis little boy
said, ‘ Papa, let me help you.” The little
boy was not able to do anything, but the
father thought he must engourage ‘his dehe

A PACIFIC RAILWAY -

BAPTIST BOOK STORE

stairs, to another room which he had taken

sire for industry, and

in your closet.

FREE

but His ‘work in which we are engaged. I
heard avery pretty illustration once from
one of our ministers, who said that he

T Tan

~ Wdbortisements.

which we devise may not sueceed, yet th
is not the main thing, for Jehovah still

cawtike that little book.” But the boy did
Closet Work—the Work.
request from Mr. Sherborn, ‘of yt Town,
not like to take the little » book ; he wanted
for me to consent that Mr. W—d’s remains
§
—
Ee
tobe a man and carry a big book. So he
might be carried to Portsmouth, & ve an
took a big book and got it at the foot of the
‘“ Sweet closet I love thee, ’tis good to here,
honorable burial in his own new Tomb, at
| stairs, and there he sat down and began to
’Mid glories resplendent, and Jesus go near;
ery, for he could carry it no further. ** And
his own expense.
This indeed discovered
In business most noble at heaven’s high court,
ve hi esteem & grt affection we yos gentlewhat,” said the father, ‘* do you think it
Where daily the saints of all nations resort.”
men & others in yt Town hd for Mr. W—d |.
eame to? Why I hadto carry the book
CLOSET DUTY—THE DUTY.
up stairs and the boy too.” So it is with
and his ministry while livi.
But I told ym|
yt I co'd not gratify ym, tho. ye request
Flee to the closet.. Are you tempted? us; we ask Christ to let us do something
carried in it sotne yng very obligi & gener- haste to the closet. Are you in trouble or for him, and we are not gatisfied to do only
ous ;—especially because Mr. W—d, under trial, in affliction of any kind? speed you that; we have a natural and a very proper
7, gave existence, to ye congregation of we to the closet.
Go from the closet to the desire to be doing more, and we undertake
I am the mivister, & hd repeatedly desired prayer meeting; from the prayer meeting something which we cannot do, and we sit
to be buried befo my pulpic if he sh’d died to the closet.
Go from the closet to the down and fret as if the book never would
in ys pla. Therefo’ yos gentlemen fro Ports- sanctuary duties; from the sanctuary du- get up stairs till we carried it up, and then
mouth submitted to ye Denial in a very Xn ties to the closet. No. one can pray well the good Father comes along and takes the
manner, & ye next Day attended ye funeral ; in public whodoes not pray much in the book and the little child too, and carries
:
one as a mourner, and ye othr as a Pall- closet. Go to your closet ;visit your closet; both.— Spurgeon.
bearer,
make the closet a spceial, a frequent reBut at Candle liti on the evni befo ye fun- sort. Go to your closet at early dawn, at
eral, several private gentlemen fro B—n
Protestantism.
mid-day, at even-tide. Commence the day
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Thousands who confess that he is the great
benefactorof man, and that there is nothing that has so blessed the world as his re-

ligion, are unwilling to

enroll themselves

among his followers, and acknowledge him
as one whom they are bound to honor and

adore.

Astheyoung woman

have referred was unwilling

is my mother,” so
of him who hung
‘“ visage was so.
man,” “This is

to whom

to

say,

we

¢ This

they are unwilling to say
upon the cross, and whose
marred more than any
my Redeemer and my

King, and I will serve and
ever.”

The Work

adore

of one

him for-

Book.

have

ever

itual

inclinings

acquiring

made

any spasmodic

Christian

have

efforts at

diameter.

experience,

their spir-

perished

in .the hot

flush of the alcoholic draught, or gone

off

in the clouds of smoke.
We have no doubt that if the secret history.

of

many

a life

in

this

city

were

Jknown, it would be found that‘the death
“of its religious interest, however and whenever aroused, conld be traced to some such

seemingly harmless indulgence.

The small

and vile but powerful habits have been the
lions in the way between many a soul and
God and heaven,— Examiner.

The. Marthas.
rd

—

a Po
There isone consideration which has done
If you ask me what missionary agent, me a deal of good, and itis this—that the
mouth to Exeter (15 miles) in ye morni, & |
preach'd for Mr. Rogers, of yt Town.
Ye since the age of the apostles, has done the Lord Jesus Christ got on very well before
greatest work, has been the most effective we were born, and it is very likely that he
concourse was too gre't to crowd into ye
house & yrfo yy urg’d his preaching abroad, in its action on the souls of men, 1 should will get on exceedingly well when we are
we openly dpposed, as I really tho't it was say itis no itinerant going about in the dead. When onethinks, ¢* Oh,it is so imthrowi away his life. Tho. ye weather was flesh, nor Austin nor Anselm, none of those portant that such and such a point should
warm, yet yr was a moisture in the air whose names are so celebratedin the his- be attended to; I must throw my whole
wh e must suck in, & be prejudicial to an tory of the Church, but itis a little volume strength into that;” and then the next day
which appeared toward the close of the there seems to be something else so very
asthmatic constitution.
|
However,
he preached in ye
open fifteenth century, under the title of ‘* Imita- necessary to be done, and then something
air,& stood without any yng to hold by er tion of Christ;” a small volume in the Latin goes amiss there, and something else here,
agnst.
His text was 2 Cor, 13, 5. & as language, unheralded by any Literary. In- because one cannot be everywhere, one bemi't wel be expected, he press'd ye duty of telligencer, forthers were no newspapers gins to be troubled. It might well be said
self-examinan, & laid down some good then to advertise books or to forestall pub- to us at sucha time, ‘“ Now are you really
lic opinion about them.
Unheralded, this such a very important person after allp”
marks of bei in ye faith, .In sermon time
he sd yt he believed or hop'd it wod be ye little book was cast upon the world, I think, Before we were born, God's cause prosperlast Sermon yt ever he ghd preach—yf he in the year 1486; a book of unknown, or at ed, and when we are dead, if we have been
authorship.
During the useful in our lives, we may perhaps make a
longed for his dismission, &ec. After Serg least, disputed
vice we dined at Col. Gilman's and set out fourteen remaining years of that century, little gap for a little time, but it will soon
for N. port, and arriyed. at my house abt there were twenty editions ol that book in ‘be filled up, and nobody will know it, and
Sundown.
After he had supped freely, he Germany alone, and there has been no God’s catise will go on just as well without
complained of gre't wearin’ & went early to book ever written, with the sole exception us. That is not a bad philosophy, though
bed. Abt 4 o’clock on Sab. morni I heard of thé"Bible, of which there have been so it is often very wickedly applied—*¢ It will
many editions. Early in this century, some be all the same in a ‘hundred years’ time.”
an unysal noise, & instantly rose fro my
bed, & got into ye' Chamber entry, sa a one undertook to make a collection of the Well, really, it will. Though the waves
Li't shini under
ye door. of the Chamber editions of this book, and got together five do go back each one of them after they have
yet none of them
wre Mr. Whitefield lodg’d,"& yrfo proceed- hundred editions, but he knew “the collec- come up on the shore,
die, because every
It was trans- need regret that they
ed &knock’d at his door. His serv't asked tion to be very incomplete.
who was yr. I answered that I was afraid lated, not merely into all the modern lan- wave comes up beyond its fellow, and
Mr, Whitefield was worse, because I saw a guages, but into Greek and even into He- though there may be no advance in each
rew. There were sixty translations into one particular wave, but even a receding,
1i’t undér ye door. "Yn his servt opn’d ye
door, & told me Mr. W—d hd ordered ge the French language alone. It spread far yet the great oeSly isél} is going forward;
to kindle a fire & warm im some gruel—yt and wide. It found its way into every and so, if one little pafticular part of the
he had not rested so well as at some other corner of the civilized world.
Wherever work that has been left t7 me, does not go
Times; but he hd kno.im to breath worse. the namé of Christ had, been heard, this on as I could wish, yet, O God, the reat

book wasknown, and it has

been a stimu-

sea of thy church is going on in the fullness!

Why

am I net a Christian?

THREE

and of what others will say to me?
‘“ Whosvever

shall

be

and of my words, of him
main be ashamed.”
2. Isit because of

the

ashamed

of me

shall the Son of

inconsistencies

of

professing Christians?
‘Every man shall give an::account of

0 N E Steam

alto,

himself to God.”

3. Is it because I am not willing to give

up all to Christ ?
‘* What shall it

gain

the

whole

Liver

Boiler,

Dyspepsia,

Gravel,

sumption, Neuralgia,

THE

Uterine,

Kidney,
Piles,

and

Female

of

EFFECTUAL

REQUIRES

AND BUILDING
cures.

SEND

Con-

WHEN.

PURIFYING,

UP.

Hundreds of

FOR

PAMPHLET,

Address,

profit a man if he

world and

shall

Middletown,

A Sinking Fund for the Redemption
of the Bonds.
The lands embrace

‘““He that hath begun a good work in
you will perform it unto the day c Christ:
Jesus.”
ne
7. Isit because I am thinking that I will

single,

1,00

,20

1,20

-

dozen,

9,60

2,28

11,88

do

Embossed Morocco, single, 1,10
do
do
dozen, 10,66
. 82mo.
single,
85

do as well as I can, and that
to be satisfied with that?

God

ought

“Whosoever shall keep the whole law
and yet offend in one point, he is guilty of
all.”

8. Is it because I am postponing
matter without any definite reason ?

the

‘* Boast not thyself of to-morrow, for thou
knowest not what a day may bring torth.”

CALL AND SEE THE

WILSON

Shuttle Sewing Machine
AT J. H. WINSLOWS,
Street, Dover.

They do every varjety of work, and come Twenty
Dollars Cheaper than any other Firat Class Machi
#
in the Markets

J. GJINKENS

do

8,18

1,60

,—

96

914

1536
1;20
11,62

3,26
,20
2,40

18,62
1,40
13,92

0
do
dozen,
do Paper Covers, single,
do
dozen,

2,40
,16
1,44

4S
08
8

2.88
17
1M

Christian Baption, Bound,

Life of Marks,
do
do
Church
do

Treatise,

1,26
12,52
,08

dozen,
gingle,
dozen,

single,

do

do
do
do

,18
1,96
,08

dozen,

Butler's Theology,
do
History,
~
do

:

Member's Book,
do
do

0

single,

25

,04

1,88

29

single,
dozen,

1,00
9,60

20
240

1,20
12,00

single,
dozen,

,80
2,88

08
60

88
8.48

dozen,

2,40

08

2,1

single,

26

04

96

Thoughts upon Thought, . single,
25
04”
2
do
do
do
dozen, 2,10
56
2,6¢
The Book of rarely,
single, 1,00 ° 20
1,20
do
0
0
dozen, .9,60
2,18 11,76
Story
of Jesus, (Ques, Book.)single,
,16
04
19
: y
do
™
dozed, 1,44
J8
1»
Lessons tor every sunday in
the Year, (Ques, Book) single,
20 - ,04
A
do
do
do
dozen, 2,00
44
24
Appeal to Conscience,
single,
,14 -,04
18
.
do
do
do
dozen, 1,85
,20
1,8
Communionist,
single,
,08
,02
,10

Choralist,
0!
do

dozen,
8

Minutes of General Confer
ence,

I

)

dozén, 1,2
*

pingle,

>

76

dg
»

1,4

B88

120

9

#3 There1s no discount on the Minutes by th

dozen.

ND
GENTLEMEN
EMPLOYED,
1.25, eo LAY
Very profitable.
No Risk,
Seventeen specimen Pictures and Catalogue sent for
MANSON LANG,
20 ots., twice as many, 80 cts.

dws

including

a

asset avother tract of

Three Millions of Acres in the State of
Kansas,
and although not Plodsed as a security for this Loan,

their possession adds largely to the Company’s wealth
and credit.

We

estimate the

Value of the Company’s property,
by this mortgage,

net,

while

at

covered

$23,000,000

the Loan

1s merely

$6,500,000.
The Bonds have

THIRTY YEARS

TO RUN,

from May 1, i869, and will pay
Seven per cent. Interest in Gold,
semi-annually, on May 1 and Nov. 1, and are

FREE

FROM

GOVERNMENT

TAXATION,

the Company paying the tax.
The principal of the Loan is made payable in
Sela, in the city of New York, but each coupon will
8
i
Payable in Frankfort,London, or New York
at option of the holder, without notice, at the following rates:

.

On $1000 Bond in New York, $35 (gold) each half year,
“
‘“
London,
£758.10.
**
¢
‘

Frankforf® 87 ir. 30 krtzs,

“

The Agents of the Loan, before accepting the trust

had the condition of the Road,and the country through
which it runs, carefully examined.

They

are

to give the Loan an emphatic endorsement as a

FIRST

happy

CLASS INVESTMENT,

in every respect perfectly sure,and in some essentials

| even

Better

than

Government

Securities.

The Bonds will be sold for the present at
96, and accrued Interest, both
in Currency,
.
the Agents reserving the right to advance the rate.
The attention of investors is invited to these well
secured bonds, which we

recommend

as one

of the

most profitable investments in the market.
Gold and Government Securities taken in payment
at their market value, without commissions.

Pamphlets, with maps giving full information, sent
on application,

DABNEY,

MORGAN & CO.,

No. 53 Exchange Place, N. Y..

J.

K.

JESUP

im32

§ CO,

No. 12 Pine Strees, N, Y.

ASTEIMA.
JONAS WHITCOMB'S
REMEDY
For Asthma, Rose Cold, Hay Fever, ete.
“ Prepared from a German recipe obtained by the
late Jonas Whitcomb, in Europe. It alleviated this

disorder in his case, when

all other appliances of

medical skill had been abandoned by him in de: pair.
In

no

case

of a

purely

asthmatic

character, has it

failed to give immediate relief, and it has effected
many permanent cures. It contains no poisonous or
injurious properties whatever; an infant may take
it with perfect safety.
,
a

«

The

Proprietors

are constantly in receipt of letters:

bearing the strongest testimony in
favor uf this Specific, from which they present the following extracts :
“My mother has suffered eight years from the harvest asthma.
The recurrence of this three months’

agony every year

must

soon

wear

her out.

‘Jonas

Whitcomb’s Asthma Remedy’ arrested the terrible
disease, and has Kept it off for the whole season, to
the great joy of the family,”
[Rev Jos. E. Roy, Chi-

cago Agent of the American Home Missionary Society, to the New York Independent,
“I have derived

comb’s Asthma

very great relief from ‘Jonas Whit-

Remedy.”

[G. F. Osborne,

Presi-

dent Neptune Insuranee Co,, Boston, Mass,
“The effect of the ‘Remedy’ wag truly wonderful in
relieving my wife from this painful disease.
I have
not the slightest doubt but that it will effect a com=
plete cure.’
[David Morrow, Livermore, Pa,
“No one who

has snffered what I have

heretofore,

and enjoy ed the health that I have enjoyed since last
fall, can

hesitate to believe that there is a

wonderful

power in ‘Jonas Whitecomb’s Remedy for the Asthma.” [R. H, Vose, (a distinguished lawyerin Maioe.)
“1 have

commenced

had the spasmodic asthma fifteen years.

taking

‘Jonas Whitcomt’s.

the Asthma’ eighteen months

a severe paroxXysm since.”
Yates county,

1

Remedy

ago, and have not

for
had

Sarah Seely, KEddytown,

N. Y,, to Editors Rural Néw

Yorker.

“I have had the Asthma forty-seven years, and now
at the age of seventy-eight am fat and hearty, thanks

Psalmody, 18mo. in Sheep,

do

“bold out?”

of Colorado,

The Company also holds as an

| to the ‘Remedy.’ ”

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same

do

some of the finest portions of

the magnificent Territory

coal field and pinery.

have been. But after taking the ‘Asthma Remedy’ 1
call myself awell man.” [W. O. Brown, Toledo,Ohio,

Vt,

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

do
do
do

Kansas to Denver,

[Theodore Metcalf, Druggist, Tremont street, Boston,
“No one could have been a greater sufferer than I

GRAYS & CLARK,

lose his own

4. Isit because I am afraid I shall not
be accepted ?
‘Him that cometh unto me I will in no
wise cast out.”
5. Is it because I fear Tam too great a sinner?
;
“The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from
all sin.”
6. Is it because I am afraid T shall not

¥F

ACRES,

“Have sold Whitcomb’s Remedy, for nearly twenty
vears. I know of wothing so uniformly successful.”

eowl13t19

Central

Constipation,

Diabetes,

AND

SYSTEM

REGULATING
testimonials

GRANT

MILLION

94 Columbia 8t., New York city.

’
8

ry

[John Noble,

63 Gay

street, Co-

lumbus, Ohio.
“The cure was positive and immediate.
A second
attack, after two years, yielded readily, and to-day

my wife considers herself rid of the disease.”

[L. C.

Pame, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
“1 was cured within one month, and have not had
a return of the disease or any symptoms of it since.”
[ira A. Bean, Urbana, Ohio.
The above ngmed preparation is manufactured sole-

ly by the Proprietors,

The name and title thereof is

adopted as a Trade-Mark,

to

secure

the

public

and

Proprietors against imposition by the introduction of
spurious articles, All unauthorized use of the Trade
Mark will be promptly prosecuted,

JOS.

BURNETT

Manufacturers

NO. 27 CENTRAL
, . For sale by
—

and

&

CO,

Proprietors.

STREET,

BOSTON.

gists everywhere,

4v34

Treatise.
The New Treatise, just revised. by order

of the General Conference,

can now be had ;

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.

THE

QUARTERLY.

The current volume

-

secured by a

extending in alternate sections on either side of the

LAMPS,

‘Complaint,

miles
Already

selves up to 120 or in U, 8. Bonds, as

Weakness, General Debility, Catarrh, Incipient

soul ?”

y

Rheumatism,

Urinary Diseases;

EVER

LAND

also

track, from the 894th mile post in

31-2x20 feet, with two Flues 13 inches
in diameter.
Above Boilers in excellent condition: Ap
ply to

| Diarrhea,

1. Is it because I am ashamed of ridicule,

and

The proreeds of the sale of these lands are to be invested by the Trustees in the 7 per cent. Bonds them-

SECOND-HAND

tiong

Missouri

GOVERNMENT

15 inches

HEALING

Saviour

of the

enough to meet all of its expenses and existing obligations, besides
More than the Interest upon this new Loan
In addition to this the Bonds are
first mortgage of the
;

Boilers

MIDDLETOWN

the

amounts to $6,500,000,

secured upon the extension of the Railway from near

PATENT STRE

Christ,

;

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds,

| pay
(CL | CUE

Jesus

i

New
even per Cent..
Thirty Year Gold Loan, Freefrom Tax.

of life; meditate therein, -get your soul on
The great nations of Europe appear to be
demand of Mr. W—d’s body to carry to fire, the fire of God's love. Go from your
B—nand bury yr. I told ym ytI co'd nou closet to the family altar, to your daily manifesting a strong desire to be rid of the
consent to their taki his body fro us—yt I toil. Go from your closet to the sanctuary, incubus of the Papacy. The Watchman
meant to submit to ye riteous providence of the house of prayer.
No one is duly pre- and Reflector sums up the prospect thus:
SWAMSCOT MACHINE CO.,
7, and wo'd not contend : but was not willi ‘pared for family, social, or public duties,
Protestantism may celebrate its seventh
to 've his body carried fro ye pla. where he save from the closet. Make the closet your jubilee
16tf
SOUTH NEWMARKET,
N.
with a new enthusiasm. Never
he desire it shd be laid.
home, your resort,'your hiding-place,
your since the great
ch26t
Catholic reaction under
Ye gentleman of our congregan were at delight, your joy.
Young
conver, visit Loyola,
have its prospects of growth in
ye expense of buildi a new and very spa- your closet, visit it often.” It is your safe- Europe been more cheering. Romanism is
WEY yg TING
INE
cious Tomb for his Interment, & yt, with guard, your hope.
The first step to a weak, and is losing its hold on all the great
ye other expenses, amounted to‘abt £50 downward course is the neglect of the nations of the continent. The Italian peoFo Famyvigrsinpleciieap selizble, Knits everything.
closet.
sterling.
AGENTS WANTED, Circular and sample stocking FREE,
ple feel that the Pope and cardinals are anYe funeral was attended fro my house by
tagonistic to all the’national aspirations for Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO.,, Bath, Me.
12t32
a vast concourse of People,
I believe not
‘“ Prayer is appointed to convey
unity and growth, and they are alienated
less yn 10,000, some say 12,000, tho. it was
The blessing God designs to give;
from a Chucch whose sympathies are with
a cold & rainy Day.
Long as they live, thould Christians pray—
the past rather than the future. The AusFor Sale.
I wrote to Lady Huntington soon after,
For only while they pray they live.
trian people, chagrined at their loss of
1» Good Chance for Investments.
desiring her to send an Inscription for a
prestige in the late war, ascribe their de- h YA I 0=Y OF DOVER BONDS for sale. InIf pain afflict, or wrongs oppress,
monument to be set up at his head; but
ZHU
quire of the subscriber at the Morning
feat to priestly control over education and
whether she recd my letter I cant say.
If cares distract, or fears dismay,
social progress, and are earnestly demand- Star Ontice, Dover N, H.
L. R. BURLINGAME.
This is certain, I never ve heard fro her,
If guilt deject, or sin distress,
ing freedom from churchly dictation. Dis& we'reat loss wt to do for fear of offendi
The remedy’s before thee—pray.
content is rife in Spain because the develso great a Patroness as she was to Mr.
opment of national resources is hindered
’Tis
prayer
supports
the
soul
that’s
weak,
MINER'S
W—d.
v
by the despotism of the Church, and a revThough thought be broken, language lame,
I co'd 've wrote largely, but ve studied
olution is impending.
In France alone
Pray if thou can’st, or can’st not speak—
the shortest view of Mr. W—d’s last visit,
European nationsis the Catholic
4 amon
But pray in faith in Jesus’ name.”
his dea & faneral. If yo see any yng to be
Church holding a warm place in the affecFOR GAS OR KEROSENE.
added fro my Sermon & Mr. Jewett's exhn,
tions and confidence of the people, and the
I’ve sent ym for yo to do as yo like, & am,
power of France is now overshadowed by
TOWN and COUNTY COM
The Lost Years.
Yor affectionate Friend & B—r,
’
MITTEES on LAMPS and
Prussia, which is absorbing into itself the
GAS,
Railroad, Gas and Fersrt
ly ne
JONATH PARSONS.
whole of Germany, and must become the
Cos.,
Railroad supply
N—port, Jany. 1, 1772.
It is wonderful that there is no way of greatest military power and most flourishouses, owners of Market
Houses,
Large
Storehouses,
making men comprehend simple arithme- ing nation of the continent.
Depots, Skating Rinks,Mantic. Some of the best elérks and account. ufactories, Hotels, Restaurants, also Churches, Phyants in. New York seem to be still ignorant
Disowning the Saviour.
sician’s country residences
or forgetful of the very first principles of
Things That Last.
and all others interested
will find that thisis exactly
A writer in the Christian at Work puts the art which they practice daily. The
tl
fp ee
what they need for an ‘6utground for this statement is in the fact
the sin of not confessing Christ in this strik- that so many thousands of young men of
door or street Lamp.
Let us now look at some of those things
MINER'S STREET AND
ing way:
;
:
thirty, married and unmarried, are still that¢ will never wear out.”
DEPO LAMP give s amuch
better light, is cleaner, more
I have often heard a poor blind girl
. Some years ago I met somewhere the vegetating in boarding-houses, or groandurable, and more economstatement of the case of a daughter who ing under oppressive rents, when there is sweetly sing, ‘“ Kind words will never die.”
ical every way than any lamp
Ah!
we
believe
that
these
are
among
the
now in use. Testimonials
no
reason
in
the
world
why
they
should
was unwilling to confess that her mother
of the BEST kind will be furthings
that
‘¢
will
never
wearout.”
And
was her mother, which is in: point here. not have homes of their own, and good
nished
undance.
Send
for Pamphlet and
When the danghter ‘was an infant the moth- ones at that. Every one of the thousands we are told in God’s own book tobe ¢‘ kind
Price List.
one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving
er was obliged on a certain occasion to of whom we speak has burned up enou
leave her children at home while she went in cigars, or. poured it down his throat in one another.”
The word of the Lord will never wear The Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,
to her neighbor’s. for some necessary pur- poisonous alcoholic mixtures, since he beinterest out. Though the grass shall wither, and
SALESROOM,
pose. As, however, she returned, she saw came of age, with the regular
on approaching the house, that flames were thereon, to have made him well off at thir- the flowers tall away, the word of the Lord
44
Murray
Street, New York.
bursting forth from the doors and windows. ty, and the figures grow stronger every endureth forever. 1 Peter 1: 24, 25.
The life of the righteous will never wear 6ml7
OFFICE AND WORKS AT PORTLAD, CONN
She hurried to the house and found from day. To be sure it was only so many ci:
the bystanders that her infant child was yet gars a day, and perhaps they were obtain- out. They will live in the world to come
within, She immediately started to enter, ed at low pxices, ‘‘lower than any one as longas God shall live; but the death PARLOR STEAM ENGINE:
Made entirely of Metal; Boiler and Furnace combut the persons standing near prevented else could get them,” and the drinking was of the wicked will last forever.
The joys of the kingdom of heaven will plete: will work for hours if supplied with water,
her, telling her that certain death would ‘“moderate,” only a cocktail in the mornfree from danger; a child can work them. Sent
The pleasures
“of this .&c.;
iree with instructions for $1 00.
Address,
be the consequence. “But she escaped from ing, another at noon, ’and something as he never wear out.
WALTER HOLT,
world
soon
die;
but
the
enjoyments
of
was
going
home
at
night;
but
the
wondertheir handsand rushed into the door, and
8me27
soon found her child on the bed where she working rules of arithmetic would have that world will never end.
The crown of glory will never wear out.
had placedit. She wound it up in a cover- taken those small sums and of them built
ing and in a few moments the little one was a pleasant home, a thriving business, or; The crown of the winner inthe Olympic
games soon faded; the crowns of kings
:
safe, but the mother was most shockingly it may be,a fortune.
That is not all, for we are personally willall wear out; but the crown of glory
burned.
For many months she vibrated
1 Peters: 4.
:
between life and death, and at last her vi- acquainted with a host of these young men will never fade away.
The ¢* new song” will never wear out.
tal power overcame the effects of her in- of thirty, married and unmarried, and the
juries and she was restored, but an object money which did not build the house has We hear sometimes that some of our tunes
terrible to look upon.
Twenty years after done something else. They are not drunk- are worn threadbare; but that will never
this, the infant, then a young woman, was ards, far from it, and they never intend be said of the new song.
SPRING WATERS.
Which will you choose? The lasting, or
asked one day by a stranger, who that per- to be, though at times they have been led
that
which
wastes
away
?
the
things
of
time,
into,
temporary
excess;
but
the
cigars
and
“son was who was so terribly deformed?
These Waters are performing the most wonderful
But the danghter was ashamed to confess the liquors have not failed to do their or of eternity ? Will you choose wealth,
cures yet known in the shortest time, and are UNTheir nerves are less steady ; their honor, fame; or the joys of heaven, eternal
that it was her mother. ‘Was her unwil- work.
lingnessto confess, nothing? Was it not digestion less perfect; their muscles less life, the crown of glory, and the ‘new
RIVALED
for all diseases of the blood and skin;
a crime agiinst herymother and her moth- vigorous; their spirits less buoyant; they song?” May God enable us to make'a wise
choice;
and,
with
Joshua,
may
we
choose
can
endure
less
fatigue;
for
all
that
smokure
all
scrofulous
affections, including Erysipelas,
er’s love?
hee
There is something similar to this in the ing and drinking. Their lives have been to serve the Lord,—Chrastian Treasury.
Salt
Bheum, Tumors, Ulcerous and Cancerous Affecmanner in which men are disposed to treat a worse example to others; ahd -if they

he hd bn since his arrival to yes pts, 1spoke
with im & he incouraged me to come ye next
* Day (Sepr 29)to N. port, by ye way of Exeter,
_ & keep Sabt with us. He rode from Ports-

Upon this I returned to my own bed-cham-

time yet, and break upon
the cliffs in an |
eternal spray of everlasting songs. [Let us
be consoled in this matter. We are not
such big bodies after all, and if the thin

of the Quarterly

cannot

now be furnikhed to new subscribers. We have
puited about one hundred riore than there were
subscribers at the outset, and they have all
|
subseribed for.

.. . - a

aa

A

20°

——r

The Horning Star.

demand its practical application while other men scoff atit as something impracticable. They promptly put baek the prohibi-’
tory law upon the statute book of Massachusetts which had been exultantly erased.
They go with their opponents before the

15, 1869.

SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

THE MORNING STAR:

van

people and argue the question everywhere.

" @BOBGE T. DAY,

In Maine, they threaten to withdraw support

Editor,

from the party with which they have generally acted,

All communications designed for publication.should
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
remittanzes of money,

the Agent,

&c.,

should

be addressed

to

1

The Contest

with Rum.

It is said that revolutions never go-backIf that

statement

be

true,

the

words appear to want defining. Certainly what are called revolutions are sometimes followed by a state of things very

much like that which was temporarily displaced, or something worse. The uprising of 1848 sent royalty flying out of
France in the person of Louis Phillippe,and

the republic

in

words

that

rang around the world. But Louis Napoleon soon brought back an imperialism to
the Tuileries, amid

the shouts of the French

people, such as the dethroned and exiled
king”

maintain.

had

never

attempted

Spain spewed out

to

Isabella, and

applauded the liberality that found voice
in Castelar’s great speech, and made Bourbonism a hissing in all the squares, of the
capital.
But to-day Spain is torn by
despotic factions, and there is a manifest
hankering after an autocrat.
The temperance movement is at present
in a condition that is not quite easy to define.
Heretofore we have been accustomed to speak of the change in public
sentiment upon the liquor question as an
accomplished revolution. ~The doctrine of
total

abstinence

was,

a few

years since,

very generally endorsed. It was rare to
hear intelligent men pleading for the mod"erate use of liquors as a beverage. Those
who

used

them

part, without

thus

any

did it, for

the most

attempt to justify

the

practice on general and moral principles.
They counted their own cases exceptional,
or else openly defied their own opinions in
their practice.
They drank liquors: for
health’s sake, as they drank Epsom salts;
or else they drank for gratification’s sake,
as they went to the immoral play at the
theater.

The

liquor

with professional
generally

kept

dealers

were

gamblers.

out

of

classed

Bars

were

Even

bold

sight.

and bad men took pains to indulge their
appetite for liquors away from the public
view.
Young men who kept a manly
pride and cared for their = reputation,
blushed when they knew that they were
. suspected of using the intoxicating cup.
The ministry was almost a unit in protesting against ‘the licensed sales of liquor at
hotels and saloons. Money, made in the
traffic, was generally regardedas the price
‘of dishonor if not the

they who gathered
down as mere
sake of gain,
and

and

once

set

panderers to passion .for the
tempters of the weak who

hailed a human
ultation,

price of blood,

it were at

fall with secret or open exvoracious

consumers

of the

wealth and virtue of the public that they
might thrive upon the miseries of others:
The call for a prohibitory law was earnest
and general; the quarrels with it were
mostly set on foot by the dangerous and
desperate classes, and a statute giving
legal protection
to liquor-selling
was
strongly condemned as a monstrosity in

legislation?
Certainly there has been achange from
this state—of things, in many respects.
During the war, especially, the habit of
drinking

became

more

general,

and

the

protest against it was obviously weakened.
The public conscience lost something of its
sensibility.

And,

as is always

the case, it

was not long before the practice began to
diminish respect for the theory. The doctrine of total

lenged,

abstinenee

began to be chal-

not only by men directly interest-

ed in the traffic, and men who wanted offices that must
purchasable

be gained

votes, but

by the aid of

by men

who

were

counted friends of public morality. Grave
legislators refused to support prohibitory”
statutes. Eminent and influential statesmen called for a license law. More or less
* pulpits became the open.apologists for the
moderate use ‘of intoxicating
drinks.
Leading merchants began again to deal in
liquors. - Wine came back to the festive
board and the dinner table. Total abstinence was pronounced an extreme, and its
earnest

advocates

were

called

paramount

fanatics.

Rum crawled back into sight from screened
corners -and back-stair closets. The sale
went on openly. Complaints against of-

to

do

question, and abso-

anything

toward

.the

suppression of the rum traffic, which is robbing the nation .of its brightest intellects,
destroying its prosperity and undermining
its very foundations,
we are driven by an
imperative sense of duty to sever our.connection with these political [parties, and to

organize - ourselves into a national temperance party,

the

having

entire

for

more rare,

cating drinks.”
seems likely to

And this action is one that
be more or less widely en-

dorsed elsewhere.
;
Whether it will be wise to organize a
special party for this purpose, is not quite
clear. Much may be said on both sides of
that question. But the principle of prohibition is one that cannot be given up without stultifying those who have been at work
for twenty years past, and granting almost

unlimited sway to the traffic and its supporters. It is not that the liquor dealers
are suffering in conscience by means of the
prohibitory law, they are simply suffering
in pocket. And the drinkers-do not cry
out because closed bars injure the public

ordinary

men,

and

in

ordinary

spheres,

and not for a few exceptional days

gnd

places and souls that are widely sepa
from the great living, throbbing, active
world. To sanctity our. common work is
one of the highest of its offices. Its richest

benediction

waits

always

for

those

who develop and mature its fruits where
life is generally lived. And its grandest
victories are to be announced when the
prophetic strajn of the apocalypse has become the proclamation of a fact,—‘‘The
kingdoms of this world are become the
kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ.”

After

Vacation.

4

not look for’ in men and women who study
politics, who are active in business, who

rebuke public wrongs, and who contend
for ‘the enthronement of principle in the
spheres of influence.
He regards Mr.
Tilton as trying to reconcile positive and
eternal antagonisms when he seeks to apply religion in the circles of secular life.
He thinks he should either devote himself
wholly

to .secularities or

to

godliness, so

that he may unify and energize his efforts,
and not pull down with one hand what he
builds up with the other. His advice, put
into

plain

speech,

would seem to be,—Be

a man, and go unreservedly into the struggles and strifes of -the actual world and
win a

mastery;

or else be a saint, and go

into the cloister for self-communion and
prayer.
What Mr. Benson says plainly many
others think confusedly. There is just a
little truth in

this view,

but

much

miscon-

ception and error.
He who is so immersed in worldly business that he has no
clear thought of his relations to God, and
leaves his Bible unstudied, and has no
closet, and prays only in the hurried use

of forms, and apologises for the néglect of
what is due to his soul and his Maker by
pleading the large service in behalf of his
body and his business, is likely tq be a
sorry Christian.
The religious life will
not

thrive

without

definite

culture.

The

sense of God's presence is not constant and
operative with those who neglect the effort
to maintain an active communion with him.
Only they who preserve the attitude of
prayer know much of what is meant by
seeing

heart

him

who

kindled

with humility,

illuminated

is invisible,

with
or

gratitude,

or

or

find the

bowed

lifted with adoration,

with love.

The

or

pulse of the

still fear God:

He

may work daily at the

of political economy, going from

his closet

to his studies, and coming back

perafice are neither asleep nor ready for a from his keen debates to add something to
surrender. They boldly take up this chal- the life and the profit of the prayer circle.
“lenge that is flung at their feet.
They He may expose the selfish plotting of a
caucus, foot up

the returns

of an election,

write a strong

leader on

a presidential

ably never a day from April, 1861, to April,

man, he would have added

1865,

influence of his

grandly

confession,

to the

and made

his

faith the glory of his manhood and a rebuke
to the presumption that so freqaently puts
off the most sacred actof life to the uncertainties of its closing hour.
Mr. Fessenden was a man of rare vigor
and clearness of intellect,

a

statesman

of

broad and comprehensive

views, a natural

leader both

superior

by virtue

of

powers

and his inability to echo other men’s
thoughts, apparently somewhat imperious
and impatient at times, at once the embodiment of courage and caution, a radical by
and

a conservative

by

tastes,

thoroughly upright in purpose but liable to
to be swayed by personal feeling, above all
never forgetting to claim quite as much

was proper for himself, seemingly defiant of

fresh

elasticity

in

many

steps. Voices ring out ‘with an unwonted
resonance.
The jaded aspect has in many
cases

given place to

gests a robust

body

something
and

Business promises to be
work

done

in

the

a

that

sug-

resolute

a gainer,

mind.

for .the

counting-room

and

on

““ books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in every thing.”

But the chief question is not so much
what may be, as what is. And sometimes
the vacation ends with leanness of spirit set
over against the rounded body. The luxuries that load thetable may have been appropriated with great freedom, but the
Word of God that feeds and strengthens the
soul may have been unused.
While the
outward forces improve in tone, the spiritual
energies may become greatly demoralized.
The place of business may show increased
energy ; the prayer meeting may be

duller for the absence.

all the

If the vacation has

hardened the muscles, and braced up the
nerves, and quickened

the animal spirits, so

the

petty arts

of the demagogue

and

yet

as

when,

had

would have

it been

hesitated

war.”

ha

be affable and familiar, an eminent

citizen,

an unquestioned patriot and a very laborious and useful public servant, trusted at
home and honored abroad,—his death is a

public loss and his career an instructive and
stimulating study. His course in the Impeachment Trial was both a surprise and a
grief to his constituents and to many of the
people of the country ; and while he might.
never have regained all of public sympathy
that he lost by his criticisms and his vote on
that occasion, yet he had already compelled
respect for the dignity, courage and fidelity
to his convictions which he then displayed
in the face of remonstrance and clamor.

tirades of last spring, was

one hurled at

from

a

legal

stand-point,

adducing

and

weighing testimony, applying the accepted
rules of evidence, making telling points
and shrewd appeals, after his well-known
manner in the court-room and before a
jury. He discredits the statement, dissects
it, makes Lady Byron the victim of delusion

and

Mrs.

Stowe

the

victim

of mis-

placed confidence, and makes out a very
plausible case. The long article is worth
reading, as a sample of legal study and
pleading. The article of Mrs. Stowe stirs
up considerable feeling in England, but
the tone of the comments is generally less
pronounced there than here. The legal
gentlemen who have a special interest in
the question, and are probably in possession
of all

the facts that

are

A few items in my note book have the
the corporation of Brown University for
promise
of publicity, and Iam inclined to
squandering the funds bestowed by the
government to aid in the promotion eof repeat in thought some experiénces of the
scientific agriculture.
That charge was journey. Here is “To the Geysers.” That
considered at the late annual meeting of shall come first.
the corporation, and a committee

themselves by saying that Mrs. Stowe's
statement is ‘‘unauthorized and incomplete.” We knew before that it was un-

and used

objects of education,

not fail of success.

and lessen. the disloyalty that has remained

Death in High Places.
The

past week has witnessed the

fall

twomen who weré holding important

ot

posi-

tions in the government and filling & large
place inthe public eye. Gen. John A.Rawlins,

Secretary

of War,

died at Washing-

ton, D. C.; on Monday, P. M., Sept. 6; and
on Wednesday morning, Sept. 8, Hon. W.
P. Fessenden, U. 8. Senator from Maine,
died at his residence in the city of Portland.
Gen. Rawlins served as Gen.Grant's Chief
of Staff during a large portion of thé war.
Patriotic, brave, modest,

conscientious and

faithful, he was a man to win the

high

es-

teem of his superior officers and the affection of all with whom he wes brought in
contact.

Gen.

Grant,

whose

insight

character is quick and clear, and

singularly

who

into
was

successful in the choice of mili-

tary subordinates, held Gen. Rawling’s abilities very high, and has repeatedly expressed his conviction that he had the elements
of a very able military commander.
His
brief experience \at the head of the War
Department appeared to justify the President's estimate of his abilities. He was respected by his associates in the Cabinet,
and his work commanded the general approval of the people, That he died poor,
indicates that he used his official position and
power, not for his own enrichment, but

the good of the eountry.

His

request

for

that

Seven A. M.

chosen to

Cold and foggy as usual in

San Francisco; overcoats on, party of
four off for the Geysers. Take steamer for
Vallejo, twenty-eight miles across the bay.
thus made; butif all the se- Vallejo is a fine town of three or four thou-

deal with the matter and report at a future
meeting.
The corporation could perhaps
hardly have avoided taking notice of sugh
an accusation,

not to say untrue,

sand inhabitants, beautitully located, not as

things said by the little senator in those
harangues are to be brought up and investigated, thereis a‘vast number of long, tedi-

cold as San Francisco, opposite Mare Island,
the Government Navy Yard, the seaport

vere and

unwarrantable,

chief result will be to give notoriety to

what were better forgotten.
If Mr.
Sprague will consent to be silent, we
can afford to sacrifice not a little to escape the mortification begotten by his
speeches.
:

for Napa Valley, and terminus

of two

ims

portant railroads. Thence by rail up the
valley, through a rich, highly cultivated,
beautiful country, to Calistogo, a fashion-.
able watering-place.
Various kinds of
oak, and white maple trees stand sparsely in
the valley ; the trees low,

wide-topped, like

apple trees, more than like oaks and maples,
presenting the appearance of an immense:

orchard

of overgrown apple trees.

Wheat

fields and immense vineyards, and orchards
A Response To Prus IX. It will be
remembered that the Pope, in his announcement and call for a Council, added
an invitation to all protestants to avail
themselves of this opportunity to return to

at a hundred and ten, not a breath of air,
overcoats
and
undercoals
a nuisance,

the

sigh for a cooling breeze.

Mother

Council.

Church.

Dr.

Cumming,

the

Daring

the

course of the year I

have sent many letters to the Most Reverend Dr. Manning, inorder to get information as to the extent to which Jijery of
speaking will be granted to us.
© most
reverend. and learned Doctor, with much

courtesy, replied to me on this point in
these words: —* I am unable to give you
any answer as tothe mode of proceeding.
The Supreme authority alone can furnish
you

with

that.”

For

this

reason,

Holy

Father, I earnestly beseech you to be
pleased to inform me whether, in the a
proaching Council, we shall be allowed the

liberty of speaking, and bringing forward
the reasons for which we Protestants are
separated and divided from the Church of
Rome.
:
:
I am, your Holiness’s obedient servant,
Jony Cumming, D. D.

Presbyter of the Scotch Church.

available, content

motion of the true

the vacation will fully justify itself by its

bly, joyously traveled three thousand five
hundred miles, and aré at home again, refreshed and increased in vigor.

of all kinds of fruit,
beauty.

make

a landscape

of
.

Arrived at Calistogo at noon,thermometer

Stage doesn't

well-known millenarian and irrepressible leave till to-morrow,—intolerable—want to
protestant controversialist, is quite ready goon. The early morning is the time to
to attend the Council, provided he can get see the Geysers, before the sun and steam
He will be widely and sincerely lamented,
and his name will have an honorable place proper permission to use his tongue in the and heat from the earth make it too hot to
Noth- be endured.
Find a man who agrees to put
in the list of those who are held in rever- | presence of the papal dignitaries,
ing
would
suit
him
better
than
an
opportuus
through
and
back for eight dollars a
ence by the country which they served.
nity
to measure
strength
in debate head,--thirty-twe dollars. In half an hour we
with archbishops and cardinals,
andto are off. For seven miles the road is fine and
throw down his glove at the feet of the progress satisfactory. Then the mountains.
Current Topics.
Pontiff himself.
The following letter is Up, up we climb, hour after hour; make
THE STOWE-BYRON
CASE. . Mrs. characteristic, and deserves a manly reply; but two miles an hour. The scenery grows
Stowe's statement respecting Lord and though there is room for serious doubt interesting ; wild oats cover the mountain
answer the sides, and thousands of cattle and sheep
Lady Byron continues te be the great lite- whether His Holiness will
‘are climbing for subsistence. Wild rabbits
rary sensation. The general verdict of the presbyter as he ought: . press is against her., “She is accused of
Holy Father :—You have been pleased to and hares in great number skip through
credulity, lack of judgment, bad faith, par- invite to the (Ecumenical Council the Prot- the tangle, and mountain quails rush with
tisanship, unbecoming spite and reprehen- estants, and others, who are divided and a hum from our trail. Saint Helen rises
separated from the church of Rome. We
sible taste. Gen. Batler has sent to the are heartily grateful for the invitation, and four thousand feet,by our side, and ranges
Boston Journal a long review of the case are earnestly desirous to be present in the of mountains lift themselves in order all

can be appreciated,

afterpart.

Lome
Burraro, Aug. 31, 1869.

In sixty days, we have safely, comforta~

—
CALLED TO ACCOUNT. Among the
charges made by Senator Sprague in his

popular opinionvhen it did not conform to,
his views and yet almost morbidly sensitive | ous, petty, offensive and fruitless jobs on
to public criticism and complaint, dignified hand for a great many people. The game
And the
and reserved though knowing well how to is hardly worth the powder.

those that are without be prosecuted with
the skill and persistence and faith that can-

If these results appear,

in

California Notes. -

in his power, he

to put an end to the

RETURNING TO THE OLD LOVE; Itis
stated that Messrs. J. B. Ford & Co. have

far it is good ; if it has dulled the sensibility,
Union of Rev.
and pushed -God farther away from the authorized; that it is incomplete would purchased The Church
soul, and begotten a disrelish for" active seem to imply that it is correct so far as it Crammond Kennedy, and that Henry Ward
The information given to Mrs. Beecher is engaged to edit--it. Mr. B. has
Christian work, and supplied apologies for goes.
Stowe
seems
to have been given to other always recognized the press as one of the
spiritual indolence, it has wrought a grievparties
in
England,
so that it excites less most powerful agencies, and his connecous mischief, There is a reason for thanksurprise
there
than
here.
Some crities tion fora time with the Independent proved
ing God that vigor has come to the body,
there
justify
her,
as
also
does
G. W. Cur- his efficiency with the editorial pen and debut there is still greater reason for confessing before him the sinking of religious en- tis in Harper's Weekly. It is probable that velopeda liking forit. The Church Union
has greatly improved in character since its
ergy and pleading for forgiveness and a Mrs. Stowe’s statement will lead to the pubnew quickening. ‘That vacation has served lication of most of the evidence on the sub- management -went into Mr. Kennedy's
hands. But the dissatisfaction with its bitonly the lowest ends which has built up the ject that has been heretofore suppressed.
It is understood that Mrs. S. is prepar- terness, its inconsistencies, its assumption,
body at the expense of the soul.
its pharisaism, its unfairness, and its lack
ing a reply to her critics and censors.
The season for energetic work in the
of real power and merit, had previously
Christian sphere is at hand. The pulpit
MR. PEABODY'S BENEFICENCE.
It is put iton the downhill road and given it a
should speak with new unction, the pews
momentum bard to resist. If Mr. Beechlisten with fresh teachableness, the prayer- reported that Mr. Peabody lately held a
er's
time and ability can be secured for it,
meeting exhibit an increase of life, the conference with Gen. R. E. Lee, and has
it
will
be almost certain to gain patronage
given
$35,000
to
the
Military
Institution
of
Sabbath school embody a truer enthusiasm,
and
carry
influence.
and the work of carrying the gospel to which the latter is President. If this gift

soul is strong and steady in proportion as
its life is fed by the grace that comes

problems

highest sense a Christian soldier «nd states-

many

and

of congregational singing
worship. He calls it‘ The

ed of; is a strong testimony to his belief in
People,” and furnishes it to subscribers at
the gospel and to his-conseious need of the- thing but the old. During the rebellion he 50 cts. a year.
Judging from the initial
To the commencement of number, it is richly worth the money.
grace of Christ to prepare him for" the life took no side.
It
that is to come, and one that it was fitting hostilities on the part of the North, even is well printed, well edited, contains good
he should bear. But ifhe had borne that after the attack on Sumter, he was bitterly suggestions, good music, and aims at a high
testimony in the vigor of. his days, and opposed ; he heard of Union victories with- religious result. Its tone is positive, but
sought that grace to sanctify his active ser- out enthusiasm, and Confederate barbari- its spirit is unexceptionable.
vice, so that he might have bec¢n in the ties without credence ; and there was prob\

and the toilers have
returned
to their
work. One meets plenty of bronzed faces
in thecity streets. - There is a clearer lightin
eyes,

sociation and habit, has .always been con- ‘advocacy

He has no sympathy with prog: | public
communion,
after hiflife had been despair- servative.
ress,
no faith in change, no hope in any-

conviction

Se.

The summer vacations are generally, over,

¢ Change” is marked by an unwonted
promptness, and there is daring mingled
with the enterprise that finds expression in
the various circles of trade. So far the
health, but because they interfere with the general results of the respite appear favoragratification of their own perverted appe- ble.
But what of the moral and religious astites. It is a war of principle against selfpects? Ministers and church members have
indulgence, of morality against
mammon, of the highest and best elementsin shared "in the relief and rest. Many of
bnman nature against the worst and low- them have tried the watering-places, the
est, of the claims of religion against the sea-side, the country and the long excurevil impulses which it comes to master and sion. Itis well that they have their opporconsecrate.
There can be no doubt on tunity for recreation. The drain upon the
whjeh
side the Christian forces of the energies of the ministry is often steady and
i
oh should be arrayed when a conflict severe. And Christians feel the strain and
like thisis going on, and there is nothing friction of hard work like other men ;* they
for a true soldier to do but to keep his are not less bound to- care for the outward
place in the ranks till the struggle ends in life, and they are equally entitled to the
victory.
:
healing and helpful influences which God
has put into rest and change. He who said
to his disciples, ‘“ Come apart into a desert
Religion and Secular Life.
(quiet) place and rest awhile,” still sees the
St
need of recreation, and knows that proper
Eugene Benson, in using one of our rest builds up the. spiritual man no less than
monthly magazines for the portraiture of the physical. The sea may preach impresTheodore Tilton, takes occasion to express sively of the Infinite. The mountains may
the idea that the blending of a profound re- bear up the thought of the beholder nearer
ligious spirit with a deep and practical in- to heaven.
The beauty of the country
terest in secular affairs is impossible. The landscape and the fruitfulness of the fields
saint, in his view, is one who really with- may embody the perfections of him whose
draws himself from the stir and bustle and thoughts are glorious and whose delight
conflict of the world, and lives a meditative is beneficence.
The thoughtful and devout
"life. Eminence in Christian character and observer may find
;
attainments is something which he does

leaders are divided respecting the policy to voice and call the sinner to repentance,—
be adopted ; and while they debate among not for her to go off into exile to escape
themselves, the work of death goes on, disquiet and contamination.
licenses here and there throw a mantle of
A man may be a merchant and yet be a
respectability over the terrible iniquities of Christian.
He may be a statesman and

- =

Christ.
In spite of Mr. Benson’s opinion and Mr.
Tilton’s experience, a true saintship may
be wedded to a proper secularity.: For our
religion was meant for every-day use, by

its primary object

and the offenders

the 4raffiec, and the victims are left unhelped.
But a large portionof the friends of tem-

an earnest purpose to honor

suppression of traflic in intoxi-

through waiting thoughtfully and devoutly
themselves
often
slipped through the upon God. So much is true and important.
meshes of the statute, and, when convicted,
But it is a mischievous error which leads
were held up as victims of prejudice or us to the conviction that religion is not
1 the midst of society
martyrs to principle. Fines were shared properly at ho
by the allied dealers. Cases were appealed and in the sphere of business. The saint«
with a view of worrying the prosecutors ‘ship of the cloister is not ‘the sort of saintinto despair. Harangues were addressed ship that Christ illustrated in his life and
to the people urging them to send up men calls for in his teaching. Christians are
to, the legislature who were sworn to re- set both to carry their religion into active
peal all prohibitory statutes. Testimony life and to apply it in all the spheres of
“was sought, or garbled, or manufactured, ‘secular business. No man has a right to
in order to prove that prohibition was devote himself to any form of pursuit that
everywhere a failure. And the feeling has religion cannot approve. When trade, or
now reached a point where legislators politics, or literature, or art, assumes such
hesitate, political conventions try to jump a form and bears such a character that rethe question lest fidelity to temperance may ligion cannot be properly all’ed with it, the
endanger the success of the party, the old time has come for religion to lift up her
fenders grew

rule and

he might be baptized and partake of the

>

so active in that institution

for the pro-

up to the pres-

ent time, it will serve important ends,
Of
this, however, there is room for both doubt
| and fear. Gen. Lee has maintained a sort

of sullen silence since the close of the war,
refusing to say anything for the purpose of
inducing a hearty acceptance of the federal authority and the legitimate results.of the
war by the southern people. Mr. Peabody
has been sharply criticised, and not without some show of reason, in view of what
has sometimes appeared to be his sympathy
with conservatism and his indirect encouragement of the prejudices and hatreds of
the southern aristocrats toward the Yankee
and the negro. His beneficence has been
truly princely, and the South needs all the
education it can get’ out of his money ; but
we trust that his gifts may be so distribut-

ed as to support liberty,

nurture patriot

ism and establish peace. Of Mr. Peabody
himself, of his opinions, and of his life
abroad, a writer in the Independent says :

“Mr. Peabody
may

sometimes,

belongs to no sect.

He

very rarely though, have

attended service in one of the established
churches ; but he was connected with no religious body, and made no point of attending church or meeting on Sunday.
Indeed, he did not profess to be a religious
man; and, though avowing his belief in
revelation, and eminently moral in habits,
he troubled himself little with active and

Evangelical Christianity. * * * Inthe us.
ual signification of the

word, he was never

a politician ; but by nature, as well as by as-

APPEALING FROM THE BALLoT. The
vote on the question of Lay Delegation which
was provided for by the late General Conference of the Methodist church, shows a lack

of interest in the questiéir in many quarters.
Only about one-fourth of the members appear to have cast a ballot on the question.
But the majority in favor of the measure is
large, the vote standing about three to one.
But in spite of this decisive expression,
there is an effort, in which the New York
Advocate and

Journal

takes

the

lead, to

render the vote nugatory.
It is claimed
that this vote is nothing more than a mere
expression of popular sentiment, having
no binding force, since, by the ecclesiastical constitution of the church, only the
clergy are recognized as proper voters on
any question of thissort. The Conferences,
which are composed of ministers, are now
asked to vote for the polity as it is, and thus
take away the entire force of this popular
expression. Itis at once a bold and a
strange project, which, for the honor of
human

nature,

the

best

interests

of the

Methodist body, and the prosperity of religion,we trust will be promptly frowned down

around ; the air is exhilarating,but our team

moves too slowly.
mit,

look

over

We are near the
the

tops

of

sum-

mountains,

three beautiful vallies spread out before
us separated by forest-clad hills and cut
in twain by rivers which gleam like silver
ribbons in the sunlight. At last we are on
the summit, but the sun is down,

darkness

will soon enshroud as, we have seven miles
to work our way on the narrow path along
precipices of frightful altitude.
Shall we go on? There is no shelter here.
We have no blankets; not even a match
to strike a fire,
1 said go on, and so we

went.

It was soon dark, the path invisible.

I donned a white coat and marched as
leader to the leader, but the driver soon
halted, saying, “I cau see you.
I am
We-shall run off the
afraid to go forward.

precipice.” I took the horse by the bit,
with my feet I could detect the first step
from the worn path, and on we trudged,

down,

up,

crooked

asa

ram's

horn,

anon halting till I had explored the path,
then on again five long hours,and we reach
the Geyser House, and are glad for once
to see a tavern.
i
Good beds and sound sleep refreshed us,
and at four next morning we are among
the steam-jets and hot water and lava of
this terrific canyon. For miles along the
Pluton river the steam and sulphurous gasses
and hot water puff and spurt and hiss, and
rumble and roar in great commotion.
At
one point called the ‘Steam Boat,” the
roar is like that of a huge boiler letting off
itssteam. The steam comes out through

a pile of lava at one place with great force
and noise for seven feet around; I venturedupon this cone, and found it hot and
porousas a honey-comb. I thrust the fall
length of my cane into it with ease, and as
I withdrew it, a jet of steam struck and
scalded may handg It shook and trembled
for a distance around

from

the

concussion

of my feet, and showed such rage at being
disturbed, that I retreated, slightly

alized with terror.

demor-

Other points were

terrific, but no. less interesting.

less

There: is

eye-water-spring, where a warm solution of

“alum and iron runs in’quite a stream. Hard

by is a flow of Epsom salt, which has crys-

tallized on the banks in piles, pure and fit
to medicate the

nations.

There

comes

combined,

and crystallized

ready

not a pleasant dose to take.

for use;

Here

is the

«Davil's Kitchen,” where the tea-kettle boils
with fury, and fairly whistles as the hot
steam passes tho vent. Up a little further
is a boiling pot of

sulphur

and alum.

again;

Epsom

salts, iron

then another of

That black

and

sulphur

boiling pot 4s the

“Devil's Inkstand,” a liquid flow of sulphate of copper ; there a hot, offensive flow
of sulphur, and a few feet hence a limpid

alum spring; then a jetof white steam,

and a rumbling, thundering noise below,
called the *¢ Devil's Grist-mill,” where, by
popular vote should
the cracking, grating turmoil, 1 should
settle the question; it would be a shame to
judge
he grinds the bones of his victims.
disregard its purpose and cheat the voters.
Just at hand is the ¢ Devil's Paint-shop,”
where several shades of paint all ready
CONGREGATIONAL SINGING, Philip Phil- mixed for use, run out hot and smoking.
lips, whose ringing is a means of grace far Then we come to the witches’ caldron, sevbeyond many sermons and prayer meetings eral feet across and boiling in perfect fury;

by the Methodist public.

ence

General Confer-

meant that this

and hooks of devotion, has

commenced at

New York, the publication of a quarterly,

of 24 large

quarto

pages,

devoted to the

a

stream of Epsom salts,sulphur and nitric acid

but hard by is a spring of cold water, where
the witches may

at will.

dip and cool themselves

Thus we go from place to" place,

1%

XS

‘citizen

and

lutely refuse

REY

proclaimed

it will take high tem-

litical - parties either oppose or ignore this
great

wards.

unless

perance ground and maintain it.” A national Temperance Convention at Chicago
declares that, “inasmuch as existing po-

campaign, urge a grant to a railroad company, and discuss -questionsof diplomacy,
havingin all things
a regard for the golden

t
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"

vw

- . wondering and sometimes terrified, as the | In a few weeks the congregation hope to be
canyon

whole

seems

-

:

oat

~ tion.

J

The hot streams have been turned into
bath-tubs, where oné can wash,soak and scald

.

Some of these waters proveto have

great

medical value.

and

furnaces

.

crucibles

of the most
witnessed.

ry.

breakfast,

o'clock.
the

‘the - recommendation ‘of the last General
Conference, as presented in the Circular

of the

MAINE WESTERN Y. M., —Rev. Moses A.
Quimby, Limerick, Me.
VeErMONT Y. M.,— Rev. L. B. Tasker,
Lyndon Center, Vt.
N.Y. and Pa. Y. M.,—Rev. O. 8S. Brown,

Horse Heads, Chemung Co., N. Y.

Woodworth,

G.

H.

of

river,

morning a

where

buried

with

their

eleven

the whole

Lord

living over the

past.

In

imagination

I

have means to aid
J.. W.

- .then,T
am rgminded that I am nearly forty,
and in my thoughts I am wandering back
ten, twenty and even thirty years. For the
last twenty years I have heard but little,and
for ten years neither seen nor heard scarcely anything of the leading men of the F.
W. Baptist Church, many of whom I
used to know personally, and love as brotherg, or look up to as fathers in Israel. How
many have gone on before! Dear Hutchins has long been in the immediate presence
of the Saviour he so loved.

I am wondering if young Phillips returned
“to take up and

prosecute

his father’s labors

. in India; and if Bro. Dunn

still holds his

always feel for a

good,

faithful teacher

weeks

should hardly have recognized
its familiar and ever

say after all these

pleasant

years,

I

it but for
face.

The old familiar
“Wm.
Burr, Editor,”
longer in the accustomed
I
see
no
As I think of those old friends and
place.

long ago associations, and realize,as I have
for
not
know of

all these years, how
little I
them, I feel like one who has

slept for many years and knows nothing of
all that has been going on around him. It
this corrrespondence turns out what I hope
it may, we shall become better acquainted,
though many loved ones whom I now think
of as among the living may have to b
sought among the dead!
Yours truly,
Tora.

Northwood Seminary.
Rev. J. Rand, pastor of the F.

W.

Ministers

and

In the

severe

gale

C.

our

now,

as we

Bap-

of Pastoral

Blanchard has

no effort

untried

of
P.

The

patronage of the public.

Success to their

self-sacrificing efforts.
The-Charles St.

church

in

this city

is

steadily gaining strength under the labors
of its pastor, Rev. J. Malvern. Additions
were made by baptism and otherwise on the

first Sabbath inthis month.
ment in the house of worship

The
and

improvethe

in

:

Roger

Ordinations,

publicly set apartto the work of the ministry.
Exercises as follows:
Reading of Scriptures by Rev. F. W. Towne;
E. Manson;

Ordaining

Sermon

prayer

by Rev.

by Rev.

B. F.

Pritchard ; Charge by Rev. W. F. Eaton ;Hand of
Fellowship by Rev. F. W. Towne; Address to
the church by Rev. B., P. Parker ;Benediction by

the candidate,
Wednesday,

Sept. 1, the council met at Stand-

ish (Corner) Me., when, after due and satisfac.
tory examination, Bro, Allen M, Freeman was
set apart -to the work of the gospel ministry.
Exercises as follows:

i

creased attendance during the past year are

Reading of Scriptures by Rev, 8. P. Parker;
Prayer, by Rev. A. Hobson; Sermon by Rev.

noticeable to the most casual observer.

B. F.

~The muin audience room in the new house
erected by the Washington St. .church and
society is rapidly-approaching completion.

Pritchard;

I", Eaton;

Charge
by Rev.

diligence

D, Nowell;

Hand

Peru,—H. Brewer and W. C. Hulse.
F. Hutchinson

Bartlett

and

Sept. 21.

G.

W.

Howe.

Jan. 4 ’

E. G. EATON, {
Committee
G. W. HOWE, § of Arrangements.

The

ANNIVERSARIES.

Anniversaries

of our

Machines

These

A>

Sewing

Oct. 19.

Saves human ships from wreck,
Lost health and strength restore

To every man on deck.

are

"Tis Water to the faint
To cool the parching tongue,
The blessings of PAIN PAINT
A million men have sung.

PLUMMER
& WILDER,

Be

nevolent Societies will be held at Lowell, Mass., com
mencing Tuesday evening, Oct. 12.

12637

New York,

A Rock on which to lean
When hope and strength are fled.

adapted to every variety of Fam.
N ES 1 lily Sewing and Manufacturing,

M AC H

& CO.,

PAIN PAINT still stands between
The living and the dead, *

RENOWNED”

“WORLD

HOWE,

ELIAS

JUDD

245 Broadway,

A Light-house on the shore

THE

Nov. 23.

and A. Hill.

57 & 59 Bromfield

WADA

PAIN PAINT is like the Sun
Gives life and vigor new,

St., Boston,

To.every nation run,

Refieshing as the dew.

to sell a thoroughly good

domestic article, wanted in every family.
Exclusive territory given.
Business pleasant and re.
spectable.
One agent sold 360 in one small town; one,
1000 in five towns; one, 31 in calling on 33 families;

BoOWwDOIN Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Bowdoinham church, commencing Tuesday, Sept. 28,
A. A. SMITH, Clerk.
at 1 o'clock, P. M.

;

ORANGE
2437

WM. S. LITTLE,
Commercial Nurseries,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

4137

Nov

».

istered Letters.

and “Marechal Neil

Pear,

Vernon”

Money Orders, or Reg-

Remit by Checks, Post-ofice

Also

FINE COLORED PLATES
of the “Mount

; Additional notices next week.

EXPRESS.

has baptized
the year, and

'Tis Freedom

to the slave,

PAIN PAINT those fetters broke;
No drugs or dosing knave
*Rebinds the Gi

and

with

which

Mormon

and nearly all are able to read and write.
The Southern Methodists have three colored:
conferences. Rev. Thomas Taylor, the general
superintendent of this work, says that the one
last formed “embraces some of the best preaching material in Kentucky; not less than fifty
preachers, and a large and increasing membership. The Memphis Colored Conference has
ordered the establishment of a Colored Christian
of which Dr. Samuel |
Advocate at Memphis,
Watson is the editor, who says his aim will be

his readers

of

church by Rev.
I, Manson ; Benediction by the cana
didate, BENJ, P. PARKER, Clerk of Council.

‘consistent,

exemplary

Christians, worthy members of the
their choice, and good citizens.”

The New

York

7d

Spaffo'd Q M. N'Y. per J Syle
Mrs B Peavey. Charles St. ch. Doyer, N H
:
bs
"
*
W H Twombly,
id
Sd
hot
J H Hurd,
Sargent
A
per
H.
N
Sandwich Q M.
. Spring Creek ch & cong. Pa.per W Parker

Port

Society’s

church

of

Water street

Mission, corner of Dover street, under the superintendence of the veteran Christian worker,
Captain Edward Richardson, reports that ‘“dur-

ing five years we have held

1,151

meetings,

15,00.
8,85!

Wheeler,

all intoxicating drinks.”

y | is, and why he ought to take it?

ple.

BENEFICIARIES.

FRELWILL

BAPTIST

can

derired

obtain Books

quantity, on

specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

ALL

1,20 | and for the transaction
,50 | may be necessary.”

Dover, N H.
"

St th
**

10,00

E C B Hallam, Ballasore, India. per C O Libby

Daniel Parker, Hannah Riggs. Etta Smith, Mrs
GH Bails Hrs DG Jules, 3} each, per
olmes, Chir ago
Mrs. D

10
0

fever can exist in the body.

:

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.
Concord,N. H.

2
COLLECTED

TF
¥
F
¥

church,
church,
church,
church,

B
B
B
B

BY REV J W DUNJEE, FOR MEETING
AT WINCHESTER, VA.

HOUSE

Kor

circulars,

making 44 calls.

New York Home and Foreign Mission Soofety.

22,00

Holland Purchase Y M

D hi

Lawrencech Y M
StJarrisbire
Woag

Stephentown

Phoebe Carpenter

weeks,
4135

G. H. BALL,

open

. iy4

fi SRT

[ Leland M Smith, on 00.8

110,50

Sylvester Campbell, on note
G.H. BALIs

4,

Agent.

Lake Pleasant ch, Pa, per D M Baldwin
Crawford Fem Miss Soe. Lawrencg,
Mass,
‘gon Miss Amella White, L M& per
Durrell
»
Ch. Hampton, N H, per D W C Durgin
QM. N H.
Col Wolfboro
Wis, per G H Howard
Rosendale eh,
Wis, per G H Howard
Friends, Eldorado,
O.

LIBBY,

LE

| |

E

By Rev. Jno. A. Murray.

hands

of the

7,

its Fall Term, Sept.

and wife;

ally

pal

LYThe

endorsed by

I.)

:

Great Book of the
Cordi-

leading clergymen of all the princi-

denominations.

Extraordinary

6,80

inducements

,

4130

In Gorham, Me,, Ang. 15, hy Rev. Benj. .P. Parker,”
Mr. Charles D. McLellan, of Casco, and Miss Sacah ¥.
Leavitt.
Sept. 0, Mr. Pet: r IH. Hodsdon, of Gorham,
and Miss Mary J. Carsley, of Harrison.

Comfort and
R. TOBIAS"

sold at all drug

Bliss, or Pain and Agony.
CELEBRATED VENETIAN LIN-

IMENT, whose wonderful cures, sure and in.
stantaneous action, in cases of Chronic Rheumatism,
Headache, Toothache, ( roup, Cuts,
Burns, Colic,
Cramps, Dysentéty, etc., have astonithed the civilizThe enoris at once

the surest evidence of its ucefulness and popularity,
No family should be without a bottle in the house.
Hundreds of dollars and many hours of suffering may
be saved by its timely use.
3

Medicines—try

this, and

avain, and recommend

you

will be

to your friends.

sure to buy

Hundreds of

Physicians recommend it in their practice.
Sold

by

the

Drugeists

and. Storekeepers.

Fifty Cents and One Dollar,
New York.

LEE

Depot, 10

Price,

Park Place,
Swi

& SHEPARD,

respectable
Publishers, Boston, Mass..will give to any
such
erson (male or female) who will write to them,
4w
money,
make
to
them
enable
Reformation as will

HEARTH

431

Mamel

dosing the stomach. . Small bottles

stores.
All remittances should be by post-office orders or registered letters, or by express,
to R. L.
WOLSOM No. 181 Shan
SQUARE, N. x.
wit

AND

HOME,

of
To any person who remits us $1 before the 1st
October next, we will send HEARTH AND HOME

0,0

10,00
15,00
20,65
5.23
2,40
% 3.80
Treasurer,

Colds in the

ead for $5, including directions and medieal advice.
All who come to the office treated free of cost and no

to

| Agents, of which Commissions are but a part,
Agents
already meeting with splendid success, - Send for deSt., New York.

pines of ANNIHILATOR for Catarrh and

Colic, Cramp, and Dysentery yield at once to its
pain-curative properties.. It 18 perfectly innocent,
and can be given to the oldest person or youngest
child.
No matter if you have no confidence in Patent

FOR
RIC

The mature product of 30 years’ study.

Year,

in the Liver,

ed world, is no new catch-penny ; but an article that

Any information can be obtained by writing to
,
Cs H, WILDER, Sec’y.
Evansville, Wis., Aug. 15, 1669.
35

BIB

Pains

Kidneys relieved at the first application.—
stiffness in Joints and Muscles, including
of Rheumatic Ailments.
bottles are much the cheapest, and should al-

has stood the test of twenty-two years.
mous sale and rapidly increasing demand

soriptive circular, and elegant. full page, sample engraving. Address C, F. VENT, Publisher, 3 Barclay

H Bowen,

.

into

WANTED-AGENTS
42,00

C,

the

under the charge of Prof, G. 8. BRADLEY

Treasurer,

Storer College.

Dover, N. H.

H, WILLARD,

One a commission of $122,40 in two

5,00 | Free Baptists, and will

Buffalo, N. Y.

er W

apply to JOHN

This Institution has prased

11.25
ry

Heart or
Removes
all kinds
Large

terfeits. Dr. WOLCOTT’S remedies are put up in white
wrappers; buy none other. One gallon of PAIN PAINT
pon 4
strength, sent free of express charges ‘on-receipt of $20, or one quart $8, or one pt $5, or six

20
ch

or Neuralgia in a few minutes.

SEMINARY.

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

18.10

ly.
It removes pain or swelling from bee stings Mos
quito Bites. or poisonous wounds; stops Headache,

ways be used for violent Pains, Spasms, Fits, Tumors
or.chionic ailments or the Whites. Beware of coun-

2w86

‘

For full particulars address
W. J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass.

pat
3,

:

of

other business that
L. P. REYNOLDS,

This Institution offers the accumulated advantages
of over 50 years’ successful operation.
Every facility is provided for a thorough course of
useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of more than twenty professors and teach:

ers.

toa

immediate-

_. Secretary and Treasurer.

FEMALE

TROY

PAIN PAINT applied

will positively prevent Blistering if done

2m36
21,00 | Troy, N.Y.
4548 | ~
to
COUNTY,
IN EVERY
AGENTS
ANTED.
7,00
sell the cheapest and best religious books now
2,50
offered the public.
One agent reports 22 orders in

Augusta, Me
Phillips, Me, or ch and friends
Richmond, Me
Lowell, Mass, col by W C Stenson,

e ter

any

within

Burn with several folds of cotton cloth dripping wet,

COLLEGE.

of

Dysentery cured

erly to the head when the pulse reaches the highest
point will positively cure Typhoid, Yellow, or any other known fever; by cooling the Brain properly
no

DRUGGISTS.

Hillsdale, Mich., Aug. 25, i869.
Ei

men

?

J

MINISTERS

BY

as readi'y as a cut. Old Fever Sorcs, including ulcers
of every name or of the fou'est description, are cured
by simply keeping them under the%ooling influence of
ten minutes by a faithful appplication acrose the bow-

2:00 | tive to the election of a President of the Institution,

Yt

Flint, Sutton,

T M

Mrs

i
W H Twombly,

to
8M

in all departments, and in any

SOLD

by
re.

els of the patient; a Pint of PAIN PAINT applied prop-

There will be a Special Meeting of the Board of
Trustees of Hillsdale College, on the 20th day of September next, at 2 o'clock, P. M., Mo take action rela-

Vermont has 196 Congregational churches with
a membership of 18,693.
There are 135 ministers,
65 of whom are without charge.
The benevolent
contributions last year were $56,240.

8

237

Concord, N. H,

Foreign Missions,

di

;

HILLSDALE

Education Society.

2, 1869,

move inflgmmatiop with wonderful rapidity; this is
the new principle of PAIN PAINT. Cancers are healed

PAIN PAINT. - Diarrhea and

The answer is sim-

Itis the chemical equivxlent of the Seltzer Spa

SILAS CURTIS, Treasurer.

Fem Miss Soc, Grand Rapids, Mich, per E C
Bailey
Miss O. $7, Miss M, $2, Main St. Lewiston, Me

tol the powers of nature.

Itis the right of ev-

201,71

’

—

The Rights of the Sick.

2,00

August

ter or corruption will never form unless caused
high inflammation ; Absorption and Foaporaticn

—

\,

water, and the greatest physicians the world has
5,0!
2,0( ) | ever seen have.pronounced that water a specifie for
the complaints in question.

The Central Baptist says: ‘“‘Not more than
two dozen outof T00 Baptist churches in Missouri have service every Sunday.”

, The Vedas, which are the oldest and most revered writings of the Hindus, consist, to a very
large extent, of hymns, which meagoify and ex-

.

poo | sirous to know what TARRANT’S SELTZER APERIENT

N'Y

Otsego,

.

Water will not stain nor smart, neithef will PAIN
PAINT.
’
Water is harmless for injection, So is PAIN PAINT.
Water can be drunk freely, so can PAIN PAINT,
Inflammation is the cause of all physical pain. Mat-

500 | ery invalid to know what his medicine is, and why it
is prescribed. Is any sufferer from dyspepsia, liver
$&
, ) complaint, headache, costiveness, or heartburn, de-

Int on 'oan to Elmira ch

The Methodist Missionary Society held its first
monthly meeting in the new building, August
17th. The treasurer reported a deficit of $121,784,93, Last year, at
this date, the debt was

\

Fl

:

Ch and soc. Steep FallsyMe

Lovina

= + 10,00
9,46

_

=

Upper Gilmanton

J H Hurd, Charles St. ¢ “ Dover, \ NH
W H Twombly
*
John 8 Rowe, Guy’s \ill§, Pa
Mrs M D Perkins, Nev
Eb
“A Freewill Offering,
Mrs Mary Hauver, P
.
Mary F Hauver.
Sandwich Q M. N H. per A Sargent

Sipes Mills, Fulton County, Penn.

25:80

SM Durrell
Annie Gordon, I: M. per
CO Libby
H. per
¥. N
Col New Durham Q
FREEDMEN’S MISSION.

at-

tendange sums up 75,637, of which 52,769 were
seamen, 5,336 stood up to be prayed for, and
4,687 signed the pledge of total abstinence from

but $10,296.24.

.

Curtis Homp Mis Soc./Lawrence, Mass. to cons

Mrs HS sleeper, pledged by
ch. N H

‘The cause of my sue.

cases under treatment nearly well.
I can refer you to
Judge Dixon, of McConnellsburg, Fulton County,
Penn,, tor the validity of my statements.
H. BUSHEY, M. D.,

3,00
1,00
WH0 |
1.20
00
2004

:

~~

in my practice.

cess I owe to his medicines. I curfjl a case of Cancer
with thirty ounces of PAIN PAINT. This patient was
resigning himself to a surgical operation. He is now
entirely well. Also cured a woman with Cancer of
the womb of six years’ standing. I have two other

Home Missions.

and more than half the re-

mainder are children under eight years of age,
while fully forty per cent, are under twenty.
Most of them are from England and Wales, with
a few from Switzerland, Denmark and Germany.
The men are chiefly mechanics and factory operatives, with a sprinkling of colliers and farmers,

to ‘make

ANNIHILATOR

wy

Tee
CE Clough Jordan, Ind. per **
Col Penobscot ¥ M. per GE 8 Bryant

zeal

number are women

win

Rev Geo Donnocker, Ingersoll, Ont:
David Morrell, Sandwich Center, N H

in the last eighteen | Ch in Ridgeville, Indsper J L Collier >

which arrived at New York on Monday brought
429 converts to the faith of which Brigham Young
is the apostle and high-priest. - About half of this

Prayer by Rev. W.

Fellowship by Rev. A.'G, Hill; Addréss to the
x

"

Ordaining

World! ! !

published

PRICES is just

OF

Dec. 14.

Hutchinson.

and A. F.

Paris,—E. G. Eaton
Sweden,—O.

Michael

CIRCULAR

new

and will be sent free to all applicants.

Address,

Newry,—E. 8. Foster and P. Hopkins.

Tarner,—A Hill and L. Cummings.

| missionaries prosecute their labors in Europe
may be inferred from the fact that thé steamer

A council, appointed by the Cumberland Q.
M., at the last session, met at Buxton (Spruce
Swamp) Me., Aug. 31, at which time Bro. A. G.
Hill, after a very satisfactory examination, was

Parker;

Matter the Cheapest and
Best Paper in the

Established 1830.

The

Original

In Illustrations and

1869.

Buckfield,—L. Cummings and W. C. Hulse. Oct.5 * | Rose.
’
Canton,—O. Bartlett and H. Brewer.
Dec. 28.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, 80 pages, 10 cents.
Harrison,—A. F. Hutchinson and H. Brewer. Nov.

3.

Spring- street M. E. church.
There
are ten
Methodist churches of different nationalities in
the city, and nearly every one- was represented.

leaves, attest that he has not been recreant to his

B. P.

Terms, $1.50 per annum, in advance; 4 copies for
$5; 10 for $12; 20 or more $1 each.

’

Bridgton,—E. G. Eaton and A. F. Hutchinson. Dec.

A

hs

isfuction, and bis moral integrity-and manliness
in his social intercourse with the people, as well
as thesable manner in which he has
défended
Christianity from the pulpit, have endeared him
to many hearts; and the mapy accessions to the
church, as wel..as the largejcongregation that he

Prayer by Rev.

For a club of tem and $12.00, or a club
of twenty and $20.00, we give the sender
the paper free for a year.
;

| Rochester Commercial Nurseries,

annua

churches :
“ Bethel,—O Bartlett and G. W. Howe. . Dec. 7.

On Sunday, the 22d ult., a new era‘commenced
in Milwaukee Methodism in a union love feast in

had

Williams chureh in being so fortunate ag to secure so able a man for their pastor, who, no
doubt, will honor their pulpit at he has ours.

concerned to leave

the

OTISFIELD Q.M. The following is the arrange.
ment for holding three days’ meetings in the severa]

years.

The Fall Term of this institution opens
quite encouragingly. A good number of
students have already arrived, and quite a
number more are expected in a few days.
The commitee have secured the services
of Mr. James E.Rowell and lady to take
charge of the institution. They come highly
recommended for their scholarly attainments
and for their success
as teachers.
}
There
all

that

1870.

one hundred and thirty-six

trust.

to make this an institution worthy of the

notified

a

v

Sumner,—A.

+ Rev. Dr. Ewald, of London,
thirteen Jewish converts during

tist church in Northwood, writes :

seems to be a determination on the part of

hereby

meeting of said corporation will be held at its office
in Dover, N. H.,on Wednesday, Sept. 15, at 11 o’clock
I. D. STEWART, Secretary.
A.M.

It is stated that the grand festixal of Juggernaut, at Serampore, has failed this year for the
want of men to drag the car.
The car was left
in the mud, and no one was crushed.

the Free

the

are

on

DUCHESS NURSERIES.

AUTUMN,

Agricultur-

will give the American

We

Journals inserting the above will be paid in vies.

PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT.
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printin

and Household.

ist for the last three months of 186 9, to
received in
all new. subscribers for 1870
September, whether singly or in clubs.

deductions made for quantities. .
Send stamp for price list. FERRIS & CAYWOOD,

Notices and Appointments.

Garden,

THE BOYS AND GIRLS.

1, $3,560; No. 2, $2,50; No. 3,$1,50; large

PRICES—No.

\

monthly of 44 pages, full

Including a special Department for

is a strong grower and fruit about the size % Catawba.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

Establishment

Farm,

‘We here repeat that the “Walter” is the best flavored
The vine
of the American Grapes now disseminated.
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most of the Yearly Meetings in America.

nore extended usefulness in his new field of
abor.
Resolved, That during the three years that he
has been with us; he has labored with entire sat-

congratulate

Lyon’s

in 1842.]

subscription price.

portion will then be removed for the Exhibition.

Katha-

]

G.

The Pictures alone are worth more than the

13th of September, as

before the

IN

of the most interesting and valuable matter for the

Single numbers,

We invite all who wish to see the Walter Grape

the vine, to come

H

another, 36 per day for days in succession, upon
‘which he.made $42 per day ; and others do equally as
The project of the Church of England to send a
’Tis Summer to the draar,
LITTLEFIELD & DAME, |
well. . Send for circular.
bishop to Burmah has been abandoned, and the
Tis Victory to the lost,
Letters Received.
4437
102 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
'Tis Fruit and golden ear
ground is left clear to American Baptists, with
Mrs J Angell—G Aukerman—S Bathrick—S B Bean—J
To those by famjne tossed.
HY
—M F Champlin—R Deering—dJ Davidson
the exception of an Anglican missionary to Man- 1, Collier
¢
LERGYMEN, School Teachers, Students; and
Foss—Mary L Gove—G
Dickey—H Densmore—A
entlemen,
interested
all
others,
either
ladies
or
A
Friend amid our foes,
dalay. Singapore has been
transferred to the
Gonld—1 Graves--G W Howe—E C Hodge—L Hayden—A
in the sale of books, will find “SYNCHRONOLOGY
A Breeze in torrid zones,
sonar} Mills
Ji
A Harrington—C Kelsey—D iL & Co—J
diocese of Labuan Borneo.
i
sborn—
OF
SACRED
AND
PROFANE
HISTORY,”
one
of
PAIN PAINT will banish woes,
—A N Marston—D Newell-G W_Osborn—
the most important and best selling books published.
"Tis Meat instead of bones,
N Preble—G H Ricker—Mary H_Small—-H Small—A A
The Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends
Tt is adapted
to all classes of society and has been
Smith—S Thomas—I M Wallace—W 8 Warren,
highly
recommended
by
many
ef
opr
best
New
Engfor Great Britain has been held in due course.
A Horse to weary legs,
Books Forwarded.
land authorities.
For descriptive circular and terms
Tis Money in the till,
There was a large attendance during most of the.
to agents, which are very liberal,address, S. HAWES,
BY. MAIL.
Or Wine instead of dregs;
- Publisher, 89 Court St., Boston, Mass.
3t37
fortnight. The total number of members of the
PAIN
PAINT is better still.
J J Banks, Kenduskeag, Me
Mrs M H Gray, Deep
River, Conn
Yearly meeting was reported as 6,608 males,
What
Physicians Say.
.
R F Francisco, Oxford, N Y
and 7.286 females; total, 13,804, Epistles were
A Merrill, No Parsonsfield, Me
I have not lost a single patient in sixteen months
L W Stone, Biddeford, Me
received
as usual from Ireland,
and from
past, since using DR. WOLCOTT’S PAIN PAINT and

WHEREAS, our pastor, Rev. G. P. Blanchard,
has accepted a call to the pastorate of the Roger
Williams church of Providence, Rhode Island,
therefore,
Resolved, That this society consent to his going from us only in view of his opportunity for

we

3

To preserve and dress the Hair use

NOT

A beautifully illustrated

The Walter Grape.

No lady need complain of a red, tanned, freckled or
rustic Complexion who will invest 75 cents in Hagan’s
Magnolia Balm. Its effects are truly wonderful.

Hervath, The new paper fully approves. the
proceedings of the Austrian Government against

Baptist church in that place, at the end of three
years’ service, which has been greatly blessed
to the church and people. More than 650 additions have been made to the church,
a flourishing Sabbath school has been organized and sus- |
tained, and
a large and united congregation
gathered.
The closing services on the last Sabbath of his stay at Paw Paw were full of touching interest. As an expression of the esteem in which Mr.
Blanchard is held by the society, the following
resolutions -were adopted by a full vote:

Resolved, That

Address”
*

pleasing, pow-

iron.

4
FOR

[Established

“SABBATH AT HOME,
© 164 Tremont St.,
”
Boston, Mass.

37

Balm, which gives the Bloom of Youth and a Refined
erful and natural.

NOTHING.

AMERCLY AGRICUIURISE,

SPLENDID PREMIUMS for new subscribers |
Send for a Specimen copy and premium list.

. This can all be changed by using Hagan’s Magnolia

The anti-Papal movement among the Roman
Catholics of the Austrian Empire acquires increased importance.
The Liberal Catholics of
Hungary have established a daily paper, called
The Free.Church, which is conducted by a com-

Service,

closed his labors with

few Ladies

companions.

sparkling Beauty to the Complexion,

FOR

«

THE

D. D.

twenty cents each.
A= All new subscribers for 1870, whoge names and
money are received before November 1st, will receive
the October,November, and December numbers FREE,
being fifteen numbers for §2,00.

monopolize the Beauty as well as the attention of Society. This ought not to be so, but itis; and will be
while men are foolish, and single out pretty faces for

Chicago has 181 churches.

H.

A communication from Bro. Wm. Clark,
Paw Paw, Mich., announces that Rev. G.

A comparatively

|

|

THS

MON

“

THE THANKLESS HEART.

ed.
Subscription price, $2,00 per year.

Women.

:

THREE

SARAH AND HER BOND-WOMAN,
NATURAL HISTORY TESTIFYING TO THE BIBLE,—
:
Part I.
THE PARSONAGE MOTHER.
Dlustrated.
ABROAD.
By Mrs. H. E. Brown.
HETTY’S MISSION.
Illustrated,
Illustra~
SABBATH EVENING.
Bible Recreations.

throat, lungs, and chent, where other remedies fail.

16

the fanatical Bishop of Linz.

VE'S APPLES.
My AIN FIRESIDE.
By Rev. J. E. Rankin,
DODDRIDGE AND Hs HYMNS.

diseases of the

invariably cures the primary

most

FOR NOTHING.

.

CONTENTS FOR OCTOBER.
RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE SPANISH REVOLUTION.
By Rev. Lyman:Abkett.sWith four illustrations.

or cold, however slight. Consumption may. follow,
and though.Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry has
frequently cured this mueh dreaded disease, 1 al-

Adams, to Strafford

mittee, at the head of which is Bishop

VALUABLE READING

THE SABBATH AT HOME. |A WHOLE YEAR

To -DAY. Tis madness to neglect a sough

Be WISE

GENERAL.

that visited us on the 8th,

loss keenly

D.H.

TOR NOTHING.

"Three Numbers Free.

:
A faigtiial only is needed to convince the most
skeptical Yhat Halls Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer will accomplish all that is claimed for it.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

the gable end of our church was blown in, the
brick coming down into the audience room.
The roof was carried, one half each side of the
church, a number of rods, and set down into the
streets.
Our beautiful church is now completely in ruins.
The damage is not less than $6,000.
The society has not met to decide what to do.
But so far as I have seen the membets, all say
we must arise and build.
-

feel

Clerk.

Otisfield,—G. W. Howe and A. Hill. Dec. 14.

Va.,

Rev.

Mission society.

Sept. 1st and 2d. The ses-

Q. M.; Rev.

BEAUTIFUL PICTURES

at 6 P, M.
Ly astonishing hfe o Shironie gisrrhias ve | and on Monday,’ Wednesday, andFriday
a
WM. MERRITT,
ills
rankfo
Clar
Wm,
that of
heard of is
REITT, Sup
Co., Maine; the facts are "attested by Ezra
Upton Treat, and M. A. Merrill, eitherof whom
:
+
.
™
might be addressed for particulars. Hibs Clark was
eth 4 em end 4 :
Ab
cured by Johnson's Anodyne Linimen

list and tax-bill with the | mending them.

at Canton,

June 22, 1868,

The
ever
‘Waldo
Treat,

H. F. Smith, Clerk.

Churches.

DISASTER IN TAUNTON, MASS.
Webber writes as follows:

Close

and, I must

unchanged

Winchester,

H.

Arrangement.

Dover for Portland at 10:10 A: M., 5.45 P.M

For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 545,740 , a.

stone

newed obligation to give to the enterprise our
‘most unqualified sympathy and support.
A subscription was opened there by the agent,
Rev. E. B. Fuller, and the very liberal sum of
$2,000,00 was paid and pledged, in addition to
what had already been done in aid of the enterprise. The sum of $42,40 was contributed for
missions.
—
The session was one of very deep interest, and
there are prospects of good as the resultof it.
The next session will be held with the church at
Underhill Center, Dec. 10—12.

their donations to

37,

corner

near their own homes, we have abundant cause
for gratitude to God, and are placed under re-

strained every nerve to get into a comfortable
shape, and had just succeeded.
:

of

his youth,
I am glad to see the Star so enlarged.

Box

of the

Q. M.; Rev. R. M. Minard,»to Lawrence Q. M.,
next session, and Bro. Fuller to Dec. session:
The following resolution was adopted:
:
Resolved,
That, in the success attending the
erection of the seminary
building at Waterbury
Center, and the very favorable auspices under
whicl the school has been opened there, we
recognize the hand of Divine Providence; and
now that we have facilities for giving to the
youth among us advantages not hitherto enjoyed
for obtaining an enlarged Christian education

and I will give credit in the Star.
5
J. W.DUNJEE.

We

position in the Michigan college. I perceive’Bro. Ricker is at the head of an institution in Rhode Island. I still cherish
the love and respect for him that one must
.

Dunjee,

laying

E. C. SMALLEY,

George

Those who are

us still.

so prompted, may send

of the

The

were in attendance.
Corrésponding messengers were appointed as follows:
Rev. M. L.
Bentley, to Enosburg Q. M.; Rev. E. B. Fuller,
to Corinth Q. M.; Rev. C. J. Mott, to Lake

ago, that our work perhaps would have to
stop in some degree. I think we cannot
afford to stop. To give it up would be like
Concord, N. H., Sept. 8,1869.
renting a farm, and then after spending a
large sum of money in puttingin the seed,
“A Pull at the Old Latch-String.
turning it over to its owner, not waiting to
SHANGHAI, CHINA, July 29th, 1869.
reap the harvest, but losing all. We have
The running of a line of Steamers be- sown the seed, shall we not now reap the
tween here and California, and recently crop? This is a great work, and is very
the completion of the Pacific Railroad, near the hearts of all lovers of God and hubring us so much nearer home, that we hope manity in this section.
We have four
to enjoy more intimate and frequent com- churches that will be self-supporting in a
munion, and no longer feel so isolated and very short time, and contribute
to the
exiled.
y
cause of missions; and if the work can be
I am often asked questions about China sustained, we can havea strong Y. M. here
that maybe interesting to the general read- in a few years.
®
:
er, as well as to my personal friends, many
A word about our meeting-house in Winof whom read your valuable paper.
chester. We return many thanks to all
A stray copy of the Star having reached who have made donations to aid in its erecme the other day, I greeted it as an old tion ; and would say that the carpenters are
friend. How eagerly I ran over it, seek- hard at work on it, and we hope to get into
ing something from old correspondents. I it before cold weather, and that the Lord
detected many familar names which set me may put it into the hearts of many who
mingled with old friends,at prayer meetings,
Quarterly, Yearly & Anniversary meetings.
And though in my feelings as young as

Corinth

M., and Rev. John Bergin of the Corinth Q. M.,

Deacon Moul-

some

the

Pretty

ton and the writer acting as council.
Qur mission is more prosperous at this
time than at any previous period since its
organization. Much’improvement has been
made both morally and religiously. There
was an intimation in the Star,

of

Notices.

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 ». wm,
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.45 P. M,
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.61, 8. 10.66 A. M., 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.38 p.u
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A.M. 12M,,3,
P.M

Otherwise they will be at the risk of those
sending them.
hich
:

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its ‘fall term with
the church at Huntington, Sept. 3—b.
The attendance was large, and the churches well represented; several reported revivals. Rev. M.
Atwood andsRev: R. Parks, of the Lawrence Q.

in baptism.

members, Bro. H. E. Keyes,

Prairie City, Ill.
UxioN Y. M.,—Rev. N. M. Talman, Norwich, Chenango Co.,N. Y.
SusQUEHANNA Y. M.,—Rev. J. W. Hills,
Troy, Bradford Co., Pa.
MixNesoTA Y. M.,—Rev. H. N. Herrick,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Siras Curtis, Cor. Sec.

Bergin,

will find the

the churc!

o'clock we proceeded to

the

N. H., and Bro.

a

and on Monday, Wedngsday and Friday at 8.12 p. um.

risk.
Moneys thus sent will be at our
/

interesting.
sion wa: well attended and ver
Voted that brethren C. Bartlett and J. Dawes be
a committee to give letters of recommendation to
such members of the
Otisfield and Norway
church as shall give evidence of Christian faith
and character, and that the name:-of the church
be dropped from the list of churches, and the
Q. M. further recommend those members to join
the Otisfield church. :
Collection, ten dollars, to be divided between
the Home and Foreign Mission societies. Next
session to be held with the church at Harrison,
Nov. 3d and 4th.
E. D. MARSHALL, Clerk.

One of this number was an old man,ninetyfour years of age, who can only walk by
the aid of a crutch, and had to be partly
carriéd into and out of the water. When
the old man reached the shore he shouted
for joy, and said that he had obeyed the
Lord before he went down to his grave. At
this scene many shed tears. I have attended baptisms for twenty years, but never saw such perfect order before.
At night we organized a church of ten

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M.,—Rev. A. H. Morrell, Phillips, Me.

Y. M.,—Rev.

banks

were

time since:

Pexosscor Y. M.,—Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
Pittsfield, Me.

Irn.

At three

breth-

OTisrIEnD Q. M.—Held its Sept. session with

also again after
until

Bro.

clerk.

:

continued

of Quebec.

members,

town seemed to have collected. I learned
that the members of all the Sunday schools
in the place were present, and in the midst
of breathless silence five happy persons

The following brethren have been appointed Missionary Agents, agreeably to

p>

and

from

Trains leave

»

AND MAINE RAILROAD,

~ Summer

The revival spiritis still in our midst, and strong
and hopeful additions have been made to some of
our churches since the June session.
’
The next session will be held with the church | Isaac M. Bragg, Esq., Bangor, and Messrs.Pope Bros.
at N. Danville. Conference, Friday, Oct. 29, at | Machias, Me., lumber merchants, fully endorsed the
Those churches that have not | Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders, and have given
10'clock, P. M.
paid their assessment of 20 cents on resident the proprietors liberty to use their names in recom-

of great .inferest.

and

and Quimby

dollars was raised for our

/

day

little after day-light,

Yearly Meeting Missionary Agents,

committee

a

Meeting was commenced in the

Denominational News aud Notes.

Home Mission Society a short

was

BOSTON

to the

payable

made

.

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

profit-

Q. M’swere

people present. _A deep interest is being felt in
the mission cause, in proof of which one hundred

It is a town of some importance, being

Sunday

and we trust

passed off well, and left a good impression on the

blessed revivals I have ever
Our hearts are all rejoicing, as

town and country round about:

and glad to get away

“issued by the Executive

: Harmon

ceremonies

Keyes,

the county seat of Jefferson Co. This work
of grace seems to ‘have spread over the

again.—G. H. B.

~

Bro.

were good,

Ministers from .other

Q. M., added to the interest of the session.

Master going forward in this beautiful
town, located on the south bend of the Potomae river, ten miles above Harper's Fer-

burning sun from above are likely to kill
the patient before the mineral remedies
perform the cure. We were glad we went

to see the wonders,

Va., where

.

T. P. Moulton of the Union Q. M. in the Prov-

we have long-wanted to see the work of the

the

and

below,

West

Lynd

of worship

ren

assisted by sister Dudley, is laboring in one

cially resort here.and find relief. Miraculous cures are reported, and after seeing,
feeling, tasting and smelling the products of
these chemical works, I am ready to believe
that all eurable diseases may find a remedy
here; but the heat of these “steam pipes,

N

ings

1 left here on a recent Saturday for Shep-

espe-

Rheumatics

Revivals, &c.

herdstown,

Special

| ith the Lyndon, church, TheconlorénceM3 | oor of I. R, Burlingame, in Post Oflco
ince

a shower bath, hot, tepid or cold to suit his

Q. M., VT.—Held its Aug. session | York or Boston, and

WhEELOCK

ith the

The Good Work in the Old Dominion.

if he will, and under the spouts he may take

taste.

3

ag

ready to burst into still more terrific ac- | manent howe.

Remittances of money for our publica

| tions may be sent either in Draftson "New |

i

:

per
t somewhat
n | settled ina pleasanand
in commotioand

——
AP

for three months, and postpaid, P. T. QUINN’S new

)

a
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These justly celebrated editions of the BIBLE

Stores, or at the

SOLE

AGENTS

FOR

NELSON
THOS.
ST.,
ckEr
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THE

&
NEW
iy

U,

8.1

SONS,
YORK.

handsomely bound

in Cloth and retails at $1

PETTENGILL, BATES & CO,
37 Park Row, New York.

have

are anywhere pub:
long been considered the bi st that and Binding.
lished, ns regards the Type, Raper
An assortment of them may ‘be found at all respoctable Book

book, “Pear Culture for Profit,” just published by the
The wolume is
New York Tribune Association.
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$20 A DAY

and Female

to Male

Agents to introduce the
SKEWING MACHINES.

BUCKE Y KE
Stitch alike on

$20 SHUTTLE
both sides, and

in"
is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE sold
All others are inthe United States for less than $40.
fringements,and the scller and user are ifiabie to Dros.
ecntion and imprisoninent.
OUTFIT FREE,

Address
ohio.

W

A.
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&

Co,

Cleveland,
smd

°

pte

.

ir - Purp.

*¢ But weren't there any in your mother’s

house P” queried Frankie.
4 ¢ Certainly not; how

——
the cares of day are ended,
I take my evening rest,
windows of my chamber
is that I love the best ;—

"This one facing to the hill-tops
And

bed!

the orchards of the West.
3

All the fields of waving grain,

‘“Idon’t know,”

said

do

are round then thickest of any
:
:

are

always

getting

said
under

he

see

them?”

inquired

Mrs.

:

¢ No, because he is afraid to look, but he
knows they are there, because the Irish girl
tells him, and all about how dreadful they

look, too,—such great, staring eyes,—such
long arms and great claws for hands—such
frightful teeth,—so as to carry ‘him off and
eat him up, you see.”
:
‘ Then it seems that boogars are blood-

their

ugly

sounding

names.

Why

ry Swift ?”
‘Oh,

Each little flower that opens,

.

Each little bird that sings,

>

their glowing colors,

because he don't lie stilland

to

:

“I should think he might
door,” said Mrs. Thorp.

~ The rich-man in his castle,
The poor mah at his gate,
od made them, high or lowly,
And ordered their estate.

go

sleep,” said Frankie; ¢¢ he says all the* way
he can keep'them out of his room, is to go
to bed before dark, which he don’t like to
do, because he wants to play croquet as
long as he can see.”

He made their tiny wings.

utton

his

;

* That wouldn't do any good,” returned
Frankie confidently; ¢‘ for Henry tried it
one night when he had been playing out
doors very late, and just as he was going to

The purple-headed mountain,
The river running by,
The sunset, and the morning
That brightens up the sky;

step into bed, a cold claw seized

one of his

The ripe fruits in the garden—
He made them every one.

feet, and he heard a dreadful voice saying:
‘ Here’s the boy that don’t mind his
mother, but stays out in the wet grass rolling his balls all the evening. I've come to
carry him off to my house in the woods,

The tall trees in the greenwood,
The meadows where we play, _
The rushes by the water
‘We gather every day;

come a good boy at once.’
Henry jerked his foot away and screamed
as loud as he could, ‘then his mother

The cold wind in the winter,
"The pleasant summer sun,

and let the bears eat him up,if he don’t be-

“came.”

He gave us eyes to see them,

* But she couldnt
Mrs. Thorp.

And lips that we might tell
How

great is God Almighty,

~ Boogars.
“Now, mother,” said little Frankie Thorp,

hitching his chair close up to his mother’s

side, *“ I want you to tell me a good, long
story about boogars.”
¢“ My precious. boy,” exclaimed
Mrs.
Thorp, looking up from her work with a
surprised face, ‘ where did you ever hear

such a word as that?

get

in ?” interrupted

am sure it is not

‘1 thought you said that Henry's door
was fastened.”
:
:
“Well, the boogar under the bed unfastened it, I suppose, for when Henry took
his head out of the quilt in which he had
hidden it, there stood his mother and Irish
girl looking at him.
“ And what did they say ” asked Mrs.
.
Thorp.
‘The Irish girl laughed,” said Frankie,
‘¢ but his mother looked pretty sober, and
let Henry sleep in her room that night;
8n I guess Mrs. Swift believes in boogars,
and indeed, I don’t know how she could
help it, for her house is full of them.

There

is one up stairs in the room where she keeps

her jellies and. preserved

fryits, as tall as

: the ceiling.”
¢ [ don't know about that,” said Frankie,
Frankie opened his blue eyes very wide,
¢¢ but if it is not there, I suppose it ought to as he made this assertion.
Cn
be, because there certainly are such crea‘‘ Have you ever seen it?” asked Mrs.
tures, and I think you must know about Thorp.
‘

in the Dictionary.”

,

them, too, mother.”
Tn
‘¢ Boogars,”—repeated Mrs. Thorp—¢¢ it
sounds to me like a wild Irish word,or a

term most fit to be applied to a gang of
blood-seeking East Indians.”
“I can’t say as ti
t,” returned Frankie,

“but 1 should think

“ Why, everywhere,” answered Frankie,
" in a positive tone.
:
"Then are they so numerous ?" inquired
the mother again.
*‘Yes, they are,” Frankie responded, with
a decidedly affirmative nod of his little, seven year-old, curly head.
‘“ Have you ever seen one ?” questioned
Mrs. Thorp.
“ Yes, I have,” said Frankie.

‘ What was its appearance ?” asked the
mother, ‘ or what did it look like, my
dear P”

-

“Some like a man, and some like a wom-

an,” Frankie answered.
“ Oh, not always,” said the little boy, ‘a
boogar may be a great dog, or a bear, or a
ghost,—but it is sure to be something dreadful.”
then

these

creatures,

very odd, ominous sounding

with

names

such

are ill

disposed, and seek the harm of those whom

they visit.”

- “Yes, mother,” said Frankie, “I never
heard of a good boogar, but I don’t
you need make so

strange of

what

for there certainly are such creatures,

think
I say,

and

always have been, I expect, so if you would

only try, I am sure you could think of some

stories about them, and perhaps remember
how they used to come to carry you off,

when you was a little girl.”

* Do boogars then

off children ?”

Mrs. Thorp asked, with an intelligent smile

inhereye.

“They come after them, but whether
they ever get any, Ihave not heard.

~

I hope

not,”

Frankie

answered,

“ for it liked to have cared Henry and his
little cousin into fits one day. You see his
mother was gone; the Irish girl had some
company, and wouldn't get any supper for
Henry and his little cousin,

as he wanted

Now Henry knew his mother kept
cake and cookies in the preserve room, so
he invited his cousin to go up with him and
have some, as long as Kate wouldn't get
them any supper. They were as easy as
they could be, but when they opened the
inner closet

door, a great

white

creature,

as high as the top of the room, came right
out at them. Henry said he didn’t dare to
look at it but just

a moment, for he and

his

little cousin ran for their

lives, and almost

fell from top to bottom

of the chamber

stairs. But they both saw its frightful size
and heard its *dreadful groans. They ex-

pected it would fall and crush them half to
death, for it kept

bowing

forward and for-

ward till at last they saw that its head almost touched the floor.”
Frankie paused, as if to take breath, after

*“ Then boogars are human beings, I infer,” Mrs, Thorp remarked.

¢“ Ah,

‘No,

boogars were as bad as: her to.

Indians, if not worse.”
‘ Where do they live?” asked the mother.
“

*\

That

“Well, there never any came after me,”

when we first began to talk,

said

quite so many boogars fora while afterwards. I know he would be very glad if

I told you

mother,

thatl

the house could be cleared of the terrible
‘creatures. He says his heart is in a flutter
almost all the time for fear he shall seeone.”

had seen one boogar myself?”
t¢ Yes, Irecollect,” said Mrs. Thorp, “and
what about it, my son?”
:
¢* Henry Swift and
were building a lit-

“I shall certainly speak to Mrs. Swift,”
said Mrs.

Thorp, .“ for it is

evident

this

tle fort out
of rocks in a corner of the wall “state of things has existed too long already.
one night on our wav,

ome from

relating sucha fearful tale, and glanced at
his mother. ' Strange to say, she seemed
quite unmoved.
‘¢ Well, from what you have thus far told
me, it would seem that these creatures you
call ‘ booga?s;’ only go after naughty children, suchas are

doing

mischief, or diso-

beying their parents,” Mrs. Thorp at length
remarked, looking in her little boy’s face
quite earnestly.
Frankie colored a little, but soon said :

‘* Was it anything so very bad for Henry
to go after some cookies for himself and
cousin,

as longas Kate wouldn't get

any supper P"
‘It would have been

them

ask leave before going to the store-room,”

coming

right

a'voice as you never heard,

mother.”

em to put in my bags, and carry ’em off.
Boys make
tender meat—I
like tender
meat.’

~ Then ‘it shook ts great club and came
on faster. We dropped cur books and dinner pails and ran as fast as we could. When
I asked Henry whatit was,

a boogar, and then he

he

told

said

me

it was

how

they

troubled him, and all ‘about them, the same

about

them,

I

know,”

said Frankie,

from the mothér, who asked God
her dear boy in his constant care,

Here

him from

ignorant,

injudicious

to have
to save

and

had gone to bed, »and a great thing,

with

eyes and mouth o fire, sat right onthe bottom stair. ~ t was as large as a half bushel.
Henry said he never
aw such teeth
had, and its great, fiery mouth was

as it
wide

open, ready to grab him if he should go
down the stairs. What do you suppose that

her how to rear him up a brave,

noble and

Frankie was soon tucked snugly into his
cot, and as he put up his rosy lips for his
mother’s good night-kiss, he said:
“You may shut my doorastight as you
please, mamma, for I know there is no boogar under my bed,and never will be, because

there are no such creatures, though lately I
have thought so much of Henry Swift,and
all
the frightful things he has told me about,

was, mother ?”
¢ Nothing more than a pumpkin,” was
the answer.
*¢ How strange you talk,” said Frankie.
¢¢ That was all it was, my boy,” returned
Mrs. Thorp; “some hand hollowed it out,

cut places for eyes and mouth, put
candle inside and set it on the stairs to frighten little Henry away from getting apples to
carry to ‘bed with him, which wasa bad
practice. It was not healthy fo him to eat
fruit at such an hour, and most likely he
soiled the bed clothes with the peelings and
cores.”

;

‘What a queer way
doing 80,” said

to

make

him

stop

Frankie.

“A very wrong way, I think.” aid his
mother.
‘Now if my little boy had fallI should have told him

very plainly that it was hurtfal to him,as well
as displeasing to me, and he must abandon it
at once. Then if he had not obeyed, I might
have been compelled to use the rod,

can it be as you say? Just think of
the boogar that seized little Henry Swift
cold hand; that

couldn't have been a make-believe,

certainly felt its touch, and heard

for he

its dread-

ful voice under the bed.”
+ *¢ And yet the boogar

was

nor less than his mother’s

nothing

Irish

more

girl,

Kate,

who took this method of punishing the little boy for staying out late in the evening, by

arousing his fears so that'he would not dare
to do so again. I should hope that Mrs.
Swift did not approve of this method, for I
have known it to work . serious injury
among children.”
‘“ How,
tention.

mother?” asked

Frankie, all

at-

so badly frightened
to recover from the

effects, and grow up idiotic,

Swift,

or foolish, like

who

listened

to her

words

kindly, and said she knew Kate's propensity to frighten children, but she had .often
reproved the girl and thought she was
mending her ways.

‘Kate was turged way, and as Mrs. Thorp

but he stayed

over night with Phil Barney,

“I might as
asa

lamb,”

well be hung

thought

he;

for a sheep-

“I'm

late,

any-

how, and I'll take a peep in here and finish my cigar.
If I should buy any of these
gift-things, I shouldn't get a decent prize.
Inever had any luck in my life.
ome
folks are always in luck.
‘There's Tom
Porter. He has not been on the street any
longer than I have, and his salary is raised, and he has one hundred dollars in the
savings bank. “It's too bad. I've a good
mind to go out West, where wages are
better and board cheap.”
Just then; to use Dick's language, ‘as
‘bad luck would have it,” his uncle

Richard,

for whom he was named and whose goodwill he particularly valued, drove up in a
carriage, to call on an architect whose.
office was over the gift-store.
“What are you doing here, Dick, at
half after nine in the morning?
Throw
away that cigar; get in my carriage, and
I'll take you to the office. I want to talk
with you.”
:

;

the

stairs

and

Uncle

Rich-

backto his seat about

as

s

become like him,” said Mrs. Thorp.
Frankie thought a minute, and then said,

‘ Bat that
the preserve

great long white boogar in
closet could not have been

Irish Kate, mother, for she is a little, short,

fat girl.”
.
Master Frank appeared to think he had
puzzled his mother now, but she smiled and
said :.

“That was a very poor make-believe indeed, my boy; a couple of sheets and a
broomstick would transform even your
mother into as frightful a boogar as that, in
a few minutes.”
\. Frankie looked almost incredulous, yet he
had great faith in his mother.
“‘ Then I suppose you think the growling
bear that went on all fours was Kate,” he
said, directly.

“No doubt of it,” responded Mrs. Thorp,
‘‘ as was also the old cloak man with white
whiskers, and great club, who cafe across
the field when you and Henry Swift were
playing fort on your way home from school.
he

question, *“ Why

are n't you

at your office?

At your age I began my work at six
o'clock by filling lamps and sweeping
the store. You have one of the best places
in town, and I'm afraid you'll lose it if you
hang around mornings in this style. Dick,
if you were not'my only sister’s orphan son,
I'd wipe my bands of you.”

“It would bejjust, my luck, uncle, if you

:

was

that stopped by the way,” = =

after

+

the

boys

-

“Yes, and Henry was one of them,” said

do.
The West is overrun now with silly
fellows that are in search of luck. The
men who

have
and

succeed

done.

out

Your

hands and

head.

lies

in your

Don't run after luck. It is a device of the
devil to lead young men into fatal pitfalls,
gambling-dens, and ails.
Just thén the carriage stopped: = Pom
Porter hurried by onhis way to the bank,
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16mo.
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nell Chellis, author
Poston! ete.
Same
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By Miss Mary Dwi-

of
The
Temperance
Publishers,
16mo. pp.

temperance

literature

is

at

last

abounding and improving. Skillful pens have
begun to deal with drunkenness for the chil
dren’s sake, and enterprising
publishers are.
making an open market for what is thus suppli.

ed. Chief among these last are Mr. Hoyt and
the new House in New York.
|
John and the ‘Demijohn- is one of Mrs,
Wright's best stories. The ruinous work of lige
Instead of uor drinking, ever in the privacy and. amid the

too busy to see Dick or any one.

¢“ Look at Tom Porter, Dick.
hanging around a gift-store window in the
middle of the morning, sponging cigars,
and dreaming’ about good luck, he i3 hard
at work learning business, and gaining the
esteem of his employers.
:
. “Never say luck to me again, Dick, as
long as you live."— Messenger.
:

¢ Literary Review.
SONGS FOR CHRISTIAN
and Family : Selected
Church.”
By
Rev.
York & Chicago: A.
Octavo. pp. 301.

AND

ily Doctor,” etc. New York: National
perance Society & Publication House.

feet

Listen to me, Dick.

408.

DR. WILLOUGHBY

By Mary Spring Walker, author of “The Fame«

there work just as I

luck

REV.

restraints of the family, are clearly and impressively set forth in this book.
Mrs. Stafférd becomes an incurable victim of the cup; and her

son John, in spite of every
arrayed

against

tite acquired at his mother’s

THE MOUNT Z10N.COLLECTION OF SACRED AND
SECULAR
Music: Consisting of tunes, anthems, Singing-school exercises, and songs for
the Sabbath school and social circle. By Theodore E. Perkins.
Same Publishers, pp. 384.
SABBATH CAROLS: A new collection of music
and hymns,
Prepared for the use of Sabbath
schools by Theodore E. Perkins,
Same Publishers. 12mo. pp. 144.

table, and

appe-

dies on

the threshold of his noble and promising manhood, killed by the same foe.
Agathais a rare
portrait,
:
\
Dr. Willoughby and his Wine is a book that

will make

WORSHIP, in the Chapel
from the ** Songs of the
C. 8. Robinson.
New
S. Barnes & Co. 1869.

influénce that can be

him, is conquered by the

an impression.

It deals

mercilessly

with the plea for using properly ‘a good creature of God,” and for illustrating temperance by
means of the prudent and wise use of “alittle
wine,” which reputable clergymen put forth in
opposition to the teetotalism of the temperance
fanatics.
The author is both the daughter and
the wife of a clergyman, and so claims to speak
by the book and to have a real reverence for the
ministry.
But she believes in plain dealing, and
is an example of it. Her story is well told. She
exhibits genius, skill and power, and holds the
reader with increasing tenacity to the end. Here
and there she slightly overdoes her part, but she
has written an effective book, and one that gives
promise of something still better when her powers mature and her experience has become en-

Judging simply from the number of new collections of tunes and hymns for use in
—
:
sphere where Christian worship is maintained J larged.
Aunt Dinah’s Pledge is a good book, and the
and where music may hove for a recognition,
one might be pardoned for believing that we are character of the old saintly: negress, as well as
and religion,
fast becoming a nation of singers, and that the her work in behalf of temperance
Psalmist’s exhortation is stirring the whole land is pretty well exhibited; but the literary artis
as he cries, “ Let the people praise thee, O God; not of a high order, there is more or less weak
yea, let all the people praise thee.” And the and careless writing, and the dialogue at times
growing interest in vocal music is a cheering fea- is somewhat heavy as well as prolix.
But all
ture in our life. There is promise in the increas- these books deserve a place in the family and the
ing dissatisfaction with the monopoly of choirs Sunday school library,

and quartettes.
is felt to be no

The orchestra of the sanctuary
proper

place

for the artistic

dis-

play that constitutes the chief attraction on the

and the family, is

an encouraging fact. And every year is witnessing an improvement in the collections that are
supplied. The mere religious doggerel that gained a temporary and local popularity, is being
weeded out of onr hymn-books, and the mere
jolly, characterless ditties that threatened mischief in our social meetings and Sabbath schools,
are being sent away, with perhaps an occasional
sigh of regret, but certainly with an immense

and general

satisfaction.

Whatever

aids in this

work of making good hymns and music popular,
and of dismissing worthless rhymes and barroom melodies to exile and forgetfuluess, is to be

prized and commended.

-

Non

\

LITTELL’S LIVING AGE continues to bring uy
a weekly feast such as only a dainty epicure, Who

has lost all relish for substantial

fare, could well

fret over. It maintains its pre¢minencein its own
sphere, in spite of all the competition awakened
by new comers, and that is high praise.
Whoever reads this publication carefully will know

what are the. most important

things

that are

dealt with on the pages of foreign periodicals.
Its issue for Sept. 4th copies the Edinburgh’s review of Forster's Life of Landor, gives us anoth-

er installment of the Country Family. reproduces papers on the Ecumenical Council and the

History of the Irish Church Bill, treats us to a
Japanese Sermon, and gives us several briefer
articles, every one of which deserves a reading.

Boston: Littell & Gay.
EVERY SATURDAY is as literary and lively, as
well edited and printed, as painstaking and as

popular as ever. Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
rb

?

Messrs. Fields, Osgood

& Co., who

issue so

large a fraction of the. cheicest literary wares
that find their way to the American market, an-

nounce a list of books to be published during the
ensuing three months, which alike illustrates
their enterprise and justifies a large expectation

on the part of their numerous patrons. = The list
comprises either new works or new editions of
many of the literary magnates of both hemispheres.
Itis too long to be copied.
Among

other things, richly illustrated editions of Whittier’s Ballads of ' New England, Longfellow’s
Building of the Ship, and Miss Phelps’s Gates
Ajar, are to appear in anticipation of the winter
holidays.
That House long ago officiated at the
marriage of Brain and Beauty, and it evidently

We shall some day be: still believes in the fitness of such a union.

a nation of singers; the character of our music
will largely determine the question whether our

songs render us a more solid or

more

people.

:

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

frivolous

For this reason we welcome such collections as
those which these authors hive compiled. They

A Japanese Execution.

have character. . ghey have not been made up at
random.
They have an artistic and moral aim
as well as a professional and
pecuniary one.
Songs for Christian Worship is excellent every
way,—in mechanical beauty as well as solidity of
material, in variety and arrangement,in majesty
and vitality, in the regard shown or both head

—

B—

While we had been making our tour of
inspection, the doomed culprit had been
unlashed and dismounted from his horse at
the gate. But when set on his feet he was
unableto stand, owing to weakness and
the constrained and painful position in
and heart, in what is retained and in what is which he had been kept so long, and his

omitted.
We miss some things that were looked
for and are desired, but one cannot have every
thing in a single moderate-sized book.
The
Mount Zion collection is not specially remarkable, but the music is fresh, varied, unobjectiona-

guard were obliged to carry him icto the
precincts of the prison.
Here an ample

yond the average.
The suggestions given will
help inexperienced teachers.
The exercises in
the book for the singing-class are peculiarly
pleasant.
Its new music is generally simple, sol-

the assistance of an attendant on each

side,

front of him, and separated by a rope

run-

breakfast had been provided of. which he
ate heartily, and with evident enjoyment,
ard’s feet, that had been in active use sixAfter a full half ‘hour it was intimated to
Ee
With
ty-two years, carried him up and down "ble, and in some features possessed of merit be- him that his presence was expected.
architect was out, and

soon as his eighteen-year-old nephew could
walk from the window to the carriage.
“ What does the savage old fellow want
** Did seeing boogars make him as he is?”
{of me? This is just a piece of my bad
asked Frankie. “.. =
RR
"
' «1 don’t know as it did, but thus deal- luck,” thought Dick.
ing with children sometimes causes them to
Uncle Richard got in, and repeated his
:

THE

men make fortunes.” .
;
:
“You'll make a beggar or a thief if you

sanctuary, the Sabbath school

and oversiept himself.

16mo. pp.

young |

Luck.

the poor boy who sometimes works for your
father.”

where so many

stage of the opera.
Praise by proxy is more
had predicted, the boogars at once disap- and more regarded as something elsé than the
"peared from the home of little Henry Swift, praise which God waits for When a congregation
would vocalize its gratitude and adoration. Singmuch to the poor boy’s delight as well as ing
is found possible, and not extremely 3
benefit. Indeed, so pleased is he tobe free of for most people whose vocal mechanism is comsuch trying sights and sounds,. that he has plete and whose tympanum has a fair share of
voluntarily abandoned many of his former healthy nerves. It is, moreover, a wholesome
thing for both the body and the spirit. It gives
truant ways and not quite good habits.
Henry looks upon little _rankie Thorp as the lungs normal exercise,it socializes retiring
and exclusive natures, it puts down rising pashis “est friend,
because he says it was
sions,it lightens the load of care, it soothesa
Frankie who helped him get rid of the worried and feverish soul, it adds aman
| the esthetic nature, and it gives a keener ap,
“Boogars.”
.
ciation of the infinite and perfect harmonies that
flow from the life of faith and the experiences
of heaven. True, music may be perverted, like
every other gift of God, but the interest taken in
Dick stood looking in the window
of a supplying the people with hymns and tunes of
gift-store. He ought to have been in his a substantial sort, and especially in inducing the
place at the office
alf an hour before, old and the young alike to join in the songs of the

~ The

:

‘‘ They have been
sometimes as never

Mrs. Thorp was pleased to see the confidence her little boy reposed in his mother’s
superior knowledge. She soon called on

but on

no account should I have tried to cure him
of the bad habit by alarming his fears with
what he has learned to term ‘boogars’—
which have no real existence, but are only
make-believes conjured up to frighten children into good behavior.”
‘“Why, mother,” exclaimed Frankie, much
moved by this sweeping assertion; ‘* how

by the foot with its great

what you say must be true.”

Mrs.

cago or California,

teach

good boy.
|.

“ Dick, what are you going to do?"
“Uncle, sometimes I thiuk I'll go to Chi-

influences

in his tender, impressible years,

as 1 have been telling you, only a good deal that
I have felt just a little bit afraid, and
more.
:
have almost wanted to ask younot to shut
Once he opened the cellar door to go .my door. But I sha'n’t be afraid any more,
down and getsome apples to eat after he ‘because I am certain you know best, and

Frankie, *‘ but I don’t see how Irish Kate
was the response.
;
“ Well, boogars come after Henry some- can make herself .into so many dreadful
times when he isn’t doing mischief, moth- looking creatures.”
er,” Frankie added, after a ‘pause; * for
‘*“ Many of her class have a love of such
once he was playing marbles with this game ways, but, they, are very objectionable. I
little cousin in the yard, as still and quiet|: wold not retain a girl in my employ who

as could be, when a great black creature
came round the cortierof the house on all
fours, growling and grating jts teeth.
They knew it was a bear, and ran scream-

you

Frankie tried to imitate the hoarse, guttural
tones. ‘ ‘Where's them are boys that stop
on their way home from chool
I want

You know he said

better for him. to

saw

club for a cane, and on the other arm, two
bags.
Pretty soon it began to talk in such

en into such a habit,

¢¢ Oh, yes, she could,” said Frankie.

- @he Family Circle.

then,”

Then we looked out across a field, and buch

should they wish to eat a little boy like Hen-

A

worse

straight toward us. It looked so strange "drawing off his boots with quite a manly
that we stood still at first to see what it air, and preparing tc oto bed.
could be. Itwore a great long coat that
His mother arose and attended. him to
came quite down to its feet, on its head was his little cot, whert he knelt beside her,
an’old white hat, ‘its face was black, and it and” repeated his usual evening prayer,
‘had almost white whiskers, 1t hada great which was followed by a brief petition

from

All-things bright and beautiful,
All things great and small,
. All things wise and wonderful,
The Lord God made them all.

¢ It was something

Frankie, * and don’t you know

looking

thirsty creatures’; I thought they must be

Creation.

‘

boogars never eat or sleep; and if they

“Does
Thorp.

I can see a troop of children—
Merry-hearted boys and girls—
Eyes of light and eyes of darkness,
Feet of coral, legs of pearls,
Racing toward the morning school-house
Half a head before their curls.
ALICE CAREY.
—Harper'sMagazi ne.

country.”

sometimes, though he don’t know just what
Jit is for ; but he has thought he didn’t see

Kate will have to leave, and that all the
‘ boogars’ will leave with her.”
r
“Then Henry will be glad that I told

“ Why to catch him,” answeéred-Frankie;
almost impatient at his mother’s dullness.

Lest some day the choice ye rue.

are no such animals in our part of the

Oh, we were having.such a good time, and
the first we knew the sun was out of sight.

¢ What do they wish to do that for?” asked the mother.
:
/

Little ladies, choose ye wisely,

light in setting before his eyes.”
:
+“ Henry says his mother scolds Kate

and

Henry Swifts bed,” said Frankie.

From the commas of the dew !.

could not have

been a bear,” said Mrs. Thorp, * for there

a fearful creature as we

Mus. Thorp.
“Yes, they

Ah! with what aworld of blushes
Then they read it through and through,
‘Weeding out the tangled sentence

¢ The creature they saw

the reward of a life of honest, active labor, JOHN AND THE DEMIJOHN; A Temperance
|__Tale,
By Mrs. J.
Ww;
to-de-| through God's blessing.
—
‘“ Golden Library,” ete, Boston: Henry Hoyt.

‘sport-of such bugbears as she seems

When Henry's mother knows=all,I think Irish

need

Frankie,

be willing her little boys hould be made the:

daring to play mar-

school.

¢¢ Ah, then they are night-walkers,”

Sow their seeds, as love doth hint,
To some rhyme of mystic charming
That shall come back all in print.

!

I don’t know when,
;

ing into the shied, not

rather thoughtful, ‘“but I rather think that
cause they
time.”

Garden borders set with mint,

He made

that I

sleep, it is certainly not in the night, be-

Garden beds, wherein the maidens

t

eat

take both rest and nourishnient.”

Garden corners bright with roses,

1

they never sleep or

sober face, ¢ so Iinfer they must

I ean see the hilly places,
With the sheep-paths trod across;
See the fountains by the waysides,
+ Each one in her house of moss,
Holding up the mist above her
Like a skein of silken floss.

BR

Why,

‘‘You say they are living creatures, my
child,” returned Mrs. Thorp, with quite a

All the valleys sprinkled over
‘With the drops of sunlit rain—
I cafisee them through the twilight,
Sitting here beside my pane,

The

could I have - help-

know of, and if they do,
or whereabouts.”

+

All the woodlands, dim and dusky,

N

=

ed knowing it if there had been?
They
would have had to have a place to sleep,
and would have come to the table for
food.”
:
“ Oh, oh, » exclaimed Frankie, starting
to his feet; ¢ think of sitting at the table
with a boogar! and think of a boogar in a

Child’s Wisdom.

A

:
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did.”

.
Dick, don’t®use that word to

me. Itisa word of the devil's coining.
There is no such thing as luck.”
“You call me a lucky man, do you?”
said Uncle Richard. ,Dick nodded his head.
“Well,

pay

I never

smoked

a cigar

for it.

I didn't sleep

till

I

nights

with idle fellows like Phil Barney.
1
worked to learn the business, an
make

myself necessary to my employers, so that
they would have to take me into partnership when I became a man—not with my
eye on the clock and my hand on my cap,
ready to rush home., I wore pants a little
too short for me, and
coat-sleeves that
would not cover my wrists, and coarse

boots, till
I could honestly pay for better
ones. I walked when I wanted to ride,
worked when I wanted to play, fasted
when

praise. It has no worthless trash, and it has
much that is vivacious, attractive and promotive
of Christian sentiment.

I wanted

to eat,

held

my

tongue

when I wanted to make pert replies, got
up when I wanted to lie abed; and went to

bed when
I wanted to sit up;*and to cap
indulged in them, or suffered -4 child to be all,
I never felt too old to obey my moththus, dealt by on any account. I think I er's wishes. The devil soon got tired of

shall speak to Mrs, Swift in regard to her hanging around me whispering about good
Irish girl, for I can not believe she would luck. TI laughed in his face, and now have

The book is not as beau-

tiful to the eye as it ought
whether its form is the
certainly quite too poor.

We doubt
the

paper is

of American

Students

by

James H. Worman, A, M.
Same Publishers,
1869. 12mo. pp. 203.
This little book appears well adapted to give
familiarity, with the colloqfial style of German
conversation; it deals with just such topics as a
traveler needs te comprehend, and its use could

hardly fail to farnish .a vocabulary

extensive

enough for all ordinary purposes. It would prove
a pleasant reading-book for those who have mastered the elements of the German grammar, and
who wish to apply their acquisitions in a practical way.
'

ning across the gquare,
yakonin and the

sat the

prison

presiding

authorities, calmly

fanning themselves; and beyond these
again were the six or eight foreigners who
had been admitted,

J

The prisoner's arms

were

behind his back ; but before

then
the

pinioned
cloth

was.

tied over, his ¢yes, he requested that a minute's grace might be allowed him. This
being granted, he raised a weak, quavering
voice to its highest pitch, and screamed out,
“My friends!” Immediately an unearthly
chorus of wails answered the poor wretch
from his friends outside the walls,

none

of

whom could be seen from the interior. This

was

followed by

* Syonara”

and by a deeper and more

from the crowd outside.

(good-by,)

prolonged

wail

The prisoner then

signaled to his guards that he was ready,
and submitted quietly to the operation of

bliadfolding; the executioner stepped up,
and carefully adjusting the victim’s head
a little on one side, 80 as to hang exactly

over the hole preparedfo receive it, signified that all was ready; the word was given,

when, without raising his weapon - more
than a foot above the neck of the condemnPa
THe IMPROVISATORE. By Hans Christian An- ed, the executioner brought down his heavy
blade with an audible thud which severed
dersen,
Translated from the Danish by Mary
Howitt,
Authors edition. New York: Hurd the head instantly from the body.
§ Hongliton,
1869, 12mo. pp. 341. Sold by
Immediately the head fell it was seized,
0. J.- Lane,
carcfully washed and cleaned, the procesThe reading public will cordially welcome this sion was re-formed as before—excepff
that
initial volume of the complete works of a writer the horse previously ridden by the decease
y

who is a prince among story-tellers, and whose
character and career have alike aided to render
him popular in a high and creditable sense, This
book 1s in some sefise an autobiography in form,

now carried the executioner in chargé

of

the lifeless head—and wended its way to
araised mound at the side of the highway
a quarter of a mile distant. - Here a kind of
-but it is still more attractive as a series of pic. gallows had been erected, and on this was
tures of what is most noticeable in the life and
associations

and

treasures of

Italy,

Itls

thor-

oughly charming in style, and the quiet elegance

laced the dead man’s head,

supported in .

its position by clay, there to remain for six

days, in sight of all passers-by, and a warn-

to all evil-doers.— Harper's Magazine.
which marks its mechanical features is such as ing
has already made the Riverside Press so well
known both at home and abroad, We predict a
genuine popularity for the
which this introduces us,

l
fy

to be.

best, and

THE GERMAN EcHo: A Guide to German Conversation; or Dialogues on ordinary and familiar subjects, With an adequate vocabulary.

Edited for the use

‘ Nonsense!

could

id, readily sifig,%nd well harmonized, and it has
enough of the old and approved tunes to satisfy
any reasonable liking for what has already met
general approval,
Sabbath Carols is really very
fine for use in teaching the Sabbath school chile
dren, and aiding the little ones in the work of

he walked slowly into the exeention- ground
and was placed, kneeling and’ sitting on
his heels (in the univgrsa) Japanese posture), behiad a small ie dug out for the
reception of his head. \Some ten yards in

”

series “of volumes to

Cromwell said, * Not only strike while
the iron is hot, but make it hot by strikng.

7

SR

i
1

ry blow with his baton and
ang
push by. Blowing her shrill trumpet,

Ancient Constantinople.

Whoever could have visited Constantinople before its pillage by the Crusaders
would have witnessed a strange spectacle.
After passing the enclosure of high crenelated walls and the towers which defended
the city like a medieval fortress, he would
have found an image of ancient Imperial
Rome, consisting of ranges of two-story
porticoes traversing the city in every sense,
and from one

|

extremity to another, domés

- whose gilded metal gliftered in the sunlight, gigantic pillars

supporting

colossal

equestrian statues, eleven forums, twentyfour baths, so many monuments, palaces,

columns

and

statues, that antique civiliza-

tion, eradicated elsewhere in the * world,
seems to “have collected
in this last asylum

all its masterpieces and all its treasures.
Effigies of victorious athletes brought from
Olympus, statues of ancient gods wrested

from sanctuaries and figures ‘of emperors,

multiplied by public adulation, covered the
squares and filled the baths and amphitheaters. A bronze Justinian arose on a pillar

of seventy cubits high, its base vomiting
forth water.
A ‘sculptured column, within

ht to | serious consultation;

during

family by wearing the watch; but the
younger was to retain the kev. So they
bethought them to give it a good winding,
that it mighs$ run for twice its usual period
of twenty-four hours. The key was applied
and twisted vigorously for fitteen minutes,
when they found to their consternation that
the little machine no longer ticked.”
They shook it and thumped it; but no
signsof life appeared. So a diagnosis was
determined upon. After careful inspection
of the interior mysteries, the elder brother

a

hot night, McLaughlin laid down beside
‘Baby,’ on a bale of hay, and soon fell
asleep.
Near him was the cage of ‘the
Bengal tiger, a fierce and ungovernable
animal, and treacherous to the last degree.
By lying down the beast could get his paws
at full length under the bars, and on the
morning of that very day he had thus given his unsuspecting’ keeper a stroke with
his claws, that tore open the man’s
cheek
in a horrible manner.
. Restless, McLaughlin rolled about, and the
eyes of the Royal glistened as he saw the
body coming neargr to his cruel claws.
At length, just as one of the keepers entered the door, the trainer rolled down so

exclamed:

in

the air the emblems of con-

nations.

- quered
colossi,

the

The somber

pallid

bronze

whiteness

of

of

statues

gleamed between shafts of porphyry under
the variegated marbles of the porticoes,

scarcely

advanced

a step, and

hundred

A pin

and

Joe!

Don’t:

youn

that’s

:
Joe,

‘that

rust

was at once bent up

into

be

it.

a hook,

and ‘‘ the hair” was ‘‘ yanked” out. The
watch didn’t go any better when relieved
of it; and to this day the boys have not
been permitted to forget about the watch
with the hair in it.

The

French

Roof,

—

It is to an anecdote

of Francis Mansard

that we probably owe some

immortal lines

of Goldsmith. = The story is thus told :
“Louis XIV,, takingthe air in the gar-

witha

pounds in weight,

it,

Can't we yank it out?”

dens of Versailles with
Mansard, the architect,

blow of her trunk made the tiger let go
his hold and scream with pain and fury.
Since her capture she has increased

seven

have

what stops it.”
“Fact,” said

near that the tiger reached out and caught
his clothes.
With a savage snarl, he was

had

‘I

see that fine hair curled up in there?

straightening back for a pull; to get the
which ran a spiral staircase, bore on its top flesh under his nails, when the elephant,
the equestrian statue of Theodosius in who had also been sleeping, rose up at the
ilded silver. Figures of tortoises, croco- growl, and seeing the situation at a glance
iles and sphinxes, placed upon other pil- rushed forward before the man at the door
lars, lifted

determine

that he must maintain the dignity of the

¢ Baby,’ caught him around the waist, and giving him a strong whirl deposited the frightened blue-coatin a barrel of oats thirty
feet away. As he had no instructionsto
arrest elephants, and could not arrest the
man without her, he concluded not to press
matters further.
:

At another time last summer,

it was

SEPTEMBER
15, 1869.

his courtiers, saw
walking through

one of the alleys. He soon joined the old
man, and Mansard taking off his hat, as

six

amidst the luminous rotundities of the cu-| inches (in hight.
Three years ago she had was strict etiquette in the presence of his
potas. among the long silken robes, em- not the sign of a tusk ; now, she has ivories sovereign, the Grand Monarque, lifting up
roidered simarras, and the gilded and six inches long, and growing finely. In his hand in friendly reprehension, said,
motley costumes of an innumerable popu- the summer, whenthe weather is dry, she ‘Pray keep it on; the evening is damp, and
The courtiers, who
lace.
In a marble circus, chariots raced gets a bath at every creek, and her trainer you may take cold!”

around an Egyptian obelisk.

Outside, a brazen column around which
wound enormous serpents, and farther on.
fantastic figures of Scylla ard Charybdis,

the antique

boar

of Calydon, and various

marble and

bronze

monsters, indicated the

fetes where lions, bears, panthers and wild
asses, let into the arena, amused the people
S ha

with their yells and

throne

combats.

There, on a

supported by twenty-four columns,

the Emperor,

on Christmas-day, gave

the

signal, and men of all nations delighted the
eyes of the crowd with the novelty of their
costumes in form and in color.
i
Farther on, an amphitheater afforded the
spectacle of criminals abandoned to wild
beasts. Toward the east St. Sophia displayed its glittering domes, its hundred
columns of jasper and porphyry, its precious marbles veined with rose, striped
with green and starred with purple, whose
saffron,

snowy

and

metallic

tints

com-

mingled as in Asiatic flowers among balustrades and capitals of gilded bronze before
a silver sanctuary facing a tabernacle of
massive gold, near golden vases incrusted
with gems and beneath innumerable mosaics decking its walls with lustrous stones
and spangles of gold.
The dominant characteristics of this
charch,

as

throughout

the

twice a year she
oil rubbed over

ately

thirsty,
As

twenty

could be imitated.

The Emperor

pails of water at a

stated, sheis very

docile, mind-

lying

near the

cage

of

warbling of living birds.
platform s
size, which

the

At the foot of the

two golden lions of natural
Pred when foreign envoys

were presectedl.
The
high dignitaries of the palace
formed rows, each with its special costume, its right of precedence, its attitude
and other details preseribed ina book written by the hand of an emperor. Ambassadérs bowed their foreheads to the ground
three times, and while in this prostrate attitude a theatrical machine elevated the
prince and his throne to the ceiling, in order that he might descend againin a more
sumptuous apparel.
His booteés were of
purple and his robe was starred with jowels; on his head glittered a high Persian
tiara

strewn

with

diamonds,

attached

to

the cheeks by two strings of pearls, and
surmounted by a globe and a cross; the
most skillfnl coiffeurs had arranged false
hair in tiers above his head, and his face
was painted. Thus bedizened he remained
mate and impassible, with fixed eyes, in
the attitude of a god revéaliiig himself to
mortal eyes; he was worshiped as an idol
and paraded himself like a manakin.

How

Elephants

are

Educated.

——

A Detroit paper has the following :
‘‘¢ Baby Annie,’ exhibited on Friday nd
+ Saturday in this city, is as popular and wellknown as the majority of human actors,
who tread the boardg instead of the sawdust

ring.

Like

them,

she

endeavors

to

please, and in her way feels chagrined
as deeply when she fails to receive approbation: believedto be merited. She is now
five years old, and though far from her
‘teens,’ is nevertheless a pretty good lump
of a body, weighing eighteen hundred
ounds. Her history has been carefully
ept, and McLaughlin, her trainer, can_tell

you everything about her.
:
At the time of her capture she was only
two Jens old;

gisted by a
* found her as

but

Smith, the

captor,

as-

party of Africans and dogs,
hard to control in her infancy

stared

at

each

but

learn

this;

I

can

make

a

duke or a marquis with my own breath, but
God only

can make a Munsard??

“Princes and lords may flourish or may fade;
A breath can make them, as a breath has made;
But a bold peasantry, their country’s pride,
When once destroyed, can never be supplied.”

mass fall against the fellow’s breast, knocking him down, and altogether spoiling the old family mansions,
'wrongbosom of his white shirt, and his ideas of types of a multitadinous race of
| headed architects, have suddenly been unsuperior smartness.”
i
roofed, and the old pig-sty pediments cast

A

aside to make room for the later, the more
commodious, and the more elegant struc-

Scene.
i

Sa—

One afternoon not

long since,

Francis, the editor of the

as Judge

Troy

Times, was

sauntering down Broadway, N. Y , he was
suddenly accosted
by a sharp-featured,
high cheek-boned, black-haired gentleman,
in a suit of spring clothes, who grasped

him warmly by the hand, and said: ‘‘ General, I do assure you, sir, before God, that
this is one of the happiest moments in my

ture. The consequence is that the future
New-Zealander,
standing not upon the
ruins of London Bridge and surveying the
mouldering

arches of

——

of my feelings towards you. I do assure
you that, were we not in the city of New
York, and if I dared to do it, I would tear
the hat from my head and give three‘rousing
cheers for old Gen.
Lee—the
grand
old ¢* Uncle Robert” of the army
of Viryes, sir, Y woull
So saying, the en-

thusiastic
confederate wound his arms
about Judge
Francis, and
kissed him
twice on the right cheek.
He then warmly pressed the Judge’s hand, and swept up
Broadway with tears in his eyes.
The
Judge stood like one bewildered for some
moments; then turning to a friend, he
said:

‘Well, I declare, this

beats

all.

have frequently
been mistaken for Edwin
M. Stanton,” but never betore for Gen.
Robert E. Lee.”

It

Won't

I

he

first

printing

was done

April

14,

Printing was first brought into England
March 25, 1417.
+ The first total abstinence society was organized February 11, 1809.
Steam navigation was first successfully
applied February 11, 1809.
:
he first English
steamer for India
sailed

August

16, 1845.

;

The first commencement at Harvard College took place October 9, 1642:
The first cardinal was made November
24, 1524.
The first mariner’s-compass was made
November 21, 1302.

Fo Iapowder

:

was first used December 23,

131:
Christmas gvas
i Yn D. 98.

first celebrated December

The first trial by jury took place May 14,
A. D. 970.
yin
b
3
The first debate in the United States
House of Representatives was onthe subject of a tariff.
In debate, one of the mem-

bers from South Carolina
tective duty on hemp.

Let Us Alone.

F. H.

miums offered last year, and not having re-

=
4
D. L. EDGERLY.
Lucinda M., wife of Thomas C. Dearing, died

ceived it, is requested to inform us of the
fact, as we have recently learned that some
of our letters sent with money to pay for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good our promises.
:

to mourn

‘The funeral was attended

by

Lyford ana ihe writer, on the 26th ult.

in South Berwick, Me., Aug. 10,
year. Poor health had been hers for
and for the lust 8 or 9 months her
confined her to her room and -bed.

much.

in her 59th
many years,
disease had
She suffered

During her last sickness she became rec-

onciled to die, often expressing an earnest wish
to go. Last April, when she was confined to her.
bed, with no one present but her only sister, their
beautiful home took fire, and with most of their
furniture and clothing, was destroyed, the sister
in care taking her in- her arms and
carrying her
out of the burning dwelling,
But she has reached the country of rest where no inhabitant will

say, ‘‘ I am sick.”

Inthat better land may

kind husband and relatives rejoin her
changeful day of life is past.

her

when the
P.C.

MARY, wife of James Emery, and daughterin-law of Rev. James Emery, died in Tamworth,
July 26, aged 52 years.
She was one of the excellent of the earth.
Around her clustered those
races which add charms to the Christian ‘house10ld. Her amiability rendered her an object of
universal esteem.
Kind
and considerate in
words and deeds, all bestowed upon her the
meed of affection. Those loved her most who.
knew her best. Inall the relations of life she
was the noble woman, the generous associate and
warm-hearted friend.
Her Christian life was
even and uijform. Her sufferings, induced by
dropsy, were great, but she exhibited true Christian fortitude and resignation.
Her rest is glo‘rious. She was, for many years, a worthy member of our church, giving us the weight of her
influence always.
Her example will long dwell
among us, to teach the lesson of noble worth.

ars, the Washington

Street

favored a pro-

existence,

resisting

every one who reads this

all

medical skill. In 1842 Bro. Foss indulged the
Christian hope and united with the 3d church in
Strafford.
Inthe early part of his sickness his
mind was beclouded by neglect of religious duty;
but as he neared the grave 1t is hoped that he
was able
to return fully to him who has never
sad, ** Seek ye my tace” in vaine On the Sabbath previous to his death, in conversation with
his family, he expressed a strong desire to leave
this world of suffering and also the hope that he
should meet them all in Heaven.
He leaves
a wife, two sons, and three daughters, with a
large circle of relatives, who have shared largely

his affection and for whose

interests he labored

uatiringly.

I. M. BEDELL.

go to

Wholesale

temperance address

in Quincy,

Mass,

in

the course of which he used the following
illustration. Said he:
.
It is sometimes said, ‘‘ Rum never hurts
those who let it alone.” Go stand to-night
beneath this waning
westerly slopes of

moon, on the southMount Auburn, and you

will see a little new-made

grave.

Over

it

the branches of a walnut-tree, through

which the struggling moonoeams reveal the
resting: place of our latest born and earliest
taken.
It is sweet with flowers and tears,
and consecrated by prayer and psalm. Autumn showers have steeped the sod, yet by
the cuttings of the spade the stranger sees

it is the grave of a child. “When I go to
the little
grave I can not help feeling a new

consecration to this noble feform.

Do you

ask why? Startle not when I speak out of
my heart. Rum helped to dig my boy’s
grave, indirectly, perhaps, but really. Yes!
intoxicating drink stole away the senses of
one who was in charge of these' two little
brothers while their parents were absent at
the death-bed of a mother. Deserting her

spindles.
:
The first buildings erected in America to
collect the king’s duties, occupied the site
at the corner
streets, Boston.

of

Richmond

and

North
:

The earliest reference to music we have
is in the book of Genesis (chapter 4, verse

can be

21),

where

Jubal,

who

lived

before

the

list, and retail prices.

deluge, is mentioned as the ‘‘father of all
such as handle the harp and organ.”
The first daily newspaper printed in Vir-

ces we make

ginia

to Sunday

was

in 1780,

and

the

subscription

price was fifty dollars per annum.
The first religious newspaperissued was
the Herald of Gospel Liberty, which was
Published by

Elias

Smith,

in

Portsmouth,

ew Hampshire, in 1808.
The first cut nails ever made were produced in Rhode Island, and the Historical
Society of the state has the machinery employed at their introduction. The nails
were made during the Revolution.
The first iron works edtablished in New
England were at Lynn. The first attempt
to melt the ore was made in 1643.
The first paper-mill in New England was
located at

Milton; the first linen at London-

derry ; the first scythes and axes at Bridge-

other books

In another column,

A LIBERAL

Birth Day Present,ccecevceccssccsscsncnse

|

Jlrs.

Child’s

75

Series.

The Christ Child, ssesecesssessecrssseses 10

Jamie and Jeannie,ccecetiecieriesniieees

Pompeii and Herculaneum, eeesesesosses1,25
Postage on the dollar-and-a-Ralf books, 16 cents

Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following premiums for new

each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

Sunny

each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
:
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries,or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with

subscribers to the Star.

II.
1. For one

new

subscriber

and

our own publications, or will be filled with the

$2,50,

books of other publishers.and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be published, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz. :
1. ¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
. ¢ Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
. ““ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
. ¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
. *“ The Boy’s Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
. ¢¢ A Rainy Dayat School,”
by Mada,
194 pages; or,
“lin
7.“ The Birth-Day Present,” by M

SKiesyees res erecesns

Address,

L. R. BURLINGAME,

a

Sa

Dover, N. H.
BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
Nature's Crown.

"You Must Cultivate it

GRAY HAIR
Is a certain indication
of decay at the roots.

257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,

(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new ¢¢ Book of
Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
(with 28 cents additional to ‘pay postage)
we will send one copy of ¢ Butler’s Theology,” 456 pages: Price $1,60. Or,
°5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
to pay postage) we will send one copy of

E

. New Style.
Important Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING

Combined in One Bottle,

MRS. S. A. ALLEN’S
HAIR

RESTORER

Will Restore Gray Hair to fits
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

It is a most delightful Hair*Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.
Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another
preparation for the Hair ; clear and lransparent,
without sediment. [It is very simple and often produces
wonderful results. Its great superiority and
as a Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades %
acknowledged by all noi only in this country
but in
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should not
de used one with the other. SOLD BY ALL DRue6IsTS,
Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
Pe Barclay St. and 4¢ Park Place. sor

1y9

¢¢ The. History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479

pages.

Price $1,20.
V.

1.

For

three

new subscribers

and

$7,-

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay
age) we will

send ¢‘ Life

four Gospels.”

Scenes

Price $2,00.

2. For three

new

post-

from

the

SWAMSCOT

Or,

subscribers and

(with 16 cents

additional to pay

we will send a

copy

$7,50

postage)

of the new

$500,00

prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled ¢¢ Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced
to be a superb book for the Family and the
Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
volume of more than 400 pages, written in
competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
¢¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excel-

Machine

AMOS

new subscribers

six new

PAUL, . . AGENT,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers;

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

and $7,50,

STATIONARY

at Home,” for.

AND

Portable Steam Engines,
Shafting, Turning Lathes,

subscribers

‘and

$15,00,

Ifon Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will Sin every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
the first volume of Strong and MecClin
Castings, Gasometers and
tock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclop=dia. N\ 51 and Brass Gas
Works, : ° (ch. to Sep. 12, ’69)
Price $5,00.
For

eleven

5

new

subscribers

and $27,-

50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.°
For

VIL
subscribers

sixty new

PERUVIAN
An

SYRUP,

Iron

"Tonic,

WITEICTT

ALCOEIOLy

Cures Chronic Diseases.

in Black Walnut Case.

(TFansportation to

Invigorates the Brain.

be paid by the receiver.)
VIII.
Ll
rasp

Price $85,00.

Cures Dyspepsia

For

- The Myrtle,

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications intended for publication should’ be addressed

will

give

subscribers
one

and

of Baker

and

Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
parlor or vestry. Price $125.00,
For
geribers

one
and

IX.
hundred and
$375,00,

and

Debility.

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

eighty-five new

$212,50, we

This semi-monthly, published ‘by the
Freewill Baptist Printing. Establishment,

Barlow’s

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

see 00, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,

DISCOUNT

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

Makes the Weak Strong.

schools.

N. H,

MANUFACTURERS

ence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last mentioned Price $1,50. Or,
’
8. For three

Company,

and $150,-

From these pri-

JB

and

varied

Y:

ers, we offer our own prize books which
of their class.

May Belleeeoreracasinninnnrnrennsnsenaesd,50
Sabrina Hackett,.eeeeirsesinenranaiensasl,50
Aunt Mattie, ceeeceesesseressiinrennseses50
Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,esescvecesdssses [5

work now,

the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.
)

We will farnish Libraries to Sunday

by any

Shining HOUPS, eee teretnsstssnnnrensiesel,§0

Master and Pupil,eeeeieeioescnnncsecess
1,50

we now make are numerofis,
liberal. * Look at them.

For

are not excelled

y

and continue to work through the year in
getting subscribers for the Star, and by and
by he will be rewarded. The offers which

Prices,

schools at as low rates as they

Series.

Boy’s Heaven,eieeesicressicacsssssonses 30
.
Bright Day Series.
Bright DaysS,cececsccsccesssascseversneesl,2

we will end the. ** Sabbath

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Prize

Luttrell,eeeeesecaiiiiersinesisessl,b0

effort, any church can secure some one of
Good Little Mittie,.occeesesvsecsssrasass ,70
the organs now offered as premiums. Let |" Making SOMething, ees secersserrnsserens ,15

GEORGE Foss died in Center Strafford, N. H.,
Aug. 18, aged TL years.
Some two years since a
-cancerous humor made its appearance upon his
left ear. For a while his friends were encouraged that relief would be gained by medical aid.
Bus unrealized were the hopes they so fondly
cherished
; their Heavenly. Father had willed it
otherwise.
His suffering was extreme until it
earthly

These Books are now ready for sale
.

Andy

of

however small in numbers, be without an
organ.
By a faithful, persistent and umted

osm

and delivery.

new subseribers to provide itself with two
good organs. Let other churches go and
do likewise, and let no one of our churches

MARY E., wife of Moses Davis, died at Center
Strafford, N. H.,, Aug. 12, aged 58 years. The
path along which she reached the terminus of
life’s journey was very much beset with thorns.
On the death of her father, at the age of twelve
years, she left home for a place as* domestic in a
family where she was subject to severe physical
labor and exposure which-laid the foundation for
future feeble health, from which she suffered
much.
In addition to other ills, she was prostrated with fever fourteen times.
Last Dec. she
was attacked with paralysis, from which she never fully recovered.
During her last illness she
suffered much until near the close of life, when
she passed quietly away. She early cherished the
Christian hope, and although the duties ofreligion were often much neglected by her, yet she
felt as she neared the grave that she could trust
in the merits of Christ, and expressed a desire
to departand be with Him.
She leaves a husband, three daughters, and two daughters-in-law,
with other relatives to mourn her departure.

his

lishment.

schol-

number

TO

Superintendents.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estak-

church, Dover,

obtgined, last year; a sufficient

AND

8. S.

By a united effort on the part of the
church members and Sabbath school

SARAH A. BuzZELL, widow of the late Dr. A.
J. H. Buzzell, died in this city, Aug. 22, aged 37
years.
At the age of ten years she embraced the
Saviour, and continued till death a worthy member of the First I, B. church of this city. She
manifested her attachment to the church, S. 8.
and choir, even in her sickness, and while lying
upon her couch, within hearing of the services
of the sanctuary, often said she would be glad to
be there.
For months she lived upon the very
borders of the ¢ Promised Land,”
A few hours
before her death she said to her $pastor, * What
could I do without Jesus now!”
Jesus comforted her by his presence.
She was perfectly
resigned to his will, and could say, ** He doeth
all things well.” She desired her brother to take
her in his arms that she might spend her last
hour on earth in the embrace of a dear’ one, and
like a resting child she reclined in that dear
brother's arms till her happy - spirit took its
flight. A few moments before death her brother
asked her to press his hand if she knew him,
and ‘she answered with a sweet, soft ‘good
bye,” and again she whispered * good bye’ and
wentto be with Jesus.
Oh, how precious the
Ohristian’s death! May the dear mourning circle of a little daughter, mother, brother, rela-

terminated

2

Any one having sent for one of the Pre- |

child, ane - widowed mother -and other friends

Tne first woolen mill on the Pacific’ bought elsewhere in New England.
coast
has been set in operation at Salem,
recently delivered a
Oregon, with four hundred and eighty In addition to the publications of oth-

Rev. F. P. Thwing

bend

but upon

First Things.

slightly staggered at this warm-Hearted salutation; but before he could express his
thanks, the fiery-eyed Southerner contin-

ginia.
Yes, General;
before God, I would.”

Si. Paul's,

any railroad track running through a new
or middle-aged American village, would
be strack with the fresh crop of ‘Mansards’
that saluted his eye at every surn”.— Round
Table.
>

life, my heart is filled 1with gratitude to God
that I am permitted to thus grasp ,you by

charge, she wandered about, incoherently
as most women are at mature age.
After talking" of unfulfilled duties, and left them
a few weeks training
she was started for without food or drink, companionship or
Half-starved and chilled, the little
the coast, eight hundred miles away, and care.

we

fifty new

sub-

will give one of

Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
Transportaton to be paid by the receiver.)
dapted to churches and large vestries.
Price $240,00.
1
:

CAUTION.—All
genuine has the name ‘ PERUVIAN SYRUP,” (not “Peruvian Bark,”’) blown in the
glass, A 32-page pamphlet sent free, J. P., DINSMORE, Prop’r, 36 Dey st., N* V,
1y40

DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE

WATER,

Cures SCROFWLA in all its forms!
Cures CONSUMPTION by Inhalation!
Circulars free. J.P. DINSMORE, 36 Dey st., N. Y,
GALES from Araby the Blest, freighted with the
breath of oriental spice flowers, are not so entraneing as the perfume of PHALON’S “ FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfame for the handkerchief.
Sold by all druggists.
:

‘First Letter Foundry in New England.

passed away water; the first powder at Andover; the to Rev. J. M. BAILEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,
All orders and remittances for the paper
hyenas that rode in baskets strung over ere long to the safer custody of Christabove. first glass at Quincy.
GRANITE
STATE
188° Annie's back. Her cost in New York I have no curses to pour on any haman ‘heshould be sent to'L. R. BURLINGAME, Do- MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
was Sight thousand
dollars, and at the ing, however deeply he may have sinned;
ver, N. H.
;
REEDS FERRY,N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R.
but
on
the
traffic
which
can
not
only
stultity
time of her purchase she was the smallest
ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs
TerMS.—Single
copy,
30 cents a year.
REV. 8. N. HOWELL, A. M., PRINCIPAL.
man
but
besot
woman-—which
puts
prop
relephant in this country, and is still the
yet easy of access:
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
Advantages,—Retired location,
only genuine African elephant. Though ty in peril, and renders life insecure—upon
HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of
she has never been hard pushed to test her that I heap my hottest hate! By all the
cents- each,—payable in all cases in ad- No
teachers; Thorough instruction, ete.
And its large varieties of
Cirealsh,
for
endurance on the road, she once took a love I bore to that child, by all 1 bore to
Send
time,
any
at
“Pupils received
Particdular Notice! Persons wishing obitua- vance.
stretch of forty-two miles over the rocky others just as precious,by all that is high and
BOOK ANDJOB
TYPE,
PostaGE.—The postage on a single copy
war. ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
roads of Pennsylvania in eleven hours, and holy, I vow against this trade eternal
And
lately
for
its
unrivalled
indiscreearly
of
victim
—A
patronize
it,
must
accompany
them
with
cash
QUACKS.
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
VOID
showed not the least sign of exhaustion.
nervous debility, premature decay,
causing
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion. cents a year; and no more on 8 copies, &o., tion,
NEWSPAPER
FACES.
Miss Annie is amodel female—one of the
having tried in vain every advertized remedy,
A Hair in a Watch.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
da simple means of self-cure, which
discovere
has
old school, and would as soon: twist her
Address orders to
or
any
number
between
one
and
8,
when
of
receipt
on
sufferers
he will send free to his fellow
—
single square can well be afforded to any, single
head off with her trunk as harm a hu.
Addiess J, H, REEVES,
postage,
sent to one address, than on a single one. a stamp to pay New
1y24
JOHN EK. ROGERS, Agent,
York..
man being who treated her courteously.
A good story is told of two boys living obituary. Verses are inadmissible,
78 Nassau St.,
The
postage
is
payable
at
the
office
of
desn.
Last winter, in her quarters at Philadel- in Western New-York, many years ago,
55 Weater Street, Boston.
BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE:
phia, she exhibited love and hate in a very whose father, on réturning from a visit to | ALBERT Fox died at Milton Mills, N. H., livery.
The
volume begins with the
"aatS The Morning Star typeis from a,this Youn).
singular manner. ‘McLaughlin had imbib- the East, brought them as a present a silver Aug. 7, very suddenly, aged 60 years. He was first number in April.
Orders are solicitThis splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
ed rather freely, and returning
to the barn, ‘‘bull's eye” watch.
There was a warm sick only two days, and was expected to resume ed. |
he only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, ingot into a difficulty with a policeman, who discussion as to which of the boys should his work in a very short time, till within two
POWDER,
tment; no ridiculous tints
No percentage is allowed on money sent stantineous ; no disappoin
was, bent on arresting him. The cop had carry it one day, but it was finally decided houry of his death, when he was seized with nervactually cures Cancer and Serofulous diseases of
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and

Kenyon

7

custom,

lions, and sent the

ued: ‘‘ you cannot conceive, sir,the warmth

imitated

the

when the joker had almost forgotten the
incident, she took up a huge piece of liver

birds

voices

was

around the

: | TO PASTORS OF C

Premiums,

answered her

She leaves a deeply afflicted husband,
trust is seeking salvation, one.’small

mind the joke, ‘ Baby ’ waited a little, and

the hand.
God bless you, sir; God
bless
you a thousand times!” Judge Francis was

diverse

as

bareheaded

prayers,
who we

Latham Clark, 174 pages.
Price of eacl
ing readily if she understands what is
of these books, 75 cents.
wanted. Doing wrong, through ignorance,
“The improvementknown asthe ‘French,’
let her trainer * bless her eyes’ a little, and
III
‘Baby’ shows as much sorrow as a re- or, more properly speaking,” continued
pentant infagt.
As this is her third George Grotius, ‘the Mansard roof, had
1. For two new subscribers and $.50C,
season, the person must be sharp who can been nearly two hundred years in use on
with 16 cents topay postage) we wi.
end
impose upon her a worthless gift. About the other side of the Atlantic before it was
and friends secure and hold fast the hope the book entitled ‘* Sunny Skies ; or Advenfour weeks ago a man gave her a stick of introduced here. It wasscarcely known in tives
that will give triumph in the dying hour, and so
candy which had been soaked for some America until within a few years—Mr. a reunion of loved ones shall be enjoyed in the turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,
2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,”
time in tobacco juice.
Seeming - not to Corcoran’s beautiful edifice, dedicated to ‘¢ Better Land.”
:
J. M

Theophilus had the palace of the Caliphs of
Bagdad copied, od | the luxury of his new
dwelling, in its oddities and extravagance,
announced the puerilities and dotage of a
perverted intellect reverting back in old
age to the toys of its infancy. In the
throne-room a tree of gold sheltered with
its branches and leaves a flock of golden
whose

king,

amazed;

a bushel of oats and one hundred and fifty
poundsof hay, and she drinks, if modertime.

all standing

other at this extraordinary show of courtesy. But Louis XIV., observing their surprise, said;
‘Gentlemen,
you
appear

gets six gallons of linseed
her skin; without it, the

hide would get so dry as to feeland sound
like a board. Her usual feed per dayis

city, were dis-

orderly accumulation
and unintelligent
wealth.
Magnificence was regarded
as
art, and people sought not beauty but bewilderment.
Precious materials were accumulated and fashioned into barbarous
capitals. Greek models, whose simplicity
they could not comprehend, were abandoned for Oriental prodigality, the display
of which

gives her a dozen pails of water over the
back if standing long in the tent. About

were

vation, and trust God heard
and

Ov COND
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has yet in his cages two

large convalescent soon relapsed,and

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY,

@ bituarics,

THE

been

around

the

barn

a

was somewhat ‘acquainted

phant.

The

trainer

good

deal,

and

with the ele-

fled to the

barn, and

getting behind the ¢baby’ refused to sub-

mit to arrest. The M. P. boldly advaneed
to bring him out, when the elephant thrust
him aside with her trunk,
This was re-

peated several times, the trainer encouraging her,

when the

policeman

gave her an

‘that one shoul
other the next;

ing

the

key

in his

watch

carry it one day, and the
and that the one not carry

should

possession.

always have

the

This watch was

the

only one In’ the settlement, afd the display of even the key was an enviable ornament. One day the elder of the brothers
was to make a journey

gonv

two

days;

and,
»

to

the

after

city, to be

a long

aml

ous convujsions, and soon expired; leaving a.
wife aud four children, and a numerous-circle of
friends to mourn his sudden departure.
May

God sustain and

comfort

the

bereaved

family,

and enable the living to *¢ be also ready.”
A
PY
~ CoM.
MARY A., wifeof-John L. Babb, died in Strafford,N. H., Aug 24, aged 25 years, 7 months.
Until her sickness, she had neglected, as too
many do, the great salvation,
But 1 was wit.

ness to her penitence and earnest desires for

sale

us for the Myrtle.

:

Sample copies will be sent free on appli
cation
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AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE.
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Me.,

A terrible disaster occurred at the Avondale
coal mine, Pa., on the 6th, by which 202 men
were killed,
,
:
:

© The Harvard

crew: are

given them by the various
York on their arrival in this

to

have

a reception

boat clubs
country.

of New

Writers onthe Alabama claims question
numerous.in Germany and almost without
ception take the American side.

are
ex-:

The "health of Emperor Napoleog
is improv.
ing. The French people still MSA,
cons

cessions from the Emperor.

:

Ata large meeting in Vienna the following
Gen, J. A. Rawlins, Sec. of War, died in’ resolution was unanimously passed: “ WhererequireWashington, Sept. 6. The funeral services took as, convents are neither a necessary
place
day.
.
ol
ment of the Christian religion nor in keeping
* Senator Fessenden died
on
the Sth at his with the principles of the modern State, na
sare
directly dangerous to the welfare of the
home.
Election was held in California on the 1st. The State; resolved, that all convents in. Austria

state has gone against the ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment.
Democratic majority about
600. Three-fourths of the Legislature is Democratic.
oh

should be closed.

.

Itis proposed by a Prussian naval
surgeon
shat an international signal of distresssfor vessels be adopted, and that it consist of a dark yelIt isto
The project of dividing Tennessee will be re- low flag with a red cross in the center.
be used on all occasions in peace and war to devived atthe next session of Congress.
‘| note distress, and all civilized States are requestNew mines have been discovered in Arizona;
ed to adopt it.
the Indians are troublesome there.

Idaho advices represent the mining prospects
as encouraging.
Grasshoppers are devastating
the country.

Paragraphs.
LINDLEY

MURRAY,

the

=

grammarian,

is

said

The fearful prospect that Andrew "Johnson | 4 1 ve resided for the space of two-and-twenty
will be sent to the United States Senate,is in-| yours in one front parlor, without once going

creasing.

A desperate
United States
Texas.

fight has taken place between
troops and a band of outlaws in

General Fairchild was renominated Wednesday, for Governor of Wisconsin, by the republican convention of that state.

out, attended upon by a kindly old maid, enamor
ed of his participles and his preter-pluperfects
living chiefly on boiled mutton and turnips, and
solacing himself, in the intervals of conjugating
verbs, by grinding an organ.
s

I am

afraid;

Germantown

Mr. Editor,

Z'ele-

that it

does not always occur to our agricultural friends,
that they possess in the liquid manureof their
barn-yards and pig-pens, ammonia, in abundance. All of which, however we see passing

tional and conducive to the
if only

ordinary

care iS

i

health of the horse

taken.—Dixie

N.O.

Farmer.

off down the ditches and high roads with ev-»

Bloat or BloVen.
ery rain that falls, without any attempt to put
—
Oe
i
a stop to the ruinous waste.
The thipg is disgraceful,
and if a tradesman were sul of anyMr. John Hodges, of Rockdale,
Crawford
thing so perfectly thoughtless and wasteful, his
County, Pa.; thus writes:
friend would prognesticate his ruin at hand;
I saw in my paper this morning that twenty
cows had recently died at or near Davenport,
but agricultore may
bear it and even thrive
Towa, by being bloated from eating clover, and
under it, when other trades would be destroyed
I hasten to inform you of an infallible cure if
by it. The last time I visited myold acquaintance, John Smith, I had enough to do to steer applied fifteen minutes hefore the animal would
otherwise die. Take hgf'®’ pint of salt, cover it
clear of a black stream of liquid manure, tgised
with water and lay
it on the animal's back over
by a two days’ rain, which I met issuing
from
the Kidneys, and have the skin thoroughly imhis barn-yard, which must have robbed the mapregnated with the brine, particularly
where
nure of one-tenth of its value.
I could not prethe paunch adheres to the pleura, on the left
vail’ upon him to sink a cistern and convey the
side, just back of the last long rib. I have folliquid to his pastures; that was labor he did not
twenty
years,
covet. Now as Iknow he reads your paper, I ‘lowed droving for more than
take this plan of giving him another gentle shove
and I learned this from a brother
drover,
I
upon the subject.
once turned a drove of cattle into flush feed on
.
:
i
In order to bring out the matter still more
the Susquehanna, and a rainy evening, a little
plainly, I will give a short account of experiafter sunset, avery fine young ox came to me
with his “tongue as. far out as he could get it,
ments which have been made, and which prove
breathing so that he might be heard twenty rods
the superior value of liquid manure.
or more. Isent my boy into the house for a tin
The first experiment was on pasture, the soil
cup half full of salt covered with water. The
sandy, sub-soil sandy gravel and perfectly dry;
and four acres of the field were well-manured
old Dutchman said I might calculate to take
-with first quality barn-yard manure at the rate
his hide off in the morning.
I told him I should
of twelve two-horse loads per acre. This madono such thing. He said he would die in less
The remainder
nure was applied in February.
than one hour; that there had more than a dozof the field, about an acre, was manured with
en died on his farm just so,and never one cured.
liquid from the barn-yard.
He was so bad I attempted to stab him, but did
In the spring the appearance of the grass
not, and said
I would whit five minutes to see
both in color, hight and thickness of the sward,
if the brine would cure.
In less than ten minwas in fayor of the liquid manure; during the
utes his tongue was in his mouth, and he was
summer the field was pastured with cows, and
chewing his cud before 9 o’clock.— Hearth and
that portion manured with the liquid was eat- | Home.
S
en close, while the other portion was neglected |=
”
es
until the manure from the liquid of the barnHow
to Test
Fi our.
yard was close cropped.
—
* In the second experiment one portion of the
field, a small one, was manured with a compost
The writer of the following, which we quote
of night-soil and wood-mold, and the remain- ‘from a provincial paper, speaks as one with authority,
and we give it the advantage of our cirder with liquid
manure; when the lot was
mowed, the line betwéen them could be easily culation for the good of whomsoever it may
concern :
traced, andthe difference was: strongly in favor
Place a thimbleful in the palm of the hand
of the liquid manure.
:
and rub it gently with the finger.
On many farms a hundred dollars a year might
If the flour
smooths down, fecling gentle and slippery, it
be saved, if proper attention were paid to the
home production of manure.
is of inferior quality, though of fancy brand,
“It is sickening to see on many farms, whose
high priced, and white ‘as the virgin snow-drift,
proprietors have been farmers all their lives, so
and will never make good, light, wholesome
bread.
much material going to waste from which the
But.ifthe flour rubs rough in the palm,
feeling like fine sand, and has an orange tint,
best manure could be made.
purchase
Weeds cut before ripening their seeds, sods
confidently.
It will not disappoint
you.
Such flour, whatever may
from the fence corners, mold from the woods,
be its branded
muck from the ditches, and a few loads of pure
reputation, though its price be at the lowest
figure, will make good, light, nutritious bread.
clay when it can be had, all unite, if thrown
into the hog-pens or manure yards, in producing excellent manure.

SEA OF FIRE.—
The Christian Standard has
the following respecting strange fires on thé
Caspian Sea;
.
The cotton market, it is said, was never so
A phepomenon of a most extraordinary nature
depleted as at the present time.
has been witnessed by the inhabitants of the
of the Caspian Sea. This huge salt lake
It is estimated that the immigration into Min- borders
nesota will reach from. 75,000 to 100,000 during is dotted with numerous islands which produce
1869; and the ‘present total population of the yearly large quantities of naphtha, and it is no
uncommon occurrence for fires to break
out in
state cannotbe much if any short of 475,000.
‘the works and burn forniany days before they can
Itis believed that Col. Walker will not be in- be extinguished.
Early last month, owing to.
augurated Governor of Virginia in a hurry. The some
subterraneous
disturbances,
enormous
conservative victory in the Old Dominion is get- quantities of this inflammable substance were proting whittled down to the little end of nothing.
jected from the naptha wells, and spread over the
Indian depredations continue on the Texas entire surface of the water, and, becoming ignitfrontier. Numerous outrages are reported re- ed, nothwithstanding every precaution, converted the [whole sea into the semblance of a
an- cently.
!
tic flaming punch-bowl,many thousands of square
Itis estimated by the American Entomologist
miles, in extent. The fire burnt itself out in about
that on an average the United States suffer an anforty-eight hours,leaving the surface strewed with
nual loss of $300,000,000 from the depredation of
the dead bodies of innumerable fishes.
Herodoinsect tribes. From what source it derives its
tus mentions a tradition that the same phenomeuata upon which to base these estimates isnot
non was once before observed by the tribes instated.
:
habiting the shores of the Caspian Sea.
‘Within ten miles or Ithaca, N. Y., there are
A PITTSBURGH inventor, says the Commeroverone hundred and fifty waterfalls, nine of cial of that city, has constructed a furnace in
which are more than one
hundred feet high.
which a pan of water has been so arranged that
These are situated in thirty superb ravines in
the water is decomposed and the oxygen ejected
the midst of the grandest rock scenery.
into the fire,
rendering combustion complete,
The New Orleans Picayune believes that the and saving 50 per cent. of the fuel. Another ex:
id
——
- cotton crop would reach three million bales but change claims that a similar arrangement was
Insects in Sugar.
A great many curious tales are related of exinvented in Europe a few years ago, but failed to
that there are not enough laborers to secure it.
traordinary interpositions of the electric force in
because it required as much heat to
The number of Acari found in raw sugar is
some of the most striking dramas of human life.
Grjndstones are obtained in but two places in save fuel
Arago gives ansiccount of the chief of a band of
the
Ynited States—one in Ohio and the other in decompose the water as was gained by the use of sometimes exceedingly great, and in no instance
the oxygen.
is the article quite free from either the insect
brigands beifig struck down in the court-yard
Michigan.
or their ova (eggs).
Dr. Hassall’(who was the
of a prison in Bavaria, in the midst of his comA DOUBLE-HEADED locomotive of an improvTwenty years ago Pennsylvania was the larfirst to notice their general occurrence in the
rades.
He was seated on’ the pavement, or oned design and great power, has beensomé months
gest wheat producing state in the Union.
Now
it is about twelfth on the list. The people have in process of building at Wm. Mason’s locomo-: raw sugar sold in London) found them in a liv- a stone, being fastened by an iron chain to a fixed ring or staple, his companions, bound in a
turned their attention to the
development of tive manufactory, Taunton, for the Pacific Rail- ing state in no fewer than 69 out of 72 samples.
similar manner, arétind
him.
The
electric
that which is hidden in the earth—oil, coal and road. It resembles two engines connected togeth- He did not detect them in a single specimen of
refined sugar. The results of my examination
charge, controlled probably in some degree by
er as one, which will travel either way, obviating
iron. .
the necessity of turn-tables. Ithas six pair of of sugar-sold in Dublin coincided Pretty closely the chain and the iron fixture to which it was
A weed possessing all. the properties of flax
with Dr. Hassall’s experience. In the refined attached, passed through the body of the chief
3 foot 9 inch wheels, three at each end and each
has been discovered.
in Iowa. group driven
by a pair of fifteen inch cylinders. sorts I found nothing but crystalizable and non- and instantly killed him. His comrades knowcrystalizable sugar, and alittle saline matter;
A Connecticut gentleman left his state fifty- 24 inch
stroke, combining a power of 25,700
ing nothing of the natural laws by which this
nine years ago for Portage county, Ohio, and was pounds.
in the raw kinds, organic and mineral filth—oftnatural agency is controlled, were struck with
The whole weighs 54 tons, with tanks
forty-seven days making
the journey. He re- holding 3000 gallons of water, and carries 2 1-2 en in abundance.
Ome of the samples which
consternation, believing that the lightuing hadturned to New Haven last week, making the tons of coal.
I examined contained a larger number of insec!
intelligently selected their
ringleader, by the
same journey in twenty-seven hours. Now,
I believe had previously been noticed,
ér special judgment of Heaven,in retribution for
A NEW JERSEY genius has invented a device than
this evidences progress very forcibly.
by any other observer.
It
for watering horses when traveling of at work,’ at least recorded,
his crimes. In this case, and indeed in many
was sent to me, together with other articles,
such cases as this, the body of the brigand was
A table showing the comparative
mortality by which their thirst may be assuaged without
in May last, (1866,) by Mr. Horner, the master
It appears to be more particularly
so situated as to form part of a chain of. commuof the cities of Boston, Cincinnati, Chicago, and stopping.
nication well ‘adapted for the electricity to pur
St. Louis, from January 1st to July 1st, 1869, designed for the benefit of the draft animal of city of the South Dublin Union Workhouse, and the
following is the report whichI made upon it: suein its passage from the atmosphere to the
based upon official figures, shows that every 89th street cars. The bit of the bridle or head-stall
I have rarely examined a more inferior samground.
Itis always dangerous in' a thunderperson died in Boston, every 104th in Cincinnati, is made hollow, and has attached to it a flexible
ple of sugar; itis extremely damp, contains a shower to be so situated in relation to surroundevery 111th in Chicago, and every 110th in St. tube connected with a tank carried in or on the
vehicle. By pulling astring, the water is caused
very large proportion of treacle, and a considing bodies’ that are good comductors as to form
Louis.
to low into the bit, and thence through a suita- erable amount of such impurities as sporules
with them a channel for the passage of the force.
The Kansas Pacific Railroad
Company has
of a fungus, particles of cane, albumen, and
ble orifice into the horse’s mouth.
This beats the
—JACOB ABBOTT.
just sold 85,000 acres of land to the representa- apparatus
for filling locomotive - tanks without:{*starch granules.
tives of an English colony of 1,200 families. stopping.
.
3
These substances, however, though greatly }-.
The land is in one body, mostly rolling prairie,
detracting from the value of the sugar, are not
IT 1S SAID that the invention by which gloss
and the average price was $3,75 per acre. The
5
|
——
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injurious to health. I cannot say as much for
colony is composed of a good class of emigrants, is given to woven silk, was a thing of accident.
France produces from seven to eight thousand
another impurity which exists in great abunIn
the
year
1663,
in
the
city
of
Lyons,
Octavio
and each member is represented to have suffiThe estimated prodanee in this sample, namely, a species of Aca-, millions of eggé annually.
cient means to stock his farm.
Most of them May, a merchant of the city, while meditating
duction
of
eggs
in
Great
Britain
is two thousand
rus,
closely
resembling
in
appearance
and
naupon
some
subject, put a piece of silk in his
will reach Kdnsas during the coming fall and
millions annualty, and yet England pays about
ture the insect which, by burrowing into the
mouth, and chewed it. On taking it out again,
spring.
skin, produces the itch.
$6,000,000 in gold for importations from France,
It is no exaggeration
he was impressed with the peculiar luster it had
Belgium and Holland. In Paris, officials apto affirm that there cannotbe less than 100,000
General Sherman has been appointedto disreceived from the operation. This led to expericharge the duties of Secretary of War, pending ments by which the silkis now covered with a of these insectsin every pound of this sugar. pointed by the city government inspect not
the action of the Senate.
: kind of gum,warmed by coals well rolled between In ten grains weight I estimated no fewer than only the number and quality, but the size of
the eggs. These inspectors are supplied with a
500, most of which were so large as to be disIn consequence of the general dissatisfactio
warm cylinders, until the high gloss is imparted.
ring, all eggs passing through which, are thrown
tinetly visible to the naked eye. It is inconceivwith the new postage stamps, orders have been
IT 18 SAID that the first hour-glass ever made
out, or, if taken, bring an inferior price.
able that thousands of these creatures can be
given to prepare designs for new issues bear- was by a monk named Lintprand, an inhabitant
bei
human
a
of
stomach
the
into
introduced
ing the familiar faces of Washington, Jackson, of Chartres in France, who re-invented the art
without serious endangerment to health,
The decline inthe price of wheat during the
ee
Franklin, and Lincoln.
of blowing glass, which had been lost for cenBut not only, is such sugar as this samp}é a
ast twelve months has been very perceptible,
The rice harvest on the Ogeechee is magnifi- turies. The hour-glass of Lintprand was of
rimental to health, it is the deast economical kind amoltng to#2 cents per bushel in New Engcent.
the same form as those now in use, but was
which can be employed.
land,’ 56 cents in New York, 47 cents in New
It greatly impairs
Montana has elected a democratic delegate to graduated to run 12 hours, with lines to mark
the flavor of tea and. coffee; and its high proJersey, 45 cents in Pennsylvania, 71 cents in
the successive hours made on the outside with
Congress.
Lo
:
;
portion of water and other useless ingredients
Ohio, 77 cents in Illinois, 48 cents in Towa, with
‘ Senator Grimes has resigned his seat in the red paint.
lowers its sweetening power to an extent which
differences less striking in the Southern States,
Senate, .
A FRENCH writer has discovered that spirits of even its low price fails to compensate for. Maturpentine will act as an antidote to phosphorus, . ny persons believe that coarse brown
sugar
FOREIGN.
He thinks that the turpentine has the property of sweetens better, or to use the common phrase,
"The Markets.
.
‘“ goes further,” than white sugar, but that is a
The German Arctic expedition has been heard arresting the action of phosphorus in depriving
from. They made the coast of Greenland on the the blood of its oxygen. He states also that it mistake, A {teaspoonful of damp brown sugar
NEw YORK WHOLESALE PRICES
will certainly sweeten a larger quantity of fluhas been
discovered in the French criminal
29th of July.
id than a spoonful of white sugar,but it does
statistics, that phosphorus has taken the. place
For the week ending, Sept. 11, 1869.
It is reported that the French Government has of arsenic, as a popular poison. Dr. Lethby has 80 becauseit is much heavier than the latter;
APPLES,
MAPLE SUGAR,
declined to send a representative to the (Ecumeialso make the
statement, that in an English but if equal weights be used, it will be found
Dried ...cocoereit rer 17 tesesersnennsnsnall @os 15:
cal Council.
Fal
:
;
Green Winter4 00 @ 7 00
OA
that the white variety is by far the better sweet
lucifer factory the workmen are protected against
BARLEY,
A New Mexico correspondent says the Pueblo the fumes of phosphorus by carrying small open
ener. The kind of sugar which is both healthState & Can.:122@ 125
or Aztec Indians have about twenty settlements, vessels of turventine upon their breasts.
BEANS,
dry, large-grained,
ful und economical is the
Marrow......4 00 @ 4 25
number 7,000, cultivate the soil, and practice the
and light-colored variety.—Med. Reporter.
Ex Medium..3 50 9 4 00
HAGGAY'S
SEAL:
One
of
the
most
important,
Roman Catholic religion.
BEEF
although as yet disregarded discoveries made by
ExMess #bbl12 00 @18 00
An earthquake was felt’ in’ the island of St. the Palestine Exploration Party at Jerusalem,
Country do..16.00 @18 v0
Thomas en the 29th of last month.
BUTTER,
Mess ¥ bbl..28 25 @28 75
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.
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A correspondent of the London Field answers
West ordinary HQ. 82 Hams smok’d19 00 @21 00
mored that she will endeavor to bring over Gen. with Zachariah to forward the ‘rebuilding of the
CHEESE
an inquiry whether it is a safe practice to wash
POTATOES.
Prim to the cause of Queen Isabella.
House of the Lord, upon the return of the Jews
Factory,ex4#
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Mercers,...
..
©. ..
sweated
horses
in
cold
water.
He
says
he
has
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adopted
it,
and
with
beneficial
results,
both
in
POULTRY
game asking him to intercede with the Peruvian and about the same number of years before NeCORN.
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summer and in winter.
After washipg,
the aniGovernment in behalf of the Chinese laborers in hemiah
WhiteWest'rn 1 04 @ 1 05 | Live rsd
moved so heartily in the completion
a8
mal should be rubbed dry, as far as practicable,
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@ . 35
that country, who, it is said, are badly treated.
of the restoration.
.
EGGS
do Chickens.
21@ . 28
and
the
legs
especially.
Should
the
hair
on
Haggai appears
to have been deep in the
State...........27. 0 . 28
RYE.
A line of steamers is proposed between Naples
Western........21'@ . 22 Western,inbgs . ..@ 1 30
foundation of the restoration, and to have left them be too long to admit of this being suflivientand New York,
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FEATHERS,
SEEDS.
ly done, flannel bandages should be put on, and
his Seal there.
Whether dropped by accident,
¥ Ib 85 @ . 90 | Timothy,.....5 00 @ 4 00
One dollar in gold is valued at one thousand or left to be found, ‘‘after many days,” by the a woolen rug thrown loosely over, but without LiveGeese
FLOUR.
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Ex
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will
be
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dry,
and
should
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«It is announced from Madrid that a proposition under the seal of prophecy, certain it is that the
Ex Southern..7 05 gil 75 | PrimeCakes. ...13% @ 14 ‘
has been made to reduce the hierarchy of Spain to Seal of “ Haggai, the son of Shebaniah,” has another rub down, and be clothed in the ordina- Ohio & West..7 90 @ 9 00 [Barrels..... .. 12 @.. 18,
Canada...... 62395 1%
WIIEAT,
If horses were treated Ina more
been found. It is noticeable that the last words of ry manner,
five archbishops and thirty-two bishops.
HOPS,
White,# bush 2 26 ¢
8
ravional
manner
than
is
often
the
case,
with
Haggai,
whose
Seal has just now been brought
New York
20.2
i
Don Carlos, who has now given up for, the
20.2
WOOL.
pure
air
and
scrupulous
cleanliness,
disease
. present
Lis attempt at the crown of Spit;
and is to light after being buried s6.many centuries, are
+.6
@. 15 [New York¥ 1..47 @
Ohio......
. 48
seeking refuge in England, is said to have been about the return to power of the man who wold be far less common.

Horses.
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Washing

left a large sum of money lately, which he spent

had

authority

to effect the resoration

on an invasion, as a young Englishman might Lord’s House at Jerusalem,

of the

Haggai prophesied |

about the year 620 B. C., or sixteen years after the
Jews
had received permission at the end of the
seventy years’ captivity in Babylon, to return

and rebuild the Temple at Jerusalem.”

The above remarks respecting this interesting

§ i

‘What is more , refreshing to a man after a hard

day’s shooting, or other luxurious exercise, than

Fess

a warm or cold bath? And I believe it to be
equally so to the horse. To the tired hunter,
a warm foot bath and foméntation,if the animal.
is sufficiently quiet, is most refreshing: With

gentle treatment, most horses can be used to

ofseventy-five years the tem. discovery are taken from The Watchman of almost anything. Some years ago I visited the
e vaultsof the Paris observatory Ephraim, a magazine of much Jearning and royal stables at Buckingham Palace, There,as
Joss than half a degree. The vaults research, containing many articles of an original I was informed—and at the time myself witnessand unique character.
ed the . operation—every
horse, summer and
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FEMALE

IS MISS

SAWYER?

life to nursing the sick, and has had more experience
in the cures of obstinate diseases—old Sores and Ulcers,—and has aleo
accidents, such as

been ‘consulted in more cases of
Burns, Scalds and Bruises, than

any other person in New England, professional or
otherwise. .She has competed successfully with the
most able physicians in the States, as well as with
narses and
Indian doctors.
From time to time she
has compounded remedies for use in certain diseases

in her own practice.

Among

other compounds

she

has fir many
years made a Salve, which soon obtain.
ed an extensive sale, and is now in great demand

ing lime, and also among the seamen along

the coast

only put up

labels or

of Maine,

So popular d d it become that while it was,
in old

mustard

boxes, without

‘the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received or
ders for it from nearly or quits every State in the Un.
The

demand finally

became

£0

extensive

it, and she made

that

an arrangeRockland,
the trade.

The agent is so well satisfied with the merits of the
Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and any one who gives it a
trial according to directions, and is not satisfied, is
invited to return the box, with half the contents, and

the sioney
each
box.

will be refunded.

Full directions

with

RECOMMENDATIONS.

of recommendations in the possession of the Agent.
[From Mrs. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick, Me.]
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.

M188 SAWYER :—I received your letter last evening
and was very
glad you concluded to let me take
your
Salve.” 1 think
I can do well with it, and it
1 be

quite an accommodation to my husband,
has trie

| get along without
it.
He
else and has never found

anything

as he cannot
everythin

that

heal

hig leg as that Salve of yours, and we
have
both found it to be all and even more than you recommmend it to be. We have had it it the family 5 or
6 years, and have used it for everything,and can truly
say we have never found its equal. I use it for a
weak back and it acts like a charm: Mr. Coombs has
had a Fever Sore on his rg for thirty years, and
would be a cripple to-day, if he had not found a rem-

edy in

your Salve.

It

keeps it healed, and

takes out

the inflammation, proud flesh, and swelliog, and does
for him all that he can ask. I can recommend it for
a good many things that you have not, for I use it for
evérything.

you can

I

consider

it invaluable in a family.

put this testimony

any service to

you,

If

, and it can be of

you are welcome,

it to all

in want of a good Salve.
E. A. HELMERSHAUSEN.

[From Mr. & Mrs. Wm. R. Kendall, Freeport, Me.]
Among thie many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
stands pre-eminent for almost all the aches and pains
the human family are afflicted with. For Rheuma-

0]

..15

SEMINARY,

dale, Mass,, 10 miles from

Albany R.R.)

WHO

Miss Sawyer lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
County, Maine,
She has devoted the best years of her

January 25, 1867.

~ Abbertisements.
J ASEML

cotton, For Felons this 18 superior to anything
known, For Pimples this acts like a charm. For
Burns and Scalde apply. the Salve at once and it
gives immediate relief,
F or Old Sores, apply once a
ay.y
FOR HORSES AND CATTLE. ~For Sores or Bruises
on Horses or Cattle this Salve is invaluable, and has
astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses, This
Salve has worked its own way into notoriety, and is a
safe and sure remedy for all the above ailments,

recommend

Cuenos

oo

ve pa

—Rub it on the lids gently, once or twice a day.—
Cures deafness by puttingin the ears on a piece of

[From the Rev, Mr. Helmershausen, now of Bucks!
port, Maine.
Thid certifies that I have used
Miss Sawyebs Salve,
and consider it superior to any other. I cheerfully

C

895
«+

ed for Swollen Breast and Sore Nipples. No way, injurious but sure to afford relief, Sore or Weak
Eyes

You can send me large boxes if you
please, and a
ew small ones. I cando better with the large
ones.
Yours, &e., ELIZABETH COOMBS.

Coarse
Other Western—
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00
50

Let those with Salt Rheum obtain this Salve,
it freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
goo in cases of Scrofula and Tumors.
Cancers
been cured with it, The best Salve ever invent-

It is
have
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abroad, as well as in private families and among the
hundreds of men engaged at Rockland and vicinity in
-{ the hazardous business of quarrying rock and burn-
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125813
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Salt

Pimples,

n several cases it has cured palsied limbs. For Piles,
it has been discovered to be a sure remedy. Persons
that have been afilicted for years have been relieved
by a few applications. For Erysipelas it works wonders, allaying the inflammation and quieting the patient, For Chapped Hands it produces a cure imme-

00
50
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bu

nearly

Lips, and Sores on Children.
t never fails to cure Rheumatism if properly sp
flied, Rub it on well with the hand three times a day.

00

@ 7 00
@ 8 00,

11

Citron..ss.... ».33 @ 34
Af.PeaNuts..1 40 @ 1.65 | Potatoes, ¥

for

Baldness, Swollen Breasts, Itch, Scald Head, Teething
Chapped Hands, Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked

00

Brandywine 0 00 @ 8 00 | Blue Pod...2 25 @ 2 50

Ulcers,

Sores, Felons,

00
00

Beans,
¥ bush.

|Cranberries,buds
Cape:......5 00
Cheese, ¥ Bb,
Factory ......18
8 . 25
Vt.and N.Y...10
@ . 40
Western......i5

sick,

ber’s Itch, Deafness, Boils,
Ring- Worms, Corns, Bites
of Insects, Cancers, Toothache,
Earache, Sore Nip les,

"|

@ 6 00
@ 5 60

treatment of the

la, Old

extras.......6 50 @ 7 00 {[Smallandex, 300 @ 8 75
choice Balt. 9 00 @10 50 | Marrow ....2 75 @ 3 00

Rye Flour....5 00
Corn Meal....5 25
FRUIT,
Almonds—
Soft Shell..:..15
Shelled.......36

and

85

Apples,dried,b.14 @.. 17

..

NY

soothing

19

00
o sliced.....18 @.. 1+
00 | do,new¥bbio00 gll 00
5 | Butter, ¥ tb.
50 | Vermont......36 g.. 87

. .. @..

a salve combining

twenty years with gréat success,
Gg
The principal diseases for which this salve is reeommended are, Chilblains, Rheumatism, Piles, Scrofu-

Illinois and Ohio,
Pickled.....
choice extra, 8 00 @ 9 00 | Hogs, dressed12%
Mich. and Indiana
PRODUCE.

Canada,superb
com,extras..6
medium do. 7
choice d0....7

her own extensive

37
21

Mess, best.33 50 @84
Prime.... 28 (0 @£8

NWI
you have

healing properties, with no dangerous ingredient. A remedy at hand for the many pains and aches,
wounds and broiges to which flesh'is heir. Is more
easily applica than many other remedies, never producing a bad effect but always relieving pain however severe,
:
It is prépared by Miss Sawyer, who has used it in

50
00
00
b
50

g40

choice do....7 60 @ 8 50 | Hams smoked

.
ERE

00
10

(Pork,

..

choice extra 9 00 al 50 |
West’rn sup..5 0 @ 6 (0 |

Lightning as a Detective.

Eggs.

.

‘Ordinary.....

sweet ....00

| do Muscovadod2
Cientuegos.....b4
| PortRic0......56
;
OIL,
[Olive, ¥
gal..0 90
Linseed—Eng. 95
| American....97

ESZRIgER

Portland,

4

correspondent * of the

Adamantine....22-¢35 00
COAL,
Cannel+*++++.1800 820.00
PictoUsseeees.7 50 @ 8 00
Authracite,..10 50 gil 00
COFFEE,
“|
Java...ieeean8 @40 85

two men after the ablution scraping, scrubbing,’
ete.; a kind of web cloth was thrown over to
admit of evaporation, and the horse was afterwards rubbed down and clothed as usual in the
course of an hour or two.
We cannot all have
such appliances, but still I consider the plan ra-

Pd pd fd ® ud fk fk fod

in

A

graph siys:

Spermeeessesesdl @.. 48 | do

of it,

lenges

commenced

!

Value of Liquid Manure.

MISS SAWYER'S SALVE.

|Cuba, tart......48 @.

[1.1 11)

The N. E. Fair

on the Tth.

British
cruisers on the west coast of Africa during 1868
of which thirty-one had slaves on board; 7 3
slaves, in all, being liberated.
-

and-;plenty

@ 16}

8

Sept. 8, causing great damage to property. Many
buildings were destroyed and some lives lost.

{ular bath-house, ¢old- water

Moulds..:....18%

A reg-

cggeone

MISCELLANEOUS,
A terrible gale swept over Providence, Boston probable they are false. .
Forty-six slavers were captured by the
and Portland on the afternoon and evening of

whether it had been out one hour or six.

»

1CANDLES,
O% thothe wWotk Shaey-Sept.11.,
Sous 1869, co
or
CARAT

winter, was washed from head to foot with cold
water; after returning from work, no matter

ecnoe

Rural any Dowestic,

8
58
& PEs8

There are all sortsof rumors afloat as to the
efforts of our government
to. get Spain to part
with Cuba ,—but none of them can be depended
upon.
They may be true,~but it is quite as

SEPTEMBER 15, 1869.

wn

Summnrary.

N ews

STAR:

-

THE MORNING

se

=]

B56.

Throat,

Joints,

Nervous

Headache,

it gives

in-

Salt

Rheum,

Swelled

Joints, &c.,

&e.

We

sheerfully recommend it to the public as being perfectly safe,
and good for many more aches than we
have mentioned.
MR. & MRS. WM, R. KENDALL.
Freeport, March 17, 18605.

(at Auburn-

Boston;on

For 17 years a leading

tism, Lame

stant relief.
We have used it for several years, and
find it an unfailing remedy
for Burns, scalds, Sore

Boston

&

New England

Seminary.
Not excelled in thorough
English or critical Classical training,nor in highest accomplishments
in Modern Languages, Painting and Music.
Loca-

[From John G, Dillingham, of Freeport, Me.]
This is to certify that I had a tumor on my face.

was there

about

three

size, till I was

adviced

I got a box and

carried

kept

It

years,

It

it with

me, and every time I

to try Miss

increasing

Sawyer’s

in

Salve.

tion, for health, beauty, and refining influences, unsurpassed. Next year begins Sept. 30. Address
Swit
®
CHAS. W., CUSHING,

thought of it I would rub the tumor with the Salve,
and before I used one box the tumor entirely disap
peared,
JOHN G. DILLINGHAM.

ANTED—-AGENTS—8756
to
$300
per
month, everywhere, male and female, to"in-

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass.] =
This is to certify that I have known Miss Sawyer’s
Salve for more thin five years, and of its havisg been

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED ' COM.
MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE

This Machine

will

stitch,

quilt, cord, bind, braid and
most superior manner,
Fully warranted for five
pay $1000 for ay machine
stronger, more

_ seam than
Lock Stitch.” Every

beautiful,

hem,

fell, tuck,

embroider in a
Price only
$18.
years. We will
that will sew a
or

more

elastic

ours.
It makes the ‘‘Elastic
recond stitch can be cut, and

still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin,
it. We pay Agents from $75 to
rex month an

expenses, or & commission from which twice that
amount can be made.
Address SECOMB & CO.,

A

nURGH,

PA,

or BOSTON,

MASS., or ST,

CAUTION ~Do not be imposed upon by other par.
ties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and really

tured.

practical

cheap

>

maehine

manufac-

12135

g

R. RICHARD

10, 1867.

[From Rev. Nathanicl Butler.]

proved an almost certain
in horses,
.
[From

the Patten Voice, Jan. 18G9.]

Miss Sawyer’s Salve. Not a person that has tried it
has expressed the least dissatisfaction,
Many have
come for the eecond box.
Read the advertisement

It is, in fact, what every family wants,

W O Holmun,

Capt J Crocker and wife,
Capt D Ames and wife,

;

Anti-Bilious Pills
Strengthen the digestive organs, avoiding
costiveness; producing a moist condition of the skin, and in

a word, enabling the different organs of the body to
perform their functions in a natural and healthy
manner. They operate in harmony with the laws of
the human system, and may, therefore, be safely employed in various forms of diseases.
They are
nl
fidaple Jor Laver SG oplainte, Jaundice, Dyses,
Headache,
alga
Norma in Children, Nervous ah
asin
eases, &c., &c. For all diseases of the Blood th is:
Pills should be used, let the cause he what it aye
ples sent free,

:

acquainted

wiih

her Salve In our families, it gives us great pleasure
in saying it is the best general medicine we have ever
used ;
Rey E F-Cufter,
Hon N A Burpee,
Rev

.

have been

Miss Bawyer for many years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and a skillful nurse, and having used

Gen J P Cilley and wife,

A DAY

bl

As we said last month, cases are coming to our
knowledge every few days of’ cures performed b

Rev Joseph Kallock,
Rev George Pratt,

CATHARTIC.

——

$2:

cure for ordinary‘ #eratches
NATH'LS BUTLER,

a

Bookge ler, Concord, N. H,

.

|

Camden, Me., Nov. 15, i807,

We, the undersigned,

SAWYER’S

J

At is simply an aot of justice and perhaps’it will be
a favor to the public to say that I hive used Miss
Sawyers Salve for ten years: and believe it to be a
most valuable remedy for the purposes for which iv is
recommended.
It is most effective for animals in
cases where a salve is ever used for them.
It has

rior article.

Fall and Winter that ‘will pay, Apply immediately
for terms, &e., (fen cent sorip Fueimatdy) to
GUERNSEY
D. L,

.

M.D,

columns the" present aed past weeks, by L, M. Robbins, Rockland, Me,, is no quack nostrum, but, made
by an excellent Christian lady well qualified for the
geérvice, is a preparation of real merit, No such demand as exists for this could be created for an infe-

$50 to $200 a month made clear.
Will sell in
nearly family.
B00 men can now find employment for

-

Py

CLAY,

;

cation.
J
[From the Watchman and Reflector of Jan, 28, 1809, ]
Miss BAWYER'S SALVE, so largely advertised in our

Best Chance Yet.

MISS

I consider it a supe-

worthy the confidence of those

app

LOOK OUT AGENTS!
VEGETABLE

,

Boston, Dee,

well

a remedy.

ia.” She tried it on her head and face when suffer
ng greatly from Neuralgia, and was relieved by one

12w29

A PURELY

:

such

and you will know what it claims to do, Onc of our
neighbors would add to the list of cures, * Neural:

GREAT SUN-SUN CHOP
431

successfu'ly used inmany cases.

rior article, and
requiring

Francis Cobb,

John T Berry,
‘Wm H Titcomb,
Murs Chas Snow,

Mrs Alex Snow,
:
Dr EK P Chase and wife,
Wm Wilton acd wife,
J Wakefield and wife,
KE R Spear,
Wim Beattie and wife,
A 8 Rice,
Jacob Shaw and wife,
Geo W Kimball,
John 8 Case and wife,
OC R Mallard,
‘HW Wight and wife,
Ephraim Barrett,
W O Fuller and wife,
Leander Weeks,
Thomas Colson and wife,
Dea Henry Ingraham and wife
Joseph Farwell (Mayor of Rockland) and wife,
M C Andrews (Postmaster of Rockland) and wife,
1 K Kimball and wife, William McLoon.
Pat up in Boxes at 25 ¢tws., 5Q ots., and $1 each,
A great saving ig made by
g a large Box. Pre.

Jaded x Miss C. SAWYER, and

it ubbY Lo BE.

OBBINS, Wholesale Druggist, Roo
da
Me.~A Trial Box sent free Lf mail _on receiptoe,
sixty-five cents, by L,
M, ROBBINS. Rockland, Me,
in medi.

To Apa a | ahve Bali Sold Bg ei pe

H.B. SHAW,

8

-

Ifred, Me.

Park Row, New Yorke and all wholesale Drugglsts
Sold by all Druggists in Dover, N, H. fi [13teow81’

nr

74
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